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Abstract

Under the notion of Cyber-Physical Systems an increasingly important research area has
evolved with the aim of improving the connectivity and interoperability of previously
separate system functions. Today, the advanced networking and processing capabilities
of embedded systems make it possible to establish strongly distributed, heterogeneous
systems of systems. In such configurations, the system boundary does not necessarily
end with the hardware, but can also take into account the wider context such as people
and environmental factors. In addition to being open and adaptive to other networked
systems at integration time, such systems need to be able to adapt themselves in accor-
dance with dynamic changes in their application environments. Considering that many
of the potential application domains are inherently safety-critical, it has to be ensured
that the necessary modifications in the individual system behavior are safe. However,
currently available state-of-the-practice and state-of-the-art approaches for safety assur-
ance and certification are not applicable to this context.
To provide a feasible solution approach, this thesis introduces a framework that al-

lows “just-in-time” safety certification for the dynamic adaptation behavior of networked
systems. Dynamic safety contracts (DSCs) are presented as the core solution concept
for monitoring and synthesis of decentralized safety knowledge. Ultimately, this opens
up a path towards standardized service provision concepts as a set of safety-related run-
time evidences. DSCs enable the modular specification of relevant safety features in
networked applications as a series of formalized demand-guarantee dependencies. The
specified safety features can be hierarchically integrated and linked to an interpretation
level for accessing the scope of possible safe behavioral adaptations. In this way, the net-
worked adaptation behavior can be conditionally certified with respect to the fulfilled
DSC safety features during operation. As long as the continuous evaluation process
provides safe adaptation behavior for a networked application context, safety can be
guaranteed for a networked system mode at runtime. Significant safety-related changes
in the application context, however, can lead to situations in which no safe adaptation
behavior is available for the current system state. In such cases, the remaining DSC
guarantees can be utilized to determine optimal degradation concepts for the dynamic
applications.
For the operationalization of the DSCs approach, suitable specification elements and

mechanisms have been defined. Based on a dedicated GUI-engineering framework it is
shown how DSCs can be systematically developed and transformed into appropriate run-
time representations. Furthermore, a safety engineering backbone is outlined to support
the DSC modeling process in concrete application scenarios. The conducted validation
activities show the feasibility and adequacy of the proposed DSCs approach. In parallel,
limitations and areas of future improvement are pointed out.
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Zusammenfassung

Unter dem Begriff der Cyber-Physischen Systeme hat sich ein zunehmend wichtiges
Forschungsgebiet entwickelt, mit dem Ziel die Konnektivität und Interoperabilität von
bisher getrennten Systemfunktionen zu verbessern. Heute ermöglichen die fortschrit-
tlichen Vernetzungs- und Verarbeitungsfähigkeiten von eingebetteten Systemen den Auf-
bau stark verteilter, heterogener Systeme von Systemen. In solchen Konfigurationen
endet die Systemgrenze nicht unbedingt mit der Hardware, sondern kann auch den weit-
eren Kontext wie Menschen und Umweltfaktoren einbeziehen. Da viele der potenziellen
Anwendungsbereiche inhärent sicherheitskritisch sind, muss sichergestellt sein, dass die
notwendigen Änderungen im individuellen Systemverhalten sicher sind. Allerdings sind
die derzeit verfügbaren state-of-the-practice und state-of-the-art Ansätze zur Sicherheits-
gewährleistung und Zertifizierung in diesem Kontext nicht anwendbar.
Um einen praktikablen Lösungsansatz anzubieten, stellt diese Arbeit einen Frame-

work vor, der eine “Just-in-time”-Sicherheitszertifizierung für das dynamische Anpas-
sungsverhalten von vernetzten Systemen ermöglicht. Als zentrales Lösungskonzept zur
Überwachung und Synthese von dezentralem Sicherheitswissen werden dynamische Sicher-
heitsverträge (DSCs) vorgestellt. Letztlich eröffnet sich damit ein Weg hin zu stan-
dardisierten Dienstebereitstellungskonzepten als eine Menge von sicherheitsrelevanten
Laufzeitnachweisen. DSCs ermöglichen die modulare Spezifikation relevanter Sicher-
heitsmerkmale in vernetzten Anwendungen als eine Reihe formalisierter Abhängigkeiten
von Anforderungen und Garantien. Die spezifizierten Sicherheitsmerkmale können hi-
erarchisch integriert und mit einer Interpretationsebene für den Zugriff auf den Um-
fang möglicher sicherer Verhaltensanpassungen verknüpft werden. Auf diese Weise kann
das vernetzte Anpassungsverhalten bezüglich der erfüllten DSC-Sicherheitsmerkmale
während des Betriebs bedingt zertifiziert werden. Solange der kontinuierliche Evalu-
ierungsprozess ein sicheres Anpassungsverhalten für einen vernetzten Anwendungskon-
text bereitstellt, kann die Sicherheit für einen vernetzten Systemmodus zur Laufzeit
gewährleistet werden. Signifikante sicherheitsrelevante Änderungen im Anwendungskon-
text können jedoch zu Situationen führen, in denen kein sicheres Anpassungsverhalten
für den aktuellen Systemzustand vorliegt. In solchen Fällen können die verbleibenden
DSC-Garantien genutzt werden, um optimale Konzepte für die Einschränkung der dy-
namischen Anwendungen zu ermitteln.
Für die Umsetzung des DSCs-Ansatzes wurden geeignete Spezifikationselemente und

-mechanismen festgelegt. Basierend auf einem dedizierten GUI-Engineering-Framework
wird gezeigt, wie DSCs systematisch entwickelt und in geeignete Laufzeitdarstellungen
umgewandelt werden können. Darüber hinaus wird ein Leitfaden für das Safety Engi-
neering vorgestellt mit dem Ziel den DSC-Modellierungsprozess in konkreten Anwen-
dungsszenarien zu unterstützen. Die durchgeführten Validierungsaktivitäten zeigen die
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Umsetzbarkeit und Eignung des vorgeschlagenen DSCs Ansatzes. Parallel dazu werden
Grenzen und Bereiche zukünftiger Verbesserungspotenziale aufgezeigt.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In recent years an increasing number of technical devices with so-called “smart” capa-
bilities can be witnessed in everyone’s life. At present, for example, wearable devices
like smart watches or smart bands are very popular, where “cloud-based” functions up-
grade the classic time measurement function with fitness analysis or messaging functions.
This development was driven by the evolution of embedded systems, which became more
powerful and, at the same time, less expensive. Embedded computing devices enable a
better connectivity of diverse technologies implemented on spatially distributed system
platforms. Once the systems are interconnected, previously separate system functions
can be combined to higher-level emergent functionality beyond the capabilities of single
system devices. Due to their ability to integrate shared services, they provide additional
user benefit and are referred to as smart devices.

In the industrial sector, the integrated management of physical assets in manufacturing
processes together with the cyber computational space of networked systems has be-
come a key research issue. High expectations are linked to related research topics such
as Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [1]. The deployment of CPS capabilities in today’s
production facilities enables the realization of innovative Industry 4.0 applications with
significant economic potential [2]. This opens up new possibilities for meeting customer
requirements, such as “same-day delivery” or mass individualized products with small
production lot sizes [3].

In principle, the technical implementation is made possible by loosening the rigid system
coupling of the various technical devices in a production line and, in parallel, by intro-
ducing more self-management capabilities for autonomously carrying out local system
integration. This can be achieved by removing static system configurations that are usu-
ally designed to provide optimal system integration for only one specific task. Examples
of static configurations are predefined interaction patterns such as motion sequences of
smart manipulators or even fixed placements of manufacturing systems in the overall
production line. Implementing self-management features, on the other hand, requires a
powerful middleware that ensures the proper coordination of the diverse applications.
As a result, the various devices belonging to a production process should become capable
of reconfiguring themselves to dynamically changing task requirements and thus enable
more flexible manufacturing plants. Ultimately, in future CPS operating environments
it should thus be possible to solve arising tasks automatically with the help of emergent
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1 Introduction

system of systems (SoS) configurations.

At the same time, we are currently witnessing a strong shift towards autonomous or
highly automated driving in the automotive domain [4]. This development trend becomes
possible by integrating a complete software backbone with powerful embedded sensors
and processors into the vehicles. In parallel, new communication technologies with
low time latencies such as 5G are evolving [5]. These technologies are applicable for
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) as well as vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication [6].
The combination of these technical trends forms the basis for advanced collaboration
concepts of spatially distributed vehicle platforms and infrastructure equipment. While
in the industrial CPS domain the focus is on optimizing manufacturing processes, the
networked systems here aim at better coordinated driving processes taking into account
the respective driving goals.

Today, several vehicle manufacturers are already introducing real-time warning services
to their on-board driver assistance systems in order to improve road traffic safety. For
hazard prevention, these technologies enable the exchange of identified threats and fur-
ther traffic information between the individual road users and infrastructure devices [7].
A disadvantage, however, is that these technologies are generally limited to optimizing
safety by restricting the respective autonomous driving functions, e.g. by limiting speed
or recommending alternative routes. For future applications, it is planned instead to
enable extended autonomous driving functions based on networked autonomous vehicles
to further improve safety and performance of road traffic [8]. Ideally, comparable to the
objectives of the CPS domain, many flexible networking options can be realized for a
multitude of applications. In order to foster this research direction, this thesis therefore
has a special focus on the automotive sector, but is not limited to it.

In such applications of networked driving, forwarded external data can be integrated into
the existing individual vehicle architecture in a variety of beneficial ways. For example,
new spatial perspectives can be made available for a better environmental perception
of the individual vehicle platforms. The precise coordination of particular driving pro-
cesses also seems to be reasonable. This can be flexible groups of collaborating vehicles,
which enable platooning processes on highways to safe fuel, coordinated lane changes or
coordinated crossing at intersections. Other scenarios, for instance, are car parks, where
the car park infrastructure is networked to the vehicle control architecture to selectively
influence the autonomous driving behavior. Beyond such road traffic applications, also
sound collaboration concepts for commercial vehicles, such as vehicle fleets in the off-
road sector, are promising application domains. Here, a temporary virtual coupling of
vehicles like harvesters and tractors in the field (or even larger fleets) could facilitate
master-slave configurations that can reduce or even eliminate the need for human drivers.
In such configurations, it becomes possible for the master vehicle to remotely supervise
and control unmanned slave vehicles for a variety of applications.

Naturally, not all specified collaboration capabilities are suitable for all automotive sys-
tem platforms or application environments. When considering the many different ap-
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1.1 Motivation

plication scenarios, it becomes apparent that introducing a standardized networking
technique can be beneficial for the overall interconnection and collaboration of the var-
ious systems. Ultimately, this opens up a path towards standardized service provision
concepts for the flexible networking of distributed systems. This thesis therefore aims
at introducing a harmonized networking approach that can be applied very efficiently
across a broad spectrum of networked applications, not only in the automotive domain,
but also in the CPS domain. An essential prerequisite for such a networking approach
is a consistent specification and evaluation of the networked system features. In order
to implement this, the various individual system capabilities for participating in a col-
laboration process as well as the new possible collaborative system capabilities need to
be defined in a uniform manner.

At development time, especially the ability of a straightforward extension or reuse of
already specified collaboration capabilities of systems for new application scenarios is
important. Choosing a suitable modeling level and granularity could enable a systematic
assignment of individual system capabilities to an integrated overall collaboration mode.
If necessary dependencies of a networked functionality are only specified informally on an
abstract level, it becomes difficult to trace certain collaboration capabilities back to the
respective systems involved. The definition of an overall driving behavior for a networked
vehicle fleet illustrates this. If the collaboration approach is limited to checking the
correct operation of a networked functionality, e.g. predefined interaction sequences
for platooning, it becomes difficult to differentiate between the individual collaboration
capabilities afterwards and make parts of it reusable. Hence, an explicit specification
of the individual contributions of networked systems to the respective collaboration
capabilities seems necessary to achieve this goal.

Beyond that, modularization could support the reusability of parts of already specified
collaboration processes for slightly different collaboration scenarios. This would allow
to systematically consider already specified collaboration capabilities for new potential
collaboration partner or application environments. Ultimately, an entire ecosystem of
specified collaboration capabilities related to a particular application context could be
formed on this basis.

During operation, a crucial factor is that the specified collaboration processes are suffi-
ciently adaptive to meet the demands of the collaboration context. They should provide
a suitable networked system behavior for the manifold collaborative situations that may
occur in a particular networked application context. Especially in collaboration scenar-
ios in road traffic, it becomes apparent that future networked vehicles have to deal with
ever-changing situational goals for optimizing driving behavior during operation. These
varying collaboration goals depend on the current driving situation, the available collab-
oration partners in the surrounding area as well as the individual objectives for current
driving processes. If the specified collaboration processes in such a versatile applica-
tion context of networked driving are not sufficiently adaptive, the respective dynamic
driving context cannot be adequately addressed. In consequence, a limited variability
of a networked mode caused by strongly preconfigured collaboration processes (e.g. pre-
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1 Introduction

defined driving sequences) would lead to a very limited application context. It would
thus severely restrict the overall potential to benefit from collaborative knowledge. It
becomes visible that a suitable networking approach for enabling powerful collaboration
processes needs to be largely dynamically adaptable during collaboration to ensure an
efficient use in the diverse collaborative situations.

In order to provide a suitable solution approach, it seems promising in the automotive
sector, similar to the presented industry research strategy for CPS, to meet the mani-
fold and rapidly changing requirements for collaboration processes with an approach of
loosely coupled systems along with more self-management capabilities. In this way, col-
laboration processes of networked systems could become more flexible and dynamically
adaptable to a wide variety of collaboration scenarios and thus more powerful and effi-
cient during operation. Consequently, this thesis focuses on the individual self-adaptive
system platforms involved in collaboration processes. The respective automotive systems
should optimize their driving behavior with external runtime knowledge in a reliable way
during operation to enable the described networked applications.

In contrast, strongly preconfigured networking concepts, such as networked vehicle fleets
with pre-defined motion sequences, limit the autonomy of the individual involved sys-
tems. These integration concepts correspond more to traditional concepts, such as con-
ventional industrial manufacturing processes using static system configurations. Their
high degree of customization for modeling the overall dynamic interdependencies of in-
volved systems, makes a lightweight extension to other collaboration scenarios difficult
to achieve. For the envisaged networking approach they can only be considered as indi-
vidual, non-accessible networking options.

Since most of the required hardware resources are available in future autonomous vehi-
cles, a vital precondition of connecting new system platforms and functions to existing
collaboration structures is, as outlined before, a harmonized networking approach for
autonomously carrying out collaboration processes. A broadly applicable networking
technique especially requires a consistent specification and evaluation approach of the
overall collaboration capabilities with respect to the individual system capabilities. In
addition, the specified collaborative functionality has to be sufficiently adaptive in the
respective changeable application context to enable dynamic adaptation processes dur-
ing operation. Once accepted by certification bodies and industry, such an approach
could accelerate the widespread use of the described promising networked applications.
Otherwise, if no adequate standardization efforts are carried out, the opportunities for
collaboration scenarios of networked systems could, even in the long term, be limited to
a few proprietary solutions with a limited number of participating systems.
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1.2 Problem Statement

1.2 Problem Statement

All of the described use cases have in common that autonomous vehicles need to be
sufficiently adaptive to change their driving behavior in networked driving modes. A
major challenge for the practical application of runtime adaptations of the respective
driving behavior results from the safety-critical context in which these systems typically
operate. Inappropriate changes in driving behavior can lead to physical or material
damage in the dynamic application context. Hence, behavioral adaptation processes
based on the integration of external services must always be performed in a correct and
predictable manner. Without an appropriate proof of safe behavior generation within an
autonomous system, it will not be possible to justify the use of such promising networking
techniques in public space. In particular, the respective certification bodies will insist on
a proof of the system’s safety, taking into account all conceivable hazardous situations. A
decisive factor for applying such flexible collaboration approaches of distributed systems
in public space is hence the certifiability for safety.

Ensuring safety for a modified driving behavior of networked vehicles in an open ap-
plication context such as public road traffic, however, is a complex task due to the
inherent uncertainty of operating conditions. The intended collaboration of vehicles and
infrastructure can be affected by a variety of inevitable external influences from the
surrounding environment. This can be unfavorable weather conditions, inappropriate
driving behavior of surrounding vehicles and other reasons that are sometimes difficult
to foresee. Unfortunately, the vehicle platform design cannot be modified in such a way
that hazards arising from external influences in networked driving processes can be com-
pletely excluded. Accordingly, the likelihood of recurring system restrictions for such
networked system applications is probably higher and more difficult to predict than in
well-defined application scenarios without external influences (e.g. conventional man-
ufacturing processes). It becomes apparent that the open and dynamically changing
context makes optimal system integration (vehicles and infrastructure) for collaboration
processes more difficult compared to a closed system context, which is not affected by
external environmental challenges.

As a result, the absence of such external influences while driving in a networked mode
has to be continuously monitored in order to ensure safety. Furthermore, if certain
safety-critical collaboration capabilities are suddenly degraded in a networked driving
process, a timely and situation-adapted reaction behavior has to be carried out in order
to prevent collisions. In such a case, especially the availability of suitable emergency
driving maneuvers decides whether the respective situational requirements for hazard
prevention can be met. In other words, whether such external effects become hazardous
for a networked vehicle depends primarily on the vehicle’s safety concept for autonomous
driving.

In an increasingly hazardous situation in a networked driving mode, however, the ex-
isting safety concept of the individual vehicles, specified for non-networked autonomous
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driving, cannot guarantee safety for a modified driving behavior. This is due to the
fact that a modified driving behavior results in new collaborative driving situations. For
example, when crossing an intersection in a coordinated manner without braking, new
hazardous driving situations (considering the oncoming traffic) become possible. These
new hazardous situations within a networked driving mode must be prevented for safety
reasons by introducing new safe driving maneuvers. These driving maneuvers have to
be adapted to the specific networked driving states. In consequence, the existing vehicle
safety concept for individual autonomous driving must be adapted to the new application
context when systems are being networked. An important prerequisite for achieving this
is that the modified safety concept in a networked driving mode can be appropriately
integrated into the existing vehicle safety concept and that they do not interfere with
each other. This especially requires a continuous re-approval of the currently valid safety
concept in a networked driving mode as well as a reliable dynamic adaptation concept
of the individual driving behavior.

For the application of today’s state-of-the-practice safety assurance and certification
techniques, this is a major difficulty, as they rely on safety measures that are carried out
completely at development time. Approaches for safety assurance and certification at
runtime for dynamic adaptation processes of system behavior are so far not applied yet.
Today’s safety assurance techniques are aimed at identifying and correcting weaknesses
in the system architecture before the system is put into operation. In this way, potential
risks during operation should be reliably reduced to an acceptable level. The proposed
collaboration processes, however, should be established in a flexible and self-managed
manner at runtime whenever potential collaboration partner are within the communi-
cation range. When the envisaged flexible networking approach in combination with
the highly versatile application context is analyzed for conceivable driving scenarios at
development time, this leads to a multitude of possible collaborative driving situations.
The attempt to guarantee safety before operation only with development time means
would lead to a state space explosion of possible situations to be considered. In addition,
it would be difficult to ensure that the safety concept for emergency driving maneuvers
of networked vehicles is sufficiently adapted to the specific driving situations. As a re-
sult, the currently available safety assurance and certification techniques would thus, for
safety reasons, severely restrict the potential networked driving modes.

It therefore seems inevitable to introduce new safety assurance and certification ap-
proaches, where suitable safety measures can be shifted to runtime. In this way, decen-
tralized safety knowledge could be combined to optimally cope with emerging hazards in
networked driving processes, when they occur, at runtime. Ultimately, a viable solution
approach should enable safety certified and, at the same time, dynamically adaptable
networked driving processes of vehicles in the versatile application context. Hence, the
reliable runtime integration of external safety-related data into the individual vehicles
for the derivation of a suitable networked driving behavior becomes a key issue. Safety
relevant features of a networked mode could be identified at development time and corre-
spondingly taken into account for certification issues and the derivation of an appropriate
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driving behavior at runtime.

1.3 Thesis Goals

It becomes apparent that today’s safety engineering activities, which focus only on devel-
opment time safety measures, are inappropriate for the considered emergent collabora-
tion processes of distributed systems. The envisaged networking approach should provide
flexible networking options considering different collaboration partners and objectives in
versatile application environments. In the considered scenarios of the automotive do-
main, the existing safety concepts for non-networked autonomous driving cannot ensure
safety for networked driving applications. Accordingly, as described in the previous
section, adapted safe driving maneuvers are required for the respective networked driv-
ing modes. This requires new solution approaches that enable safety-certified dynamic
adaptations of the driving behavior of networked autonomous vehicles in the open and
dynamically changing application context.

If parts of the safety assurance activities could be shifted to runtime, the additional run-
time knowledge could help to better cope with safety-critical networked driving states.
Hence, a promising solution approach would be to monitor safety relevant networked
features of involved systems to ensure that the overall collaboration of systems is safe.
Furthermore, a reliable assessment of the current application context could be the basis
for identifying the permitted degrees of freedom during operation of a networked mode.
Ultimately, it could thus become possible to conditionally certify already at development
time the dynamic adaptation behavior of involved systems with respect to certain net-
worked driving states. By checking the respective validity of networked driving states
during operation, safety for the active operating mode could then be certified at runtime.

Using runtime safety mechanism, however, it has to be specified, which parts of the safety
assurance activities are shifted to runtime or remain at development time. Finally, the
respective partitioning decides about safety and efficiency of the proposed networking
technique. To establish system networks that are highly adaptive during operation, it
is beneficial from performance perspective to shift as much safety assurance activities
as possible to runtime. Thus, the flexibility of system adaptations can be adjusted in
an arbitrary way. It has to be noticed, however, that the necessary safety engineering
steps and the subsequent certification of systems and applications are typically chal-
lenging and also creative tasks, even for safety experts. In such certification processes,
a comprehensive decision taking is required, where automated decisions using runtime
evaluations are strongly limited. Hence, it is generally favorable from a safety perspec-
tive to keep as much safety assurance means as possible at development time and to
minimize the amount of runtime safety assurance responsibility.

Due to the dynamic changes in the application context, however, it turns out that a key
objective to enable safe collaboration processes of systems is to merge the distributed
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safety knowledge within the collaboration group when it is available, at runtime. In
this way, it would also be possible to take into account the general availability of the
surrounding systems for collaboration processes as well as their individual system capa-
bilities when establishing certain networked driving modes. An essential prerequisite for
merging distributed runtime knowledge is, of course, that it is determined in advance
how this is carried out. In principle, this could be facilitated by lightweight runtime
checks. It is therefore particularly important to provide a suitable linking logic for the
available safety related runtime data from the various sources.

The following research challenges have to be addressed in order to derive a suitable
solution approach for the safe networking of systems in the described application context:

1. With the aim of optimizing driving behavior of autonomous vehicles by considering
external data in a safety critical context, behavioral adaptation processes must be
made possible in a certifiable way. This requires a conclusive safety argumentation
for a reliable integration of external runtime knowledge into a dedicated system
platform along with a predictable and correct derivation of a networked system
behavior.

2. From a certification point of view, the derivation of the modified overall safe system
behavior should be traceable and verifiable as far as possible. Hence, for safety
engineering and certification, the integration of external services should preferably
be carried out in an incremental manner in combination with a transparent cause-
effect relationship. A modular Divide and Conquer approach for a stepwise system
integration could support this goal. It could provide the framework for testing and
certifying particular integration steps of external services regarding the envisaged
networked system modes.

3. The integration of the various external services to a specific system platform should
always be considered with regard to the overall system safety as well as performance
and the derivation of a resulting safe system behavior. As this is usually a creative
development process for safety engineers, this cannot be automated in an arbitrary
manner. In addition, it can be assumed that the dependency modeling between
the various available services leads to a high degree of complexity. For this reason,
a systematic modeling approach for the specification of optimal networked system
modes seems necessary. In this way, it should be ensured that the available in-
formation is taken into account as optimally as possible in order to improve the
safety and performance of the networked systems.

4. A “Graceful Degradation” concept should also be part of the specification of net-
worked system modes. As already outlined, due to external influences in the open
application context of networked driving processes, recurring restrictions of net-
worked system capabilities cannot be completely avoided. Analyzing the recurring
system restrictions in the design phase could be the basis to specify still safe,
optimal degradation levels of system behavior for performance issues.
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5. Customized emergency driving maneuvers for the modified vehicle’s safety concept
for autonomous driving in a networked mode should also be addressed in such a
networking approach. In networked driving processes, it must be ensured that the
system is able to optimally cope with emerging hazards that occur in the dynamic
application context at runtime. Even if safety certification for a networked mode
is no longer possible, a strategy should exist to reach a safe state. In particular,
spatial and temporal constraints resulting from the dynamic application context
should be considered to mitigate such hazards through appropriate reactive system
behavior.

6. To increase the overall applicability and the operational effectiveness of the en-
visaged networking approach, many flexible networking options should be made
available. To achieve this, an efficient specification technique for the divers system
networks is required. Specifying networked system modes in a unified way seems
necessary for this purpose. This could enable the reusability of parts of already
specified networking features for different system platforms and application sce-
narios. Moreover, a standardized service provision concept for networked systems
could be established in this way. Thus many potentially participating systems and
application environments could be addressed. Ultimately, this can lead to a higher
utilization rate of a particular networking technique.

The research focus is therefore on an adequate integration approach for external services
on a dedicated system platform with the described features. In this way, safety-certified
networked driving processes for optimizing safety and performance of autonomous ve-
hicles should become possible. As a first solution approach, this thesis presents in the
following Chapters the conceptual framework of Dynamic Safety Contracts.

1.4 Scientific Contribution

This thesis introduces a new contract-based safety assurance and certification approach
called Dynamic Safety Contracts (DSCs). With the DSCs approach, it becomes possible
to reliably merge distributed or decentralized safety-related runtime knowledge in order
to dynamically adapt the behavior of networked systems. The DSCs approach pro-
vides a systematic composition framework for safety-related services from distributed
systems (e.g. vehicles and infrastructure) to specify safe networked system modes be-
fore operation at development time. And, associated to this, it provides a lightweight
runtime evaluation mechanism that enables the specified networked system behavior to
be performed in an autonomous manner.

Introducing a formalized service provision concept according to their contained safety
quality characteristics makes it possible to treat shared safety-relevant data from dif-
ferent sources in a unified way for safety assessment. This becomes possible since the
spectrum of potential output data from networked systems is known before operation
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and can be classified accordingly. This can be, for instance, networked safety-certified
sensors as well as their measurement data in a specific application context. In this way,
the shared safety-related services can be considered as safety-related runtime evidences.
This in turn opens up the opportunity to introduce comprehensive safety assurance and
certification concepts based on flexible system networks. Safety engineers can thus define
at development time which collaborative system functionalities can be safely executed
with respect to available safety evidences at runtime. As a result, networked system
modes can be systematically developed according to networked system platforms and
application environments.

DSCs are established in a modular way to explicitly merge formalized services containing
safety quality characteristics that are related to each other in a specific networked appli-
cation context. The encapsulated merging logic supports thus reuse and co-development
processes. This allows safety experts from different domains to contribute their partic-
ular expertise either independently of one another or in parallel. In this way, an entire
ecosystem of specified networking capabilities could be derived to provide many flexible
networking options.

The developed DSC-Modules and their internal merging logic can be rigidly connected to
each other to consider dynamic changes in the service availability during operation of a
networked mode. The rigid allocation of DSC-Modules supports a fast and reliable prop-
agation of merged services to the control level of the networked system behavior. The
result are reproducible evaluation mechanisms based on pre-configured variability which
can guarantee safety for dynamic adaptation processes of networked systems. Which
configuration is currently valid is proofed at runtime based on the available top-level
safety guarantees.

In this way, the merged services using DSCs enable a joint safety assessment of networked
systems in an open and dynamically changing application context at runtime. They
represent valid safety contracts for a networked system mode and provide suitable safety
assurance and certification means for the execution of networked system functions. The
specification is achieved by applying the DSC merging logic for integrating external
services while evolving a safety assurance concept. The available composed services
during operation of a collaborative mode are strictly related to the allowed degrees
of freedom for networked system functions. The evaluated degrees of freedom can be
compared to the current networked system state. This enables to introduce a holistic
safety assurance approach, which also contains an active influencing of the networked
system behavior according to safety aspects. The derived behavior adaptation concept
is part of the DSC service composition concept and can be individually assigned to a
particular system in a specific networked mode.

In a regular networked system mode, where no hazardous event occurs, the composed
services are facilitated to provide safety certified enhanced system capabilities. To facil-
itate this, a continuous evaluation of allowed degrees of freedom of networked systems
is conducted. In the ideal case (no degradation of collaboration capabilities) the collab-
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orative capabilities with DSCs exceed the individual system capabilities with additional
degrees of freedom. The available merged services using DSCs thus enable an optimized
networked system behavior. For instance in a vehicle platoon, the networked driving
mode provides optimized set points for reduced driving distances or higher average ve-
locities.

In case of suddenly severely degraded collaboration capabilities, recognized based on
degraded, missing or inconsistent shared services, the allowed degrees of freedom are
reduced and the existing system coupling is loosened. Depending on the criticality of such
missing collaboration capabilities, a rapid reaction behavior adapted to the collaborative
mode can be part of the safety specification and can be initialized accordingly. It should
ensure a return to a safe state for a system during operation of a networked mode as
optimally as possible. In a platooning scenario, for instance, adequate breaking and
evasive maneuvers with respect to the surrounding vehicles, e.g. to enable a standstill
on the emergency lane, could be specified to reach a safe state in the networked driving
mode.

Openness for previously unknown collaboration partner as required in road traffic appli-
cations, is also addressed by the DSCs approach. To facilitate this, the DSC approach
facilitates a two step approach for safety assured collaboration processes. In the first
step at integration time, before the actual collaboration is carried out, it can be deter-
mined in a reliable way which collaboration mode optimally fits for the collaboration of
the particular systems. The DSCs approach therefore facilitates a negotiation process
based on the respective hardware capabilities of involved systems. To the identified col-
laborative mode is the DSC merging logic assigned, which assures in the second step at
runtime of the collaborative mode a safe operation as outlined before. In this way, it is
tried to keep as much safety knowledge as possible at development time and keep the
runtime model lightweight. In other scenarios, where collaboration partners and their
collaboration context are already known before operation, a specified DSCs collaboration
approach can be directly applied without facilitating a negotiation process in advance.
Typical scenarios for this case are fixed configurations of networked vehicle fleets such
as master-slave driving in the commercial vehicle domain.

1.5 Validation of the Presented Approach

At the moment, there is to the best of our knowledge no comparable approach available
that enables the described flexible collaboration processes of distributed systems based on
a standardized networking approach for available in- and external safety-related services.
Thus a comparison to similar approaches cannot be conducted at this point. In this light
a main task of this thesis is to show the applicability and feasibility of the proposed DSCs
approach. For the specification and implementation of DSCs, a comprehensive insight
and tool support is provided in this thesis. The respective steps were analyzed and
validated with adequate test techniques.
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To ensure optimal engineering processes for the DSC modeling, a systematic safety engi-
neering strategy for DSCs has been established. It was validated with several use cases
from the automotive domain. Furthermore, a dedicated GUI framework was developed
to ensure an efficient DSC modeling. The GUI provided in this thesis was validated for
different modeling scenarios. A key feature of the GUI is the automated code generation
from the graphical representations of DSC-Modules. The suitability of the generated
runtime representation of DSCs was validated considering safety and performance is-
sues. The runtime mechanism of the DSC evaluation, as a key element for contract
building, was analyzed according to its computation times for the overall DSC-Module
propagation times as well as the evaluation times for the overall feedback behavior. The
analysis findings showed that sufficiently short computation times can be achieved using
the DSCs approach. Thus adequate evaluation times for the feedback behavior could be
ensured.

To show the feasibility of the runtime safety assurance mechanism based on DSCs, an
implementation of networked vehicles into a holistic 3D simulation environment based
on the Unreal Engine was realized. The RRLAB department at TU Kaiserslautern
developed the realtime robot control framework Finroc [9], which was facilitated for the
DSC approach in combination with an integrated behavior-based control (iB2C) [10].
The simulated driving processes are particularly realistic, since the changing output
guarantees directly influence the input parameters for DSC evaluation with a closed loop
control architecture. The iB2C approach enabled the autonomous driving mechanisms
for two vehicles in a platoon, while the DSCs approach provided the corresponding safety
assurance and certification means for the networked driving processes. In the simulation
environment, it was possible to create hazardous driving situations in a targeted manner.
In this way, the suitability of the networked driving behavior could be checked based
on the overall vehicle interaction sequences. Moreover, the correct reaction behavior in
unsafe driving states could be observed in order to put the networked systems back into
a safe operation mode.

Beyond that, the negotiation mechanism for a suitable networked DSC driving mode
to address openness was validated with a dedicated simulation framework based on a
platooning use case. Previously unknown vehicle systems and infrastructural devices
could be inserted into a simulation environment with a simplified one-dimensional road
via drag and drop. Subsequently, the optimal networked driving mode is automatically
identified with a negotiation process based on the available collaboration capabilities
and is put into operation with DSCs. During operation of a networked driving mode,
the safety-relevant driving parameters could then be selectively modified. A visualiza-
tion of the internal DSC signal propagation showed the effect on the resulting overall
driving behavior. In this way, both the ongoing DSC runtime evaluation as well as the
initialization and resolution of the DSC networking modes could be validated.
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1.6 Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured into seven Chapters. After the introductory Chapter, the
fundamentals of the given research subject are explained in more detail in Chapter
2. Moreover, a comprehensive insight into the related work is given. A special focus
is on the current state of the art from the most contributing research communities as
they are naturally the safety community and the open adaptive system community.
Chapter 3 provides a brief overview of the solution approach. The envisaged application
context and derived key features for a suitable solution approach are presented. On this
basis, the conceptual framework of DSCs is introduced as the core solution approach.
In the following, the specific characteristics of DSCs with regard to specification and
implementation are described in Chapter 4. To ensure efficient modeling processes, this
Chapter also presents a dedicated GUI-based modeling framework for automated code
generation and for efficient runtime evaluations using BDDs. Chapter 5 then shows how
a systematic development process for the specification of collaboration modes based on
DSCs could be established. A special focus is on the joint consideration of the domain-
level and the system-level engineering in the development process. In Chapter 6 the
validation activities for the proposed DSC approach focus on the general applicability of
the development time specification approach and the suitability of the runtime evaluation
mechanisms. To demonstrate the general applicability of the DSC modeling approach as
well as an efficient reuse of parts of the DSCs specification, the various scenarios in which
the approach was utilized are summarized in this Chapter. For the validation of runtime
mechanisms, the conducted simulation activities are presented in this Chapter as well.
The main focus is on validating the intended dynamic behavior of networked vehicles as
well as the evaluation times and efficiency of the runtime mechanism. The ability to be
open to previously unknown participants based on runtime negotiation processes is also
demonstrated. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes and discusses the results achieved as well
as potential future research aspects.
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2 Related Work and Fundamentals

Overall, this Chapter provides a comprehensive insight into today’s safety engineering
and certification techniques to enable a reliable networking of distributed systems. As de-
scribed in the introductory Chapter, an adjusted and holistic safety concept is crucial for
the integration of external services into self-managing systems such as autonomous vehi-
cles. In this context, the fundamental principles of collaboration and self-optimization of
networked systems with the aim of facilitating dynamic behavioral adaptation processes
are outlined at first. This Chapter thus forms a good starting point for understanding
the solution approach that is derived in the next two Chapters.

Section 2.1 introduces the fundamental prerequisites for achieving benefits from the
networking of distributed autonomous systems. Initially, the various levels of vehicle
automation as well as a terminology for distinguishing the different possible integration
levels of networked systems are presented. Then, in order to illustrate the incorporation
of forwarded external data in individual self-managed systems, the working principle of
self-optimizing systems with continuously recurring evaluation processes is explained in
more detail. The underlying mechanisms for the technical implementation of external
service integration in autonomous systems are outlined as well. The following Section 2.2
provides an overview of the current state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice of safety
assurance approaches for dynamic behavior adaptation. Here a distinction is made
between the two particularly affected research groups, which are the adaptive systems
community and the safety community. The adaptive systems community especially
takes into account safety assurance approaches that allow a high dynamic variability by
trying to solve safety issues at runtime. In parallel, the safety community is focusing
on more conservative approaches with the goal of ensuring safety completely through
development time measures. Beyond that, in order to derive a suitable solution approach
later on, safety engineering approaches for modeling data flow structures as well as
runtime evaluation approaches are presented here. Hence, Section 2.2 is also well suited
to retrace the design decisions presented in Chapter 3 and 4 in relation to previous work.

2.1 Fundamentals of Networked Autonomous

Systems

A key objective of current digitization trends towards Cyber-Physical Systems [1] is
to improve the interconnection of previously separated system functions and thus en-
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able new joint capabilities for the systems involved. In the industrial sector, such net-
worked applications in combination with self-reconfigurable manufacturing systems en-
able Industry 4.0 [2] applications. In the transport domain, there are also strong research
efforts aiming at a better networking of vehicles and infrastructure in order to increase
road traffic safety and efficiency [11]. Modern, highly automated vehicles are getting
more and more similar to complex networked mechatronic systems. A multitude of
research initiatives can be summarized here under the term Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) [12]. They deal with a broad range of technologies and applications for
networked road transport. These are for example wireless communication technologies as
well as networked applications for automatic road enforcement or variable speed limits.
In the dynamic and safety-critical application context of public road traffic, the reliable
and safe generation of emergent driving behavior while being involved in a group of net-
worked systems is of vital importance. For the realization of these promising networking
concepts, it is therefore essential that the individual autonomous vehicle platforms can
interpret the forwarded services correctly and are sufficiently self-adaptive to change
their driving behavior in a suitable fine-grained and targeted manner.

The envisaged networked system applications in this thesis can only be achieved with
a sufficiently high degree of autonomy for the involved systems in combination with a
tight system coupling. To illustrate this, the different automation levels in the automo-
tive sector are presented in a first step. The focus here is on automotive applications as
this is the target application domain of this thesis, but is not necessarily limited to it.
Subsequently, the various integration levels of networked applications are discussed. In
particular, this should clarify the use of a uniform terminology as so-called collaborative
networks throughout this thesis. In the following, the fundamental steps of behavior
generation processes are outlined in order to enable a clear differentiation of internal
mechanisms for system adaptations. Since the focus is on optimizing system capabili-
ties through self-adaptation processes, this is explained with reference to the theory of
self-optimizing systems. The related system architecture is well suited for establishing
emergent and highly adaptive networks of collaborating systems. Afterwards, the differ-
ent perspectives of behavioral adaptation processes are examined, as they are addressed
by the intelligent system community and the adaptive system community. Furthermore,
additional insight for the implementation of interdisciplinary aspects are outlined. This
Section also discusses already implemented application scenarios as well as their oper-
ating principles.

2.1.1 Automation levels in the automotive sector

In order to dynamically adapt system functions for networked applications during opera-
tion, the respective systems need sufficient self-management capabilities. In applications
in which the driving behavior of autonomous vehicles should be optimized, as described
in the introductory Chapter, the respective driving function must be at least partially
self-configurable. In Table 2.1 the automation levels for automotive platforms as spec-
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ified by the SAE [13] are outlined. Whenever an automotive system, as shown in the
table, can execute a certain driving task without human assistance, it is basically able
to adapt itself autonomously to new tasks in the given application context. Hence,
self-managed system functions in a certain application context are basically operational
starting from automation level 1 as shown in Table 2.1.

This thesis, however, focuses primarily on enabling better coordinated driving processes
by modifying the individual driving behavior of autonomous vehicles. Here, particularly
a modified safety concept based on adapted driving maneuvers for autonomous driving
is required. The autonomous driving functionality should be capable of performing all of
the dynamic driving tasks also in unsafe networked driving situations. This is necessary
because a human driver is not always able to take over control fast enough and react
correctly. Dealing with the multitude of information in a hazardous driving situation is
particularly difficult for the driver when he is distracted [14].

Up to level 2, safe driving maneuvers can only be ensured by a human driver. Also
in level 3, the human driver is responsible for safety although some basic elements of
safety assurance can be shifted to the autonomous driving behavior. Starting from
level 4, the autonomous vehicle manages safety assurance for specific driving maneuvers
completely on its own. Here, where no human assistance is required for transferring the
system to a safe state, the safety concept for automated driving tasks can be readjusted
accordingly. Consequentially, this thesis focuses on level 4 and 5 of automated driving
systems (ADS). Ideally, since the intended networking approach for flexible collaboration
should be as widely applicable as possible, the level 5 automation type is applied, as it
can be activated everywhere and is thus most effective.

Level Automation Type Where Operational If Automation Stops Working

0 No driving automa-
tion

Not applicable (no
automation)

Not applicable (no automa-
tion)

1 Driver assistance Limited roads or
modes

Driver resumes performing all
of the dynamic driving task

2 Partial driving au-
tomation

Limited roads or
modes

Driver resumes performing all
of the dynamic driving task

3 Automated driving
(conditional)

Limited area, roads,
and/or modes

Driver takes over after warning

4 Automated driving
(high)

Limited area, roads,
and/or modes

ADS brings vehicle to safe stop

5 Automated driving
(full)

Everywhere on-road ADS brings vehicle to safe stop

Table 2.1: Levels of Vehicle Automation (adapted from [13])
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2.1.2 Integration levels of networked systems

In order to identify a suitable approach for sharing of safety-relevant knowledge among
networked systems, it is important to know which features characterize networks at
different integration levels. It became evident during the literature research for suitable
definitions and delimitations of the terms collaboration and cooperation that they are
often used indistinguishably. In this thesis the definitions from Camarinha-Matos et
al. [15] are used due to the good overall thematic classification. The research group
ranked the coalition types of networks according to their level of integration into four
different categories, as shown in Fig. 2.1. As a rule of thumb, it can be noted that in this
approach a higher integration level always inherits the capabilities of the lower levels.

Network
Communication & 

Information Exchange

Coordinated Network
Complementary Goals

(aligning activities for mutual benefit)

Cooperative Network
Compatible Goals, Individual Identities, Working Apart

(with some coordination)

Collaborative Network
Joint Goals, Joint Identities, Working Together

(creating together)

Figure 2.1: Integration Levels of Networks (adapted from [15])

At the first integration level, called Networking, communication and information ex-
change already takes place, which is the basis for mutual benefit of involved systems.
However, neither a common goal nor a structure for individual contributions of sys-
tems has been defined. At the next level Coordination an aligning of activities takes
place, so that information exchange becomes considerably more efficient. The resulting
advantage, however, usually remains at the individual level since the objectives of the
systems involved are typically very heterogeneous. The next integration level Coopera-
tion focuses on sharing of resources of the involved parties in order to achieve compatible
system goals. Although involved participants perform their work separately, a common
plan exists to aggregate generated value of the various system to a value chain to reach
the respective system goals. At the highest integration level Collaboration all activities
are done jointly by the involved partners to reach a common goal. Hence, when collab-
orating, involved systems work together (co-labor) on a single shared goal. It represents
a process, where a collaboration group enhances the capabilities of each other.
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With regard to the initial statement mentioned above, it becomes apparent that the
assignment of the two terms collaboration and cooperation to applications strongly de-
pends on the respective perspective. Saekia [16] for example pointed out that software
development activities are cooperative work but collaboratively performed by a team
with various roles of persons and tools. Denise [17] analyzed these terms with regard to
the resulting workflows of human employees and noticed that the three Cs (Communica-
tion, Coordination, Cooperation) support controlling tendencies that have a centralizing
effect. In contrast to that Collaboration is about creating new value.

A typical use case in this thesis is the exchange of safety-related data to optimize driv-
ing processes of individual or entire groups of autonomous vehicles. Such applications
can be preconfigured vehicle fleets such as master-slave vehicle configurations, which are
presented later in the validation Chapter. In such scenarios, the master vehicle deter-
mines the respective system goals for the slave vehicles. In parallel, the autonomously
driving slave vehicles need to find the best possible way to contribute to the group goals
with respect to the other systems. Such vehicle groups thus clearly form a collaboration
network. In other applications, such as typical road traffic situations, however, the term
cooperation also seems sensible since individual goals for driving processes are pursued.

Generally, it is however true that with a higher level of integration from Networking to
Collaboration the commitment for responsibility of involved participants for each other
increases. The fact that this work is specifically focused on safety-assured networking
concepts in safety-critical applications and that there is a high degree of mutual depen-
dencies should be highlighted throughout this thesis. Similar to preconfigured vehicle
fleets in off-road applications, ensuring safety and efficiency in public road traffic can
be identified as a joint goal of available autonomous vehicles. Furthermore, referring to
Denise, flexibility of emerging and decentralized networks could only be maintained in
collaborative networks in contrast to centralizing and hierarchical communication struc-
tures from other less integrated networks. That´s why the term collaboration is used
consistently in this thesis instead of cooperation.

2.1.3 Enhanced situation awareness and self-optimization

In the intended application context of collaboration networks it should be possible to
share safety-relevant services between the networked systems in order to improve the in-
dividual situation awareness of autonomous vehicles. In this way, by specifying modified
driving modes taking into account the improved situational awareness, existing driving
processes should be optimized. If joint system knowledge is continuously considered for
behavioral adjustment processes of existing driving behavior in autonomous systems,
this is referred to in this thesis as self-optimization.

An important prerequisite for improving individual situation awareness is the correct
decision-making taking into account external data in addition to the available internal
data in the various dynamic driving situations. According to Endsley [18], situation
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awareness in a dynamic context consists essentially of three steps. The first level is the
perception of the considered elements in the environment. An autonomous vehicle needs
to know, next to its own status and dynamics, where other vehicles and obstacles are
located as well as their status and dynamics. The second level is the comprehension of
the current situation, where the disjointed elements are linked to form a holistic picture
of the environmental situation. The third level is the projection of the current holistic
picture to a future status. Possible future collisions can be detected and avoided by
suitable adjustments of the current driving behavior.

Along with the implementation of an interpretation layer for situation awareness, the
feasibility of self-optimization by external services strongly depends on the respective
self-management capacities of systems in the dynamic context. In the following, the
fundamental steps to enable self-optimization processes for ever-changing driving situa-
tions are described. The enhanced situation awareness together with the analysis of the
fulfillment of the pursued goals represents here the “Analysis of the Current Situation”
as a first step. The additional knowledge regarding the current situation is thus the
basis for further adapted cyclical optimization steps. According to Frank et al. [19],
self-optimization takes place in a system when the three actions and their descriptions1

listed below are continuously repeated in a system:

1. Analysis of the Current Situation: The actual situation considered in the first
action includes the state of the system and all possible observations about its
environment. Observations can also be gained indirectly through communication
with other systems. The status of a system also includes any past observations
that may have been saved. An essential aspect of the analysis is the examination
of the degree of fulfillment of the goals pursued.

2. Determination of the System Goals: In the second action, the new goals of the
system can be determined by selecting, adjusting or generating them. Here, se-
lection means the choosing of an alternative from a fixed, discrete, finite set of
possible objectives. An adjustment of targets, on the other hand, describes the
gradual change of existing targets. The term generation of targets is used if they
are regenerated independently of the previously known ones.

3. Adaptation of the System Behavior: The adaptation of system behavior is deter-
mined by the three aspects parameters, structure and behavior. The third action
describes the final feedback effect of the self-optimization cycle by adapting the
system behavior. The individual cases of adaptation can vary greatly depending
on the implementation level of a mechatronic system. The domain in which the
adaptation is implemented also plays an important role.

Kephart and Chess [20] introduced the so-called MAPE-K loop (Monitor, Analyze, Plan,
Execute and a Knowledge Base) as a widely accepted reference architecture to specify
self-management capabilities for systems such as self-optimization processes. It can

1Translated from the german description [19]
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be applied to assure safety for each individual steps of system adaptation. Originally,
they stayed on a very abstract level with respect to autonomous computing elements in
complex software. Later, their reference model was further refined from the adaptive
systems community to the MAPE-MART (MAPE-Models@Runtime) loop as outlined
in Section 2.3.

In the following, in Fig. 2.2 a similar reference architecture with a stronger focus on
system interactions with the environment is shown, as introduced by Meystel and Albus
[21]. In contrast to the MAPE-K loop this reference architecture highlights the interac-
tion of the autonomous system with its environment using a separate sensor/actuator
interface layer. As shown in Fig. 2.2, here the monitoring level of Mape-K is subdivided
into two levels as Sensors and Sensor Data Processing. This makes the consideration of
sensor data from different sources for a particular system in the addressed target appli-
cation context more illustrative. Meystel and Albus refer to such systems as “Intelligent
System”, since the complexity of decision making for autonomous interaction with an
open environment is much higher than self-adaptation processes to a well-defined set of
elements.

Value 
Judgement

Sensor Data
Processing

Behavior
Generation

World
Model

Environment

Intelligent System

Sensors Actuators

Figure 2.2: Reference Architecture of Intelligent Systems (adapted from [21])

This thesis deals with all three internal steps Sensor Data Processing, Value Judgement
and Behavior Generation. If shared knowledge should be considered for the analysis of
the current situation, a reliable merging concept has to be established for the additional
consideration of external knowledge in addition to internal knowledge. The decision-
making for adaptation processes, from the analysis of the current situation to the value
judgement and the behavior generation, should have a clear cause-and-effect relationship
to ensure that the behavior optimization of systems is carried out in a reliable manner.
A prerequisite to enable this is the harmonization of shared sensor data. Consequently,
the formalization of sensor output data is also part of this thesis.
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2.2 Background on Safety Assurance for Dynamic

Behavior Adaptation Using Shared Services

Although there are many research projects focusing on communication concepts for au-
tonomous vehicles, the question of safety assurance and certification for establishing
broadly applicable networked driving modes based on standardized shared services has
been neglected to a large extent. It can be assumed that one reason for this is the nec-
essary high degree of autonomy for automated driving as a prerequisite for the intended
networked driving modes. As described in more detail in the next paragraph, most of
the associated application scenarios for highly automated driving are not yet mature
enough for practical use. Thus, for practical application, safety and certification issues
for networked driving do not necessarily have to be clarified at this stage of technical
development. Nevertheless, this development status can change rapidly with ongoing
technical improvements.

At present, the supervision of autonomous vehicles in public space by human drivers
is typically mandatory [22]. Here, the human driver must be able to take over control
at least after warning. Exceptional cases such as extremely slow driving autonomous
buses are not considered here, since the required driving tasks are not sufficiently dy-
namic or safety critical. Concluding from this it becomes visible that the current state
of the practice of autonomous driving corresponds most likely to automation types up
to level 3 as outlined in Table 2.1. Nonetheless, the current restrictions may not only
have technical, but also legal reasons, since the respective national or even regional legal
regulations are quite different. In parallel, however, it becomes more and more evident
that it is a challenging task to guarantee safety for full automated driving behavior on
level 4 and 5 [23]. This requires a comprehensive proof that all dynamic driving tasks
can be reliably performed by the autonomous vehicle itself. In order to simplify these
tests, in a first step fully automatic driving can be limited to certain driving situations
on level 4. Overall, however, it becomes apparent that communication concepts for co-
ordinated autonomous driving via the addressed collaboration networks are still difficult
to implement at present.

The question of safety assurance and certification, on the other hand, becomes increas-
ingly important in advanced projects which should be released to the market. Moreover,
the question of standardization for networked collaboration concepts becomes a key
topic when several different projects, which should be compatible, are about to enter the
market. In recent years, nonetheless, some promising ideas and concepts have emerged
in the safety community to enable modifications in system functions during operation.
An inspiring research direction, for example, is on certifying safety at runtime. Such
approaches aim at shifting parts of the safety assurance mechanisms to runtime. In
contrast to conventional development time methods, these approaches also address the
operating time of a system. Thus, safety can be guaranteed not only for “plug and play”
applications to incorporate new components in safety-critical domains, but also for flexi-
ble networking concepts as in the target application scenarios. By integrating previously
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separate system features, new overall functionalities could be created in this way. This
shows that suitable preliminary work is already available in the safety community.

As outlined in the introductory Chapter, the focus of this thesis is on specifying a
broadly applicable networking approach for an enhanced situation awareness. It should
address as many collaboration partners and scenarios as possible to optimize the indi-
vidual driving behavior in the various dynamic driving situations. An important objec-
tive is the reduction of the high engineering effort resulting from individual and highly
customized solutions for networked applications taking into account the multitude of
vehicle platforms and characteristics. Standardization of collaboration capabilities and
the reusability of already specified aspects is a key prerequisite for this. For this reason,
it was concluded that it is not appropriate in this context to focus on fully preconfigured
interaction patterns for specific combinations of platform partners at development time.

However, the handling of situations in networked driving modes that are classified as
unsafe due to safety considerations remains a crucial issue. In the dynamic and ver-
satile application context of networked driving processes, a simple deactivation of the
collaborative functions can be insufficient if the previous certification basis is suddenly
missing. The reasons for a missing certification basis can be manifold, e.g. communi-
cation problems, inadequate driving styles of surrounding vehicles or suddenly changing
environmental conditions. It becomes apparent that if no close system coupling can be
specified at development time, the safety assessment during operation becomes decisive,
taking into account the external system conditions.

Generally, as it was outlined in the introductory Chapter, a modified driving behavior to
enable networked driving processes also requires an adjusted safety concept. Hence, for
the self-adaptive vehicle platforms, more fine-grained runtime checks seem to be indis-
pensable to ensure safety during operation of a networked driving mode, as the vehicle
constantly interacts with its dynamically changing environment. The consideration of in-
dividual external safety-relevant services in a more formalized way as runtime evidences
could be the key to achieving this. In combination with a runtime safety assessment this
could enable a precise determination of permitted system functions such as the allowed
safe driving maneuvers. In order to specify such an evaluation model, an extensive anal-
ysis of related work has been conducted. The most important contributions to this are
summarized in the following.

Section 2.2.1 first outlines condition monitoring strategies using additional external data
for analytical fault detection in networked driving modes. If a monitored safety property
is suddenly degraded, this can be utilized as a trigger for a predefined adaptation of a
current driving behavior. Furthermore, the illustrative idea of health-signals is outlined,
which allows the individual health states of a multitude of subcomponents to be linked
and transferred to the behavior generation layer. Section 2.2.2 presents a classification of
possible behavioral adaptation concepts with respect to identified anomalies and faults in
a networked driving mode. In addition, this Section presents an ideal behavior generation
architecture for integrating the intended dynamic adaptation processes into the existing
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non-networked overall system behavior. Utilizing such an architecture could support
certification activities of the overall system safety with a systematic testing approach.

Then in Section 2.3 self-adaptive systems as addressed by the adaptive systems commu-
nity are outlined. Here, the models@runtime research group provides valuable insights
in this regard. Especially the engineering approaches using pre-configured variability are
a useful contribution to understand how reliable dynamic system reconfigurations could
work during operation. However, unlike the safety community in Section 2.4, safety in
the adaptive systems community is considered only as one assurance aspect among many
others.

Afterwards in Section 2.4 openness and self-adaptivity for external services as addressed
by the safety community is outlined. Current standards for certification as well as the
state-of-the-art approaches of the safety community are discussed, taking into account
particularly important research areas such as modular certification in Section 2.4.1 and
runtime certification in Section 2.4.2. Modularization allows to differentiate between
various safety quality attributes and could thus be particularly helpful to specify the
intended entire ecosystem of networked system capabilities. The addressed runtime cer-
tification approaches could be the key to link previously separate safety-related runtime
services of distributed systems. Thus, a holistic runtime safety assessment for networked
safety-critical applications, such as networked driving modes in the vehicle domain, could
be enabled. Then in Section 2.4.3 available safety modeling techniques using fault tree ar-
chitectures for deductive safety analyses and lightweight BDD evaluations are described.
In particular, modularized approaches such as Component Fault Trees (CFTs) are out-
lined in this context. They seem to be promising for the identification of an structured
integration approach of in- and external services that have specific common character-
istics affecting the behavioral layer. It turns out, as concluded in Section 2.4.4, that a
reliable runtime integration mechanism for external services, such as a contract-based
merging logic, in combination with an overall lightweight runtime safety assessment us-
ing preconfigured variabilitiy seems to be most promising. In this way reliable and fast
dynamic reconfiguration mechanisms of system behavior according to available in- and
external available services could be established. However, such an approach is not yet
available. A suitable solution approach is therefore proposed in Chapters 3 and 4.

2.2.1 Condition monitoring and signal-based fault-detection

Condition monitoring (CM) is particularly widespread in industry to increase safety and
efficiency of machines. In this way, faults or anomalies can be detected and corrected at
an early stage and the overall system availability can be increased. As described in the
introductory Chapter, also for dynamic driving tasks of autonomous vehicles, a timely
fault detection as well as a localization of error sources is essential. In this way, suitable
reconfigurations of driving behavior can be triggered at an early stage in response to
emerging hazards, thus preventing their actual occurrence. An illustrative example in
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Figure 2.3: Classification of Signal-based Analytical Fault-detection Methods (adapted
from [24])

the automotive sector are tire pressure control systems. In the event of a pressure drop,
the driver is warned and can safely stop the vehicle without suffering a dangerous loss
of steering ability while driving.

In the addressed networked driving modes of autonomous vehicles, the safety-relevant
data are distributed among the various involved vehicles and infrastructure devices. As
already outlined, in the dynamic driving context not only hardware or software failure
of involved systems pose threats to the addressed collaboration modes. Also external
factors, such as the unsuitable driving behavior of other vehicles or suddenly changing
dynamic driving situations are difficult to predict and are particularly hazardous. Nev-
ertheless, when trying to assess safety of the current driving condition with an enhanced
situation awareness, the individual driving characteristics are of special importance. The
still safe driving status of a particular autonomous vehicle depends mainly on individual
driving characteristics such as vehicle weight or deceleration capabilities in combination
with the current driving parameters. In the absence of detailed platform knowledge or the
current driving parameters, it can thus be difficult to determine a safe driving status from
an external perspective. Moreover, it would contradict the aspired solution approach of
full autonomy for self-optimizing systems, which also includes situation analysis and de-
termination of system goals for maximum flexibility as described in Section 2.1.3. Hence,
when trying to assess safety at runtime by combining distributed safety knowledge, it
makes sense to carry out the assessment for each vehicle individually.

For the respective networked autonomous system, it must therefore be determined in
which way external safety-relevant data can be reliably taken into account in order to
guarantee a safe networked driving mode in all conceivable driving situations. Efficient
methods are needed to continuously monitor interlinked system safety properties result-
ing from safety critical dependencies to other systems and environment. Beyond that, a
sudden deterioration of networked system conditions should reliably trigger an adequate
behavior adaptation as a countermeasure. Thus the occurrence of hazards while driving
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in a networked mode should be prevented or at least mitigated as outlined before.

When using shared services for condition monitoring of networked system applications
as well as triggering behavior adaptations, it has to be clarified which methods of safety-
related runtime checks are most suitable. Isermannn [24] introduced a classification for
fault-detection methods with respect to signal-based analysis techniques as shown in Fig.
2.3. In this thesis, a signal corresponds to a service used for sharing specific information
among networked systems. Basically, the illustrated fault-detection methods can be
subdivided according to their analysis techniques into methods that use single signals as
well as several signals and modes.

Referring to the classification in Fig. 2.3, the focus of this thesis is on straightforward
checks of limits, trends as well as correlations based on single forwarded signals. This
limitation was made for two reasons. On the one hand, from a safety perspective the
safety-related runtime analysis should be as lightweight and predictable as possible.
This will be further clarified in Section 2.4. On the other hand, the shared safety-related
data should be specified in such a way that they can be forwarded and interpreted in
a standardized way as runtime evidences. This basically requires a harmonized basic
abstraction level of the raw sensor measurement data and their various sensor fusion
concepts. Hence, it does not seem sensible to take into account evaluation methods such
as spectrum analysis and wavelet analysis. They represent low level analyses of raw
measurement data. As a result, the analysis methods with fixed or adaptive thresholds,
change detection methods or correlations seem to be most promising. They will be
examined later in more detail for the derived solution approach.

2.2.2 Merging safety quality attributes and dynamic

adaptation of system behavior

Highly automated systems such as driverless vehicles should be capable of adapting
themselves to new dynamic driving tasks without human assistance in a safety-critical
context. It is intended that ideally, instead of actively influencing driving behavior, peo-
ple can turn to other tasks and use their time more effectively. Basically, depending
on their passive or active role in adaptation processes, systems can be subdivided into
adaptable and adaptive systems. In adaptable systems, users have to manually adapt
the relevant system features in order to achieve the desired objectives identified by the
user. This can be for example the manual setting of personal preferences in information
systems as outlined by Oppermann [25]. In contrast to that, adaptive or (self-)adaptive
systems change the passive role of an adaptable system to an active one. These sys-
tems can actively readjust themselves within a given range of dynamic variability in
accordance to the respective active system goals.

Autonomous vehicles with the outlined self-optimization capabilities, as presented in
Section 2.1.3, rely on the “Analysis of the Current Situation” as the initial action to
determine system goals and to adapt their driving behavior in a reliable way. When
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anomalies or faults are detected in a networked driving mode, the effect on overall
system safety should ideally be clarified in advance in order to derive an optimal driving
behavior.

Kleinlützum et al. [26] proposed an illustrative approach for propagating and merging
internal subcomponent conditions in a formalized manner in a hierarchical system ar-
chitecture. Applying so-called Health Signals in modularized robot control frameworks
should enable an anomaly detection in the implemented subcomponents and derive an
adequate behavior adaptation in a predefined way. A Health Signal is generated based on
a predefined semantic and represents the health condition of a subcomponent. Thereby
the signal is propagated and modified based on a normalized scalar value h ∈ [0,1]. At
the highest propagation level of Health Signals, the integrated component conditions
should influence the generation of system behavior. This approach shows that the as-
signment of individual component conditions to the behavioral level can be carried out
appropriately using continuous runtime checks. Such an ongoing propagation and merg-
ing mechanism for safety quality attributes also seems to be reasonable for the addressed
solution approach. However, to assess safety in a networked driving mode various dif-
ferent safety-related runtime services from external sources have to be considered. This
requires a more detailed semantic for specifying networked system conditions as well as
a reliable integration approach for external services.

Moreover, for the optimization of driving behavior in networked driving modes, adequate
dynamic adaptation mechanisms are required. They should be capable of adapting the
existing overall driving behavior to available external services in a reliable way at run-
time. In principle, adaptations can be triggered by the system itself or by an external
source as outlined in Fig. 2.4. As explained before, this thesis focuses on the individual
self-adaptive vehicle platform. In the intended use case the external data is always con-
sidered as additional input data to derive the individual driving behavior autonomously.
Consequently, in order to take the available external services into account, it is necessary
to define a sufficient dynamic variability for the driving behavior of networked vehicles.
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Figure 2.4: Classification of Adaptation Concepts (adapted from [27])

Within the specified dynamic variability, self-adaptation mechanisms can be imple-
mented with respect to the classification in Fig. 2.4 that are either based on pre-
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engineered variability or on emergent variability. Considering the safety-critical appli-
cation context, this thesis focuses on pre-engineered variability to restrict the necessary
runtime safety responsibility. While a goal-based selection is most promising for estab-
lishing a networked driving mode, a more rigid evaluation mechanism such as a rule-based
selection seems sensible for the ongoing collaboration. The rule-based adaptation could
be suitable to react to emerging hazards in the dynamic driving context in a predefined
and thus predictable manner.

The correct overall driving behavior according to the relevant dynamic driving tasks
must then be validated with reference to the newly added adaptation mechanisms before
practical use. In complex mechatronic systems such as autonomous vehicles, a holistic
understanding of the internal structures of data processing is required in order to reliably
modify the existing system behavior. Reports on necessary test activities of individual
autonomous vehicles show that these have to be very extensive and are therefore time-
consuming [28]. If no suitable strategy for self-optimization of autonomous systems with
external knowledge is established, extensive testing activities might be necessary even for
minor changes, since the entire system behavior is possibly changed. To avoid this, it can
be tried to limit the modifications of the overall system behavior to certain subfunctions
and in this way also to restrict the test activities to the affected parts of the system
behavior. For this reason, control architectures for the derivation of system behavior
ideally have traceable and clearly defined data processing structures in order to be able
to adapt the relevant parts. This also requires the avoidance of feedback loops within
the modified behavior generation structure to ensure a predictable system behavior and
to avoid unpredictable side effects from modified elements.

Behavior Adaptation

P

Figure 2.5: Structure, Behavior & Parameter Adaptation of a Self-optimizing System
(adapted from [19])

Frank et al. [19] illustrated a control architecture design which is appropriate for self-
optimizing systems as outlined in Fig. 2.5. A modular and hierarchically linked control
architecture as shown in Fig. 2.5 is beneficial to implement the intended behavioral ad-
justments in a predictable and targeted manner. It shows a clear cause-effect structure
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that allows the reconfiguration of modularized parts of the specified behavior generation
layer. When possible effects of modifications are well understood, the testing activities
for certification can be limited to the affected parts of dynamic driving tasks. For ex-
ample, the illustrated gray modules can be added, replaced or partially modified within
their well-defined substructures to enable selective behavioral modifications or even ma-
jor structural changes.

In principle, since a modified module in Fig. 2.5 influences the subsequent modules, it
seems sensible to limit behavioral influencing mechanisms to the highest possible level
of behavior generation (such as the P-module in Fig. 2.5). However, such a modification
approach can be error-prone. When modifying parameter values or certain behavioral
aspects, it is important to ensure that they are compatible with the other currently
valid parameters and behaviors. For example, it is not possible to increase the speed of a
vehicle while at the same time maintaining a safe distance to the vehicle in front. It turns
out that the additional influences of modified submodules on other modules of the control
architecture are indispensable for a consistent overall system behavior. For this reason,
it is more effective to first analyze the existing behavior generation architecture and then
to specifically adapt relevant parts of behavior generation on the respective integration
level. In this way, it can be ensured that the various controlled driving parameters form
a valid overall system behavior. A suitable integration approach for external services
should be able to reflect this hierarchical structure of behavior generation.

2.3 Safety Assurance and Certification Approaches

as Addressed by the Adaptive Systems

Community

The partners of the adaptive systems community basically aim at integrating more vari-
ability for automated decision-making into complex software systems. For the user, a
multitude of system characteristics can be improved, such as maintainability or usability
in general. Since manual settings should be replaced or at least supported by automated
adjustments, suitable assurance methods are required in the various steps of system
adaptation. Safety assurance in this context is considered only as one aspect among
many others. Blair et. al. [29] set an important starting point in the adaptive systems
community, when they introduced the concept of models@runtime (M@RT) for complex
software models. In particular, they pointed out how automated reasoning can support
human decision taking and substitute it in the long term. Cheng et. al. [30] developed
for M@RT the MAPE-MART loop, which is adapted from the MAPE-K loop. It pro-
vides a reference architecture for self-adaptation with a focus on individual assurance
means for all necessary adaptation steps. Fig. 2.2 in Section 2.1.3 shows a comparable
reference loop, but with an emphasis on the overall system’s self-adaptation process in
the context of safe environmental interactions. Instead, M@RT addresses the more ab-
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stract management of system elements and characteristics in complex software models.
Generally, managing complex software models requires extensive autonomy for decision
making which is hard to balance with strict safety requirements. For this reason, only
assurance approaches for adaptation processes are outlined below that have a special
focus on safety assurance. These approaches typically utilize validation and verification
as a means for safety assurance. These techniques are categorized according to their
application at development time or runtime and are analyzed for their suitability in the
target application domain.

2.3.1 Approaches using validation and verification as a means

for assurances

A fundamental concept for efficient validation and verification (V&V) means is “Design
by Contract” as introduced by Meyer [31]. It enables the unambiguous assignment of
system dependencies by means of a well-defined demand/guarantee interface description.
Due to its lightweight evaluation mechanisms, it seems to be appropriate not only for
development time V&V, but also for runtime V&V. However, since it is not a full-
fledged assurance approach on its own, it is analyzed in more detail with respect to
runtime certification in Section 2.4.2. The approach presented in this thesis is mainly
based on such a kind of contract-based modeling.

Approaches which utilize development time V&V means for assurances are especially
useful for component-based modeling to support safety engineers in the design phase.
Giese et. al [32] outlined a component-based hazard analysis approach for checking
all possible configurations in the design phase and determining the most optimal one.
For the addressed networking approach, however, it does not seem sensible to analyze
hazards considering all conceivable system configurations only using development time
knowledge. There is no predefined overall interaction process specification available
that could enable a pure development time analysis. Instead, the specified individual
networked driving modes are always conditional, with reference to available runtime
data. If runtime data cannot be taken into account in such scenarios, a development time
hazard analysis would probably be too pessimistic regarding the huge runtime variability
of networked driving modes. In consequence, the practical application of the intended
solution approach would be severely restricted. Thus, safety for suitable dynamic driving
behavior can only be guaranteed by shifting parts of the safety evaluation mechanisms
to runtime where safety-relevant runtime data can be shared and interpreted.

There are also approaches which utilize runtime V&V as a means for assurances. Priester-
jahn introduced an approach for ensuring safety at runtime [33]. For each potential
reconfiguration it is evaluated at runtime whether it adds additional hazards to the
overall system safety. Then the optimal set-up is automatically configured during opera-
tion. A drawback is however that the runtime safety evaluation depends on development
time safety knowledge. Comparable to the development time V&V, the considered haz-
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ards from a development time perspective for dynamic driving tasks are probably too
pessimistic. Furthermore, since only a conditional interaction process specification is
available at development time, no suitable uniform hazard metrics can be introduced.
Hence, such a type of automated evaluations cannot be used to check whether additional
hazards to system safety arise in a certain networked driving mode.

2.3.2 Engineering approaches for dynamic reconfiguration

Next to assurance approaches that utilize V&V means for a formal safety assessment
to derive in the next step an optimal configuration either at development time or run-
time, there are engineering approaches which directly link current system states to an
optimal configuration based on preconfigured variability. Here the “Analysis of Current
Situation” and the “Determination of System Goals”, as described in Section 2.1.3, for
all conceivable operating states are already carried out at development time and are
associated to a predefined set of evaluation results. In this way, the predictability of
the evaluation results can be increased and the runtime variability can be limited. The
utilization of such a degradation model can also take safety issues into account.

Rawashdeh et. al. [34] introduced a framework for specifying dynamically reconfigurable
embedded systems. They described how graceful degradation concepts could be imple-
mented in a reliable way to embedded systems using dependency graph modeling and a
runtime evaluation mechanism. Also Trapp [35] specified a holistic modeling framework
for pre-engineered variability applying a rule-based selection to enable reliable dynamic
reconfiguration mechanisms. Adler et. al. [36] introduced a component-based modeling
and verification technique for dynamic adaptation in safety-critical embedded systems.

Basically, these approaches try to ensure safety by establishing preconfigured variability
for a particular system and verify its control algorithm at development time to ensure
a safe operation at runtime. Preconfigured variability to ensure reliable dynamic re-
configurations is also applied in the solution approach of this thesis. Nevertheless, the
aforementioned engineering approaches are focused on single system control architec-
tures using internal services for dynamic reconfigurations. Instead, for the intended
application context of networked system applications, the focus is on reliable integration
mechanisms for external services as well as a runtime safety evaluation of networked
system properties. To establish a widely applicable networking concept, this requires
a more abstract and formal description of shared safety-related services as runtime ev-
idences. In addition, openness for external services from previously unknown systems
must be enabled in order to reliably optimize system behavior for all networked dynamic
driving tasks.
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2.4 Openness and Self-Adaptivity for External

Services as Addressed by the Safety Community

With an ever-increasing proportion of software, modern technical systems can adapt
flexibly to new tasks, such as in the application context of networked autonomous driv-
ing. The safety community naturally has a very conservative attitude towards enabling
dynamic variability for system reconfigurations in safety-critical applications. For to-
day’s state-of-the-practice safety certification, all conceivable hazards and risks arising
from the operation of a technical system should already be taken into account in the
development phase with a comprehensive overall safety concept. On the basis of a con-
clusive safety argumentation, it can thus be demonstrated before commissioning that all
possible application risks are sufficiently low.

Since the development of a holistic safety concept is a complex and sometimes also a
creative task even for safety engineers, automated decision-making is in most applica-
tions strictly prohibited or at least largely restricted. Applications that utilize dynamic
reconfiguration mechanisms in a safety-critical context are typically based on precon-
figured variability to limit the amount of runtime responsibility for safety assurance.
This can be, for example, the selection of an optimal software configuration from several
predefined alternatives according to simple and robust runtime criteria. In this way, the
number of possible runtime variants of safety assurance means can be restricted to an
acceptable level and in parallel a minimum of runtime adaptability can be provided.

Nevertheless, when pre-configured variability is considered for today‘s safety assurance
and certification approaches, it is primarily focused on the reconfigurability of compo-
nent functions at integration time. For the addressed application context of networked
autonomous systems, however, a single adaptation step at integration time would not be
sufficient to adequately cover the manifold hazards in the application scenario without
severely restricting the networked system functions. As already outlined in the introduc-
tory Chapter, there is an increasing demand for technical system, that can adapt flexibly
in highly dynamic and variable application environments. It could thus become possi-
ble to continuously optimize the existing individual functional scope in the respective
application context during operation.

Since current safety regulations do not sufficiently consider such promising approaches
utilizing continuous self-adaptation, it seems sensible to develop an approach that closes
this gap for future applications. This basically requires suitable safety assurance and
certification techniques where necessary parts of the assurance means can be shifted to
runtime in order to reliably assess the dynamic application context. To derive a suitable
solution approach, the current state-of-the-art and state-of-the-practice of standards and
certification techniques are outlined in more detail in the following.
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2.4.1 Standards for safety certification and state-of-the-art

approaches

Today, the IEC 61508 [37] is a widely accepted standard for specification, design and
operation of Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) [38]. It is a very generic standard that
addresses different industrial sectors. However, these universal standards are often too
imprecise for concrete application in the various domains such as aviation, railway sys-
tems or automotive systems. Consequently, domain-specific guidelines for implementa-
tion have been developed. In the aviation domain, the DO-178B standard [39] provides
guidance on certification issues. For railway systems there are still many national regu-
lations as in Germany issued by the Eisenbahn-Bundesamt. In the automotive domain,
the ISO 26262 is the most important standard for functional safety [40].

If the planned promising networked applications should be enabled in future automo-
tive systems, dynamic adaptation capabilities of driving modes become crucial. Today,
for safety and economic reasons, technical components and functions of automotive sys-
tems are usually configured and certified once at design time. The ISO 26262 specifies
that the safety-related system functions are not allowed to be configurable during op-
eration. This is also caused by the enormous hazard potential of hacker attacks [41]
[42], as has been prominently demonstrated in the past. Nevertheless, along with the
development of communication technology, the demand for powerful connected services
for autonomous vehicles is constantly growing as described in the introductory Chap-
ter. The ISO 2626262 already addresses the so-called “Safety Element out of Context”
(SEooC). The SEooC can be developed independently of the later application platform.
This is done based on assumptions regarding the possible constraints in its operating
environment. Furthermore, the AUTOSAR adaptive community develops a so-called
heartbeat signal, which could be facilitated for automated reconfigurations [43].

Modular certification

Applying modular certification is especially helpful for system components, which should
be subsequently integrated to an overall system. This can be carried out either manually
at development time or in an automated integration phase at runtime. Rushby provided
some basic ideas about modular certification [44]. In the aviation domain, the DO-279
[45] standard provides certification guidance for “Integrated Modular Avionics” (IMA).
The FAA Document AC 20-148 [46] defines guidelines for specifying reusable software
components. With DECOS (Dependable Embedded Components and Systems) [47]
generic safety cases were introduced for incremental certification processes. For modeling
complex safety dependencies in a modular way, the Goal Structuring Notation (GSN)
by Kelly [48] [49] can be applied. It enables a compositional safety case construction.

Considering the envisaged application context of these modular certification approaches,
it becomes apparent that they focus on the certification of safety at development time
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or at integration time to enable the establishment of integrated system functions. In
the addressed open and highly dynamic application context, however, it is not possible
to ensure safety completely at integration time. Instead parts of the safety assurance
mechanisms have to be shifted to runtime to enable continuous runtime checks.

2.4.2 Runtime certification

Safety Kernels

Rushby [50] introduced in his early work the idea of “safety kernels”, which should
continuously ensure safety for the operation of complex software systems. He pointed out
that safety kernels should be able to enforce safety on the entire system without needing
any other parts of the system to cooperate. To establish a kernelized system structure
in an appropriate and efficient way, they should be limited to crucial system functions.
As a result, however, safety kernels cannot evaluate the overall system behavior and
thus enforce “good behavior”. Instead, according to Rushby, they are better suited
for checking which properties the kernel does not provide and thus for guaranteeing
negative properties. In this way, safety kernels can be facilitated for the prevention of
“bad behavior”. This was an important starting point for the later derivation of runtime
certification approaches in the safety community. It laid the foundation for enabling
reliable dynamic reconfiguration mechanisms in complex software systems. Also in the
target application context of networked autonomous driving, such an approach seems
promising. Rushby also gives some additional insights on how such a kernel architecture
should be structured. The implementation of such a structure is also considered for the
presented solution approach.

Regarding runtime certification, Rushby made some interesting considerations regarding
the possible benefits, as published in [51] [52]. Analyzing systems at runtime he came to
the conclusion that certification of system parts would help to assess safety properties
in an uniform way. He especially addressed the key parts of a software system and
suggested to certify the system kernel and the running programs in a separate way.
However, Rushby stayed on a very abstract level with his ideas and provided no concrete
solutions at first. In his later publications, he then analyzed newly developed approaches
in the safety community that dealt with his concepts [53].

Design by Contract

When implementing suitable evaluation mechanisms, the design principles introduced
by Meyer [31] can be helpful. Meyer particularly focused on improving the reliability of
software systems. He especially pointed out that today’s software engineering is focused
on object-oriented programming to enable reuse. If such reusable components are used
in a variety of applications, incorrect system behavior is particularly critical because
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the consequences are difficult to assess compared to application-specific developments.
Consequently, he concluded that reliability is a central element of any meaningful defi-
nition of software quality. In order to enforce reliability in object-oriented approaches,
he proposes methodological principles for the development of correct and robust soft-
ware under the term “Design by Contract”. This is done based on the Eiffel analysis,
design and programming language [54]. By applying such a systematic development
approach, simple and powerful mechanisms for handling exceptions can be established.
For conditional safety certification, as described below, this provides an important basis
for dealing with abnormal cases as in the envisaged application scenario of networked
vehicles.

Conditional Safety Certification

In the following, the concept of conditional safety certification is outlined, which enables
to shift parts of the certification activities to runtime. Similar to conventional certifica-
tion procedures, the specification of an entire safety concept for an examined system is
still conducted in the development phase. A major difference is, however, that several
variations of subsystem configurations are already part of the specification. When the
respective system components are connected to an overall system at integration time, it
can then be checked, either manually or in an automated way, which system configura-
tion is currently active and the corresponding functional scope can be determined and
guaranteed on the basis of predefined conditional safety specifications. Since integrated
functionalities are not necessarily stable over time, certain conditions, such as the on-
going communication between subsystems, have to be continuously monitored during
operation.

Conditional safety certification is particularly valuable in the context of the Open Adap-
tive Systems (OAS). If the specified safety certification variants are appropriately struc-
tured, a negotiation process can be utilized to automatically check whether there is an
integrated overall functionality available to interconnect currently separate systems. In
this way, by guaranteeing safety-certified, higher-level overall functionality at integration
time, openness for previously unknown systems can be achieved.

Recently Schneider introduced a promising solution approach called “Conditional Safety
Certificates” (ConSerts) [56] to achieve conditional safety certification in the context
of OAS. In Fig. 2.6 a ConSert specification for a round baler is shown, which can be
attached to a tractor [55]. The round baler is communicating to the tractor in a prede-
fined way and is influencing the tractor control. Each ConSert provides a modularized
demand-guarantee description and considers several slightly different variants of system
configurations and conditions. This is done using so-called Conditional Safety Trees
(CSTs) as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Each CST is part of a conditional safety concept that
has already been specified at development time. It represents a valid integrated func-
tionality with respect to necessary features of involved systems. A set of CSTs can be
utilized to establish several degraded modes of integrated system functions. This makes
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Figure 2.6: ConSert Specification [55]

it possible not to lose certification for integrated functions in the event of minor runtime
changes, but only to restrict system functionality.

At integration time, a negotiation process is utilized to examine whether certain input
requirements of ConSerts can be met by existing basic guarantees of systems in order to
grant a higher level guarantee. In this way openess for previously unknown systems can
be enabled. In doing so, the certification process is not limited to one integration level,
but can be carried out across an arbitrary number of hierarchical integration levels.

For safety engineering in general, the integration time can also be understood as the
initial phase of the ongoing operation, the runtime. Nevertheless, to clarify the ConSerts
operating principles, it seems sensible in the following to distinguish the actual operating
time, which is considered as runtime, from the time, where functions or components are
combined, which is considered as integration time.

A ConSert specification not only contains demands that are constant at runtime, such as
necessary hardware or software capabilities of involved systems, but also requirements
that can be variable at runtime. This can be the current power supply, communication
aspects or the availability of certain system resources at runtime. Consequently, in addi-
tion to the static certificate descriptions, which only have to be addressed at integration
time and then would no longer change, there are variable networked system character-
istics that have to be continuously monitored at runtime. This is done using so-called
Runtime Evidences (RtEs). Only the consideration of both features can guarantee safety
on the basis of conditional safety specifications.
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Nevertheless, the ConSerts approach primarily aims at adaptation processes that are
triggered when new system functions or components are added at integration time. This
is done by providing adequate negotiation and runtime certification mechanisms. Al-
though runtime aspects such as the RtEs mentioned above are utilized, this is basically
done to ensure that the integration time conditions are still valid. For minor changes
during operation of a CST functionality, several alternative or degraded modes are spec-
ified in relation to a selected ConSert. They can be activated if required. If, however,
a crucial RtE for an active integrated system function is missing during operation, the
certification is withdrawn and the integrated functionality is deactivated. Then a new
integration time starts where a new ConSerts negotiation process is initiated to establish
an alternative integration of system functions.

The ConSerts approach thus consists of a static development time safety concept as
well as a dynamic runtime safety concept. If the RtEs do not change starting from the
integration time, safety for an integrated functionality can be fully ensured by relying
on a development time safety concept. If, however, a RtE is suddenly missing after es-
tablishing an integrated functionality at integration time, also a kind of runtime hazard
prevention takes place based on the resolution of the common functionality or the switch-
ing to an alternative, slightly different ConSert mode. Nevertheless, each CST can only
guarantee safety for a complete ConSert mode, which makes it difficult to specifically
adapt individual parameters with runtime mechanisms.

Overall, it becomes visible that the options for runtime reconfigurability of ConSerts,
considered as actual operating time, is very limited. From a safety point of view, this is
advantageous because the runtime responsibility for safety should generally be as small
as possible. In the ConSerts application context of flexible“plug and play”approaches for
attaching new components, most of the safety assurance aspects can already be clarified
at development time. Hence, no further runtime safety mechanisms are required in the
target application domain of ConSerts.

The addressed target application context in this thesis, however, is much more dynamic
and variable, since flexible self-optimization processes with regard to available external
runtime data and further environmental issues must be made possible. This requires a
different certification approach based on more runtime variability in an established net-
worked mode. In an established networked driving mode, services from different system
sources as well as environmental aspects have to be continuously monitored in order
to assess if the system is still in a safety certified operation mode. A safety assurance
concept can no longer be defined almost completely at development time according to
static safety dependencies of involved systems, but only conditional according to variable
safety dependencies at runtime.

Hence, it is no longer sufficient at integration time to select and execute a predefined
safety concept for safety assurance. Instead, a more analytical runtime safety assessment
based on degraded system capabilities and the networked driving situation is required.
In this way, a more targeted and fine-granular runtime adaptation of certain system
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parameters can be enabled. Next to slightly degradations of networked driving modes,
this can also be utilized for preventing hazards by triggering adequate countermeasures
in the dynamic context. Ultimately, this requires ongoing runtime adaptations for safety
assurance instead of focusing on a single adaptation step at integration time which
already takes almost all situational requirements into account.

Generally, for the conditional safety certification of networked driving modes with respect
to the ConSerts approach, it seems promising to introduce a more analytical safety
assessment based on RtEs. They can be derived from internal and shared services. Since
the consideration of external services should be enabled, independent of their transmitter
platforms, it seems beneficial to consider each forwarded service with a separate RtE
check. The focus for conditional safety certification in the target application context is
therefore on specifying a holistic runtime evaluation model to check whether the current
operational situation is still safety certified. Moreover, the evaluation model should
provide a sufficient runtime variability for possible reconfigurations of system behavior
in order to be able to deal with emerging hazards. In this way, by monitoring the
absence of anomalies and the provision of an adequate degradation concept based on
targeted countermeasures for detected anomalies, it should become possible to establish
a conclusive safety argumentation for conditional safety certification.

2.4.3 Modeling runtime safety monitors

In safety critical applications, such as networked autonomous driving, certain types of
failures for networked applications cannot be tolerated, since they can lead to serious ac-
cidents. Rushby [50] pointed out that failures are the result of faults and the prevention
of failure therefore depends on eliminating faults, or on tolerating them safely. When
specifying networked driving modes, various causes of faults and their influence on driv-
ing safety must be taken into account in order to derive adequate countermeasures. As
already outlined, certain faults in networked driving modes, such as inadequate driving
behavior of surrounding vehicles or communication problems, cannot be eliminated, but
tolerated in a safe way.

A continuous monitoring of networked safety properties should make it possible to auto-
matically trigger a suitable reaction behavior in the dynamic driving context if required.
In order to identify a suitable reaction behavior while driving, an evaluation model for
automated runtime checks is needed that specifies the impact of degraded networked
system capabilities to the overall system safety. Ideally, comparable to the outlined
contract-based merging logic in Section 2.4.2, the relevant safety properties in a net-
worked driving mode can be aggregated in a traceable way to the overall safety of a
networked driving mode. To achieve this, complex system safety dependencies in a net-
worked driving mode must first be decomposed into manageable parts according to their
hierarchy of failure influences.

Basically, the decomposition of complex safety dependencies into manageable parts can
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be achieved with classic Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and its subsequent advancements.
FTA was originally introduced in the 1960s [57] and offers a breakdown hierarchy ac-
cording to the hierarchy of failure influences. FTA is typically applied at development
time to assess the overall safety of a system and to identify weaknesses in the system
architecture. For the envisaged runtime safety assessment, a composition model for RtEs
has to be specified. It should also make the identification of weaknesses possible, but
during operation with the goal of automatically deriving a suitable reaction behavior.
The use of a modeling approach such as fault trees to propagate degraded safety param-
eters has several advantages. The way of integrating safety properties is still traceable
and understandable, which enables an efficient modeling. In parallel, Fault Trees can be
determined at development time and evaluated in an automated and lightweight way,
for example using BDDs.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of a System Fault Tree and a Success Tree

Fig. 2.7 (a) shows a typical Fault Tree architecture for reliability analysis of technical
systems. Here the occurrence of the Top Level Event (TLE) System Fails can be evalu-
ated based on influences of basic events using statistical data and a merging logic. Fig.
2.7 (b) shows the Fault Tree Architecture from (a) transformed into a Success Tree for
availability analysis of technical systems. For development time analyses using Success
Trees, however, the identification of weaknesses in the system architecture would be-
come more difficult, since failure rates of system components cannot be directly related
to higher-level system failures. Here a corresponding mean time to repair (MTTR) for
certain failures would have to be defined at development time to assess the trouble-
free time for normal operation. Since the focus for development time safety analyses
is typically on reliability, the Success Tree modeling technique is not very widespread
in comparison to Fault Trees. In some cases, however, it also makes sense to integrate
Success Tree architectures into Fault Tree architectures to obtain a more realistic sys-
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tem model. This is the case if there are dependencies between the branch point events.
For this purpose, Andrews et. al. [58] introduced the Event Tree Analysis using BDD
transformations.

For the planned application context, such a modeling approach using Success Trees
appears promising. It could be used for modeling the composition of runtime evidences
(RtEs) and for runtime analyses of networked system functions. While input A, B,
C could be provided by different sources, their aggregation could ensure safety for an
integrated overall functionality. In this way, the modeled Success Tree could represent
a traceable and systematic merging concept for a continuous integration of distributed
runtime evidences.

A drawback, however, is that when using the classic Fault Tree or Success Tree structure,
only one TLE can be considered for safety assessment. In this way, it can only be
evaluated whether the entire system or a certain sub-function is working correctly during
operation or not. It would therefore not be possible to enable fine-grained adaptation
processes with a uniform model. Further relevant aspects for assessing the overall system
safety would have to be analyzed separately. Such an approach would thus not be
suitable for modeling complex system safety dependencies. Consequently, regarding
the addressed application context, a more fine-grained distinction according to certain
collaboration capabilities has to be established.
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The consideration of several TLEs can be implemented using so-called Directed Acyclic
Graphs (DAGs) as shown in Fig. 2.8. The different output events in a DAG could
be facilitated to show various different output effects on the system behavior. Kaiser
facilitated DAGs in combination with a modularization concept and introduced the
Component Fault Trees (CFTs)[59] as shown in Fig. 2.9. Applying CFTs certain failure
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causes as well as an internal merging logic could be related to technical components
using a modular representation with an interface specification. Reusability as well as
information hiding becomes possible in this way. Thus also repeated basic events could
be related to a single source in a certain module.

These features also appear helpful for specifying runtime evaluation models. Comparable
to CFTs also modularized Success Trees for runtime evidences could be established. For
the addressed solution approach the intended modules would not refer to technical hard-
ware components, but to certain networking capabilities of networked systems. Möhrle
[60] introduced a comprehensive interface semantic for automatically arranging speci-
fied CFT modules in complex systems. Using a component-based architecture, Domis
[61] focused on the integration of safety analyses and component-oriented development
processes, which could provide valuable insights in this regard.

There are already many other safety assessment approaches available that focus on the
propagation of safety quality features in order to enable automated analyses at develop-
ment time. However, these approaches cannot be adapted without further ado to assess
the overall condition of networked systems during operation. Since these approaches de-
pend on development time knowledge they focus on the propagation of failure states and
not on failure-free conditions for normal operation. Moreover, they inherit no lightweight
runtime mechanism to integrate external runtime evidences comparable to the ConSerts
approach as outlined in the previous Section 2.4.1.

Prominent approaches are the Failure Propagation and Transformation Notation (FPTN)
from Fenelon [62] and the Hierachically Performed Hazard Origin and Propagation Stud-
ies (HiPHOPS) as introduced by Papadopoulos [63] [64]. Both approaches aim at safety
assessment in complex systems by specifying holistic propagation models for failure influ-
ences using dependency graphs. Lisagor introduced the Failure Logic Modeling (FLM)
[65] approach which inherits FPTN as well as HiPHOPS features to integrate failure
information data in a systematic way. However, these approaches focus on holistic de-
velopment time analyses to consider as many aspects of system behavior as possible. In
the target application context, the focus is on lightweight runtime evaluations of external
service integration to adapt system behavior in a predefined way. Adler introduced a hy-
brid CFT approach [66], where a component-based Fault Tree architecture is combined
with priority mapping mechanisms in each module to determine the possibility that an
adaptive system assumes a certain configuration considering failure influences.

Other approaches are not focused on failure propagation in a system, but on model-
ing the entire dynamic system behavior and its possible failure states. This can be for
instance Dynamic Fault Trees [67], which enable the modeling of system behavior and
interactions of subsystems using markov chains. Also State Event Fault Trees (SEFTs)
[68] as introduced by Kaiser enable this. A benefit of these methods is that cyclic system
dependencies can be modeled and thus the evaluation result is probably more realistic.
However, these approaches are also designed for safety assessment at development time
using automated evaluations of complex system characteristics. Additionally, a major
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drawback of these approaches is that the modeling of complex system dependencies can
lead to a state space explosion. Considering the vehicle domain as the target applica-
tion domain, however, it would probably become difficult to model all possible driving
situations in convenient system states, as outlined in Section 2.1.2.

When modeling the integration of external services using runtime safety monitors, not
only safety but also security issues need to be considered. Schoitsch et. al. [69] expressed
the need for a safety and security co-engineering, co-certification and standardization.
Attack Trees [70], as outlined by Schneier, enable the modeling of internal system faults
and external hacker attacks in a unified fault tree model. Since the success rate of hacker
attacks on a particular system are sometimes difficult to quantify, a combined qualitative
and quantitative safety analysis was introduced by Steiner. The so-called Security en-
hanced Component Fault Trees (SeCFTs)[71] enable an enhanced system safety analysis
regarding security events. These approaches could be helpful to identify vulnerabilities
for the provision or consideration of external services in the planned system architecture
at development time. Besides optimizing the system structure at development time, a
runtime monitoring of security events could also support a safe networking of systems.
This could be achieved by not providing or considering shared services in a network in
case of identified threats.

2.4.4 Runtime anomaly detection and dynamic reconfiguration

As outlined in the previous Section, Fault Tree Analysis is still a standard technique for
assessing safety of complex systems and has been further refined in many aspects. An
essential benefit of this technique is that in the design phase the propagation of faults
can be vividly modeled with the help of dependency graphs and merging logics. Thus,
safety experts can quickly understand and modify already specified fault tree models
and, based on this, optimize the existing or planned system architecture. Moreover,
the evaluation of the overall system safety using FTA can be carried out reliably in an
automated manner. This is made possible by its lightweight evaluation mechanisms,
such as BDDs. These features also appear to be advantageous for modeling runtime
safety monitors in combination with associated dynamic reconfiguration mechanisms.

With regard to the intended solution approach, however, it became apparent in the
previous Section that these techniques focus only on development time knowledge. Even
if dynamic aspects of system behavior are modeled, this is only meant to describe the
entire system behavior as completely as possible from the development time perspective.
These approaches do not aim at mapping the current system condition during operation
to a state modeled at development time in order to better assess the current runtime
situation. This is because they are only utilized to optimize the system architecture at
development time. Accordingly there is no need to consider runtime aspects afterwards.
However, as already described, in the target application domain of networked vehicles,
not all conceivable hazards can be excluded already in the design phase. Consequently,
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condition monitoring is of central importance for assessing safety at runtime. In this
way, warning states can be detected at an early stage and adequate countermeasures
can be initialized. Ideally, the occurrence of hazards can be prevented in this way.

There are a few safety assurance approaches using Fault Trees that take runtime aspects
into account in order to continuously monitor system conditions and reliably evalu-
ate their effects on overall system safety. Shalev et. al. [72] introduced the so-called
Condition-based Fault Tree Analysis (CBFTA), which makes it possible to update pre-
defined fault trees with runtime data. They combined condition monitoring techniques
and statistical data as input data for FTA to better predict the occurrence of certain
hazardous events. By using runtime checks, the entire system status can be determined
more realistically during operation. In this way, the analysis possibilities with fault trees
can be expanded from pure design time analyses to recurring life cycle analyses for the
entire period of use. This makes it possible to deal with identified anomalies in a running
system in a timely and targeted manner.

Since the derivation of necessary safety assurance concepts is a complex and sometimes
also a creative task, it cannot be automated in an arbitrary manner. For the development
time FTA techniques as well as for the CBFTA, safety engineers interpret the analysis
results and implement suitable solution concepts either in the design phase or during a
temporary shutdown. This can involve significant decisions such as a system redesign or
the replacement of components that require a completely new safety assessment.

Other approaches using Fault Trees such as Li [73][74] do not consider statistical data,
but only runtime data for a continuous safety assessment during operation. The continu-
ous evaluation of the TLE with runtime data is performed here to supervise the safe flight
of an unmanned air vehicle (UAV). Since no statistical data is used, the quality of the
analytical outcomes also changes. It is no longer a probability rating for the occurrence
of the TLE in a certain time interval, but an assessment of the current overall system
status based on the conditions of subsystems. Thus the existence of an actual fault
which influences the overall system safety can be proven and suitable countermeasures
can be initiated to avoid a critical system failure.

For the intended scenario of networked driving as well as the UAV scenario mentioned
above, a shutdown of the system and a manual interpretation of the evaluation results
is not possible due to the dynamic context. Hence, all modifications must be carried out
in an automated manner during operation. Since the system modifications stay at the
behavior generation level, the respective correct reaction behavior can be determined
beforehand. To enable this, all possible evaluation results have to be analyzed already
at development time and a conclusive overall safety concept has to be specified.

The possibilities for automated fault tree evaluation using the standard FTA are, how-
ever, clearly limited, regardless of whether only runtime data or also statistical data
is taken into account. Certain system properties cannot be clearly differentiated from
one another, as is the case with the component orientation of CFTs. Consequently, an
approach using DAGs for the continuous evaluation of several critical factors in par-
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allel seems suitable. In addition, similar to CFTs, a modular structure could support
grouping of certain recurring elements for efficient modeling as well as evaluation.

As outlined before, however, the analysis results are not facilitated for development
time analyses, but for safety critical runtime behavior adaptation. There must also be a
mechanism to link the various monitored system conditions appropriately to the behavior
generation layer, as described in Section 2.2.2. The formalized runtime safety evaluation
for integrating individual external safety-related services must be associated with reliable
dynamic reconfiguration mechanisms. To enable safe dynamic system reconfigurations
using an approach based on pre-configured variability could be the key, as outlined in
Section 2.3.2. However, there is currently no suitable solution approach available that
addresses these two aspects with a consistent solution model.

2.5 Summary and Conclusion

In the following, the main findings of the state-of-the-art analysis of the adaptive system
community as well as the safety community are briefly summarized. Furthermore, the
need for such a solution approach is emphasized from the perspective of both research
communities.

2.5.1 State-of-the-art from the adaptive systems community

and the safety community

Basically, the Adaptive Systems Community provides a variety of assurance means for
dynamic reconfiguration, but safety is typically only one aspect among many others.
There are manifold approaches, which focus on validation and verification means for
system adaptation processes. Basically, this helps to reduce the number of variants,
which have to be analyzed at development time, but it provides no complete runtime
safety assurance means for the context of networked driving. In the second research
roadmap for self-adaptive systems, De Lemos et. al. [75] expressed the need for stricter
safety assurance approaches. There are also assurance approaches, which explicitly focus
on runtime hazard analysis. But typically they only consider development time knowl-
edge for a safety evaluation at integration time. In this way, the runtime variability for
safety assurance can be limited, but no further dynamic safety parameters can be taken
into account. In the context of networked driving, however, dynamic safety aspects are
particularly important to trigger adequate reconfiguration mechanisms.

The safety community naturally has a very conservative attitude regarding dynamic re-
configuration mechanisms and tries to avoid dynamic variability as far as possible. Most
of the safety analysis and assurance approaches are developed to support engineers dur-
ing their development time activities. They lack an adequate degree of formalization
that would be required for automated runtime adaptations of system behavior. How-
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ever, it became evident that it is unavoidable to shift parts of the safety assurance
means to runtime. If these promising networking concepts should be established, certain
variable degrees of freedom for involved systems are indispensable. Hence, when bring-
ing together the viewpoints of the adaptive systems community as well as the safety
community, it is most promising to focus on approaches with the smallest amount of
runtime responsibility. In the safety community, Rushby introduced the idea of safety
kernels. He suggested to shift parts of the safety assurance means to runtime in order to
enable dynamic reconfiguration mechanism of systems in safety critical domains. Later
Schneider introduced ConSerts as the first feasible implementation approach for run-
time certification. It provides valuable insights for establishing higher level functionality
using conditional safety certification. However, since the approach is aligned to safety
assurance for flexible plug and play approaches, its dynamic variability is largely lim-
ited to the integration time. In the highly dynamic and variable application context of
networked driving, more runtime variability for dynamic reconfigurations is required.

2.5.2 The need for a safe optimization approach for networked

systems using external services

There are already many researchers dealing with the safe networking of systems, espe-
cially in the vehicle sector. Oestberg dealt with the question how the networking of
vehicles for the exchange of safety-relevant data can be realized with standards such as
AUTOSAR [76][77]. For this purpose, he suggested to introduce an individual database
to each vehicle where safety-related vehicle data such as sensor data can be stored. In
the next step, the data bases should be synchronized between the collaborating vehicles
to optimize their individual safety assessment. Based on that, Oestberg concluded that
a safety contract concept is necessary for the dynamic safety assessment, but he did not
provide a concrete one. Priesterjahn introduced a runtime safety analysis for networked
vehicles based on failure propagation models [33]. However, this safety analysis approach
did not take into account the reaction phase.

As a conclusion for this Chapter, it can be stated that currently no suitable safety as-
surance approach is available for the envisaged application context. A flexible runtime
certification approach is required to dynamically optimize system behavior through in-
dividual external services. This requires a fine-grained conditional safety certification
approach to ensure safety based on lightweight runtime checks in combination with pre-
defined reconfiguration mechanisms according to the permitted degrees of freedom.
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3 Solution Overview

This Chapter provides a conceptual overview of the Dynamic Safety Contracts (DSCs)
solution approach, which is the main contribution of this thesis. For this purpose, this
Chapter explains the key aspects of specification and implementation as well as the
addressed application context in a descriptive way. It represents a good starting point
to delve deeper into specific characteristics of DSCs. This can be done by following the
corresponding references to Chapters 4 and 5.

Initially, the first Section presents a brief solution overview of the developed contract-
based safety assurance approach with regard to current state of the art and the specified
key characteristics of DSCs. In the following Section, the addressed target application
domain is outlined as well. In this context, especially the working principle of collab-
oration processes of networked vehicles and infrastructure in the automotive domain is
described. This particularly helps to clearly understand the derived modeling approach
for dynamic behavior adaptation in the following Sections. Section 3.3 then discusses
fundamental safety assurance strategies for dynamic self-optimization of individual net-
worked systems by integrating shared safety knowledge. The following Section 3.4 sum-
marizes the required key features for specifying reliable behavior adaptation concepts in
the outlined target application context. Please note that further aspects of the derived
features of the solution approach as well as a detailed description of the lack of current
state-of-the-art safety assurance approaches can be looked up in Chapter 2. In the next
Section 3.5, a basic modeling architecture for DSCs is derived from the identified key
characteristics. Subsequently, Section 3.6 describes how the pre-configured DSC net-
working modes can be utilized to enable openness for previously unknown systems at
integration time. Section 3.7 summarizes the conducted operationalization steps for the
DSCs approach. This comprises the conducted design decisions for the GUI-based DSC
modeling as well as necessary engineering steps to provide computable representations
of DSCs. Finally, the last Section 3.8 outlines how DSC networking concepts can be
established by applying standardized safety engineering activities to ensure operational
safety and performance in a certifiable manner.

3.1 Solution Approach: Dynamic Safety Contracts

The most important finding from the conclusion in the state of the art of Chapter 2 is
that there are at the moment no directly applicable solution concepts available, which
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fulfill the demands of safety assurance and certification for specifying dynamic behavior
adaptation concepts in the addressed application context of networked embedded sys-
tems. Since safety is a key prerequisite for the practical use of such flexible networking
concepts, there is an inescapable demand for the development of new suitable safety as-
surance techniques where parts of the safety assurance means can be shifted to runtime.
Nevertheless, it became apparent that the safety research community has recognized
the increasing demand for flexible runtime safety assurance means and strengthens its
research efforts in this area. This can be observed by the recently proposed just-in-
time certification approaches as described in Chapter 2 as well as a variety of research
projects related to this application domain, such as the CrESt (Collaborative Embedded
Systems) project [78] or the ARAMiS II project [79]. In parallel, today already manifold
research has been done in the adaptive systems community and has influenced this work
in numerous ways. Important preliminary results, which contributed to this solution
approach, will be mentioned wherever required in this thesis.

As it was outlined in the initial description of the solution approach in Section 1.4,
the DSCs approach aims at shifting necessary parts of safety assurance and certifica-
tion activities to runtime. A reliable runtime safety assessment of the current operating
situation of networked systems, taking into account the partners involved and the en-
vironment, should provide additional assurance means to support safety assurance and
certification measures. The core solution technique of this thesis, to facilitate this, are
Dynamic Safety Contracts. With the help of DSCs, dynamic adaptation concepts for
networked embedded systems can be specified in a systematic way at development time
depending on the availability of safety-relevant data from decentralized sources at run-
time. During operation, a key feature of DSCs is therefor to integrate and interpret
decentralized safety-related runtime data from separate sources in a predefined and re-
liable way.

To enable this, a safety-assured integration concept for available external safety-related
data can be specified using DSCs with respect to certain safety-critical features of a
networked mode at development time. This is done using so-called DSC-Modules. They
contain a modularized set of predefined DSCs to specify a degradation architecture
for critical safety features in networked applications. A specified DSC-Module can be
reused in other similar networked applications. It can be continuously evaluated during
operation based on the currently available shared safety guarantees. By this means, the
impact of dynamically varying services on the networked system applications can be
systematically specified at development time. On this basis, a safety assurance concept
for a networked mode can be completely predefined before commissioning. Each DSC-
Module thus represents a runtime safety monitor for a specific safety feature during
operation. By supervising a set of interconnected DSC-Modules, a holistic virtual safety
cage for adaptation processes of the networked system behavior can be realized in this
way. It thus becomes possible to limit the runtime variability of networked system
applications to well defined degrees of freedom and to provide a dynamic adaptation
concept in a predictable and reliable manner. Beyond that, the DSC approach is a
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viable solution for the runtime safety certification of networked system applications, as
it largely limits the runtime safety responsibility of systems in collaboration scenarios.

3.2 Networking Autonomous Vehicles to Optimize

Driving Behavior

Before explaining the DSCs approach in more detail, however, the target application
domain for specifying dynamic adaptation behavior is described in the following. The
DSCs approach aims in particular at standardized networking approaches in the automo-
tive domain in order to link the various automotive systems and infrastructure devices
with each other. Since this application domain is also very illustrative, this Section helps
to better understand the resulting dynamic safety dependencies of involved systems in
an established networked mode.

A central characteristic of the addressed collaboration scenarios is that the focus is
always on a single networked vehicle, which tries to collaborate with surrounding vehicles
and infrastructural devices in a previously unknown environment. External data is
incorporated into a particular vehicle platform to optimize its driving behavior in a
predefined way based on a networked driving mode specification. It benefits from the
collaboration, by especially taking external safety-related knowledge into account in
order to improve the individual situation awareness or to enable coordinated driving
processes. A suitable safety assurance and certification concept, such as the proposed
DSC approach, is a prerequisite for this. DSCs are designed to enable both by evaluating
the runtime availability of in- and external safety guarantees in a networked operation
mode and by dynamically adapting the existing system behavior accordingly.

Naturally, it must be taken into account in this context that not every external source is
trustworthy. Forwarded data can be manipulated or just corrupted, which could cause
additional hazards. Ideally, this can be clarified before initializing a networked appli-
cation. For that reason, appropriate internal safety and security measures have to be
implemented on the involved system platforms to ensure that the potential collabora-
tion partners and their transmitted data are approved for a particular networked mode.
However, since this thesis concentrates primarily on runtime safety assurance and certifi-
cation means for the ongoing networked application, these conventional safety measures
were not in the focus of this thesis, but are partially addressed in Chapter 7. For dy-
namically establishing new collaboration processes with previously unknown systems, a
suitable negotiation process is outlined in Chapter 3.6.

Basically, the need for the integration of external safety-related data arises due to the
spatial restrictions of sensors on a particular system platform. Although powerful sensors
might be implemented on a certain system platform, physical restrictions like “looking
around the corner” cannot be enabled by an isolated single system. Also understanding
the behavior or even forecasting the future behavior of surrounding vehicles might be
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of Individual and Collaborative Behavior Space

impossible just by monitoring them from an external point of view. Hence, an appropri-
ate solution would be to network these systems and their sensors to gain an enhanced
situation awareness. For a system involved in such a collaboration group, this could
provide additional spatial perspectives for a better environmental perception as well as
new insights into surrounding systems for a better risk assessment. Also for enabling
coordinated driving processes, networked driving modes can be specified in such a way
that autonomously driving vehicles are dependent on the forwarding of external services
and can thus be better controlled from an external point of view.

Figure 3.1 shows in a simplified manner a typical collaboration scenario with a platooning
use case. The focus in this illustration is on the operating principle of the addressed
collaboration processes as well as the associated safety assurance concept. The reason for
utilizing the platooning use case is, as it was already described in the previous Chapters,
that safety assurance for platooning processes in different facets was a central research
topic during the development of the DSCs approach. To highlight the benefit of the
addressed system collaboration, the graphical depiction in Fig. 3.1 compares the vehicle
platoon in the upper layer, where no collaboration takes place, with the vehicle platoon
in the lower layer, where a predefined collaborative mode is initialized for the following
vehicle. Both platoons are driving in an autonomous manner and have a safety assured
individual behavior space based on the individual non-networked driving capabilities.

If the autonomous vehicles are driving in an individual autonomous driving mode as
shown in the upper layer, safety relevant runtime data is not shared within the platooning
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group. The consequence is that interaction processes have to be carried out in a more
conservative way to ensure safety. The most obvious disadvantage for the platoon is the
larger average distance between vehicles while driving. The result is a lower utilization
of the transport infrastructure and a higher fuel consumption for the following vehicle
since a restricted slipstream driving leads to a higher air resistance.

In such a scenario, where no collaboration takes place, various other drawbacks can be
identified for the following vehicle. A general disadvantage of such a driving situation is
that the front vehicle covers a crucial part of the sensor perception area of the follow-
ing vehicle. Due to the absence of a networking concept for the integration of shared
safety knowledge, it is not possible to adapt the driving behavior of the following ve-
hicle preventively to hazards recognized by the leading vehicle. In fact, the reaction
behavior to detected hazards from the leading vehicle, such as braking or evasive ma-
neuvers, could even cause additional collision risks for the following vehicle. Hence, the
only possible option for the following vehicle is to closely observe and try to interpret
the driving behaviour of the front vehicle. In case of detected behavior changes of the
front vehicle, however, it has to assume for safety reasons a possible worst case situation.
Ultimately, this leads to a severely restricted ability of the vehicles to interact in such a
non-networked platoon.

In contrast to that, by introducing collaboration processes based on shared safety knowl-
edge, the follower vehicle can benefit from having a vehicle in front as shown in the lower
layer. It can extend its individual degrees of freedom for an optimized driving behavior
according to safety and performance criteria. In Fig. 3.1 the optimized behavior space
is summarized as Collaborative Mode Behavior Space. The forwarded safety relevant
runtime data helps to get a more complete picture of the current driving situation con-
sidering the environment and surrounding systems. Furthermore, in case of occurring
hazards the collaborative safety knowledge can be facilitated to enable a more situation-
adapted reaction behavior to bring the system back to a safe state. In this way, the
system collaboration allows better aligned driving processes with smaller average dis-
tances between the considered vehicles.

While in a typical road traffic scenario the scope of vehicle networking is probably
limited to an enhanced situational awareness, it is also conceivable to specify networked
driving modes for coordinated driving processes. This was implemented for the presented
use case for master-slave driving in the off-road sector. As part of a research project,
master-slave vehicle fleets should be developed to enable driverless slave vehicles in
order to reduce the number of human drivers. A detailed description will be provided in
Section 4.1. Later in this thesis, a further use case from an industry research project for
coordinated driving processes is presented. This use case addresses connected driving in
a parking garage and is referred to as intelligent automated parking (IAP).

Considering the vehicle platoon in Fig. 3.1 for the master-slave driving use case, the fol-
lowing vehicle in the platoon was typically considered as a driverless slave vehicle. The
allowed movements of the slave vehicle in the illustrated Collaborative Mode Behavior
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Space in Fig. 3.1 are strongly dependent on the provided services of the master vehi-
cle. In parallel, the individual behavior space for autonomous non-networked driving is
strongly reduced. The master vehicle thus represents an additional supervisor level and
provides its required safety knowledge to the slave vehicle. In this way, safety for the
autonomous driving processes of the slave vehicle should be increased. Nevertheless, the
slave vehicle still has to ensure safety on its own and the master vehicle only imposes
additional constraints to support the safe autonomous driving.

At this point, it should be noted once again that the safety assurance concept for the
illustrated collaboration process in Fig. 3.1 is limited to sharing safety knowledge within
a collaboration group and to optimize and extend its individual behavior space accord-
ingly. A tight system coupling of collaboration partners, maybe by using predefined
interaction sequences of the overall networked vehicle fleet is not part of the collabora-
tion scenario. In this way, although a combined situation awareness for the platooning
group is utilized, the involved collaboration partners can still be distinguished as sep-
arate legal entities. Safety responsibility can thus be limited to a single collaboration
partner. Ultimately, this enables the introduction of lightweight and customized safety
assurance and certification solutions for the individual networked systems.

3.3 Specifying Flexible Networking Concepts for

Loosely Coupled Systems

The dynamically changing environment with surrounding vehicles and infrastructural
devices in a typical road traffic scenario, leads to a huge number of potential collabora-
tion partner in a limited period of time. In principle, additional beneficial collaboration
processes with other systems should be established, whenever they come into the com-
munication range. For a particular networking approach, the total number of systems,
which are capable of participating in collaboration processes, is probably the most impor-
tant factor for performance reasons. In the described platooning scenario, for example,
the collaboration group does not necessarily has to be limited to the two illustrated net-
worked vehicles. Additional safe collaboration processes with other surrounding systems
could be established subsequently or even in parallel. Hence, in a suitable collabora-
tion process specification, the integration as well as the separation of diverse additional
collaboration partners while operating a certain networked mode have to be considered.
These capabilities decide on its general applicability and thus its operational effectiveness
in the target application context.

This holds especially true for collaboration scenarios in public road traffic, where a large
variety of different systems has to be considered for potential collaboration processes.
The diversity of systems, thereby, can also be increased by further aspects like modi-
fications in hardware or software. They could affect the particular system capabilities
for participating in collaboration processes. Furthermore, as mentioned before, collabo-
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ration processes with several different systems in parallel should also become possible.
In the platooning scenario, for instance, a collaboration network with infrastructural
devices based on vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication should be established
parallel to the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication. As a result, even more possible
system combinations have to be addressed for networked groups of systems to establish
meaningful collaboration processes.

Considering the resulting manifold collaboration scenarios, a safety assurance concept,
which focuses on highly customized solutions for the various systems and their specific
interaction processes in an open and highly dynamic application context, could become
a very complex engineering task. In this case, the high engineering effort for each net-
worked mode would probably lead to a low distribution of such a networking approach.
An important objective is therefore to reduce the respective engineering effort for new
collaboration processes to an acceptable level. This could be achieved by standardizing
certain collaboration capabilities that are frequently used to make them reusable for
other networked modes. In addition, in order to increase the reuse rate for the develop-
ment of networked modes, certain rarely used collaboration capabilities can be excluded,
provided that the resulting networked application is not too severely restricted. This
could be the case, for example, if the considered collaboration capabilities only refer to
particular systems type combinations with a very specific application context, such as a
group driving behavior for particular vehicle types in a certain road environment.

To take this into account, the DSCs approach tries to limit most of the safety assur-
ance means to the individual involved system platforms. Comparing such a segregated
safety assurance approach to an overall approach for the whole group of systems, which
maybe includes a specified group behavior, this should enable less complex safety as-
surance measures for a specific collaboration scenario. This enables, while considering
the impact of shared safety knowledge on the individual system safety, to largely ig-
nore the respective external platform features, provided that no direct influences exist.
In this way, safety engineers can focus on the impact of various dynamically changing
services on a particular system platform. Ultimately, it should thus enable more flex-
ible collaboration options for the various systems. Surrounding vehicles, for instance,
typically pose a risk of collision. Hence, their intended driving behavior, their internal
system condition as well as their spatial position could be beneficially considered for a
runtime safety assessment of a collaborative mode. Other aspects, however, which have
no direct influence on the collaborative mode safety, may be excluded. In other collab-
oration scenarios, where external data is forwarded by infrastructural devices only with
regard to environmental aspects, it seems even possible to completely omit these external
platform features. This becomes possible because the collaborating systems themselves
do not pose any threat in this case. Hence, limiting the safety assurance approach to
individual systems in a networked mode has the potential to simplify the analysis of
the existing system interdependencies and to reduce the resulting system complexity for
safety assurance measures.

A drawback of such collaboration scenarios of loosely coupled systems, however, is that
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the performance of an application in a networked mode tends to be slightly lower. During
operation of the addressed DSC collaboration processes, the illustrated Safe Collabora-
tive Mode Behavior Space in Fig. 3.1 limits the individual behavior space for specifying
a collaborative mode behavior. Assuming a certain group driving behavior, the indi-
vidual behavior spaces of systems could possibly be merged to some extent. Thus, for
example, more complex mutual interaction processes could be established.

In comparison, however, next to the resulting more complex safety engineering activities,
a specified group behavior has further crucial disadvantages. That is why we decided
not to further evaluate this approach. Basically, it has to be clarified who is responsible
for safety in case of damages to the involved participants. It is also necessary to clarify
according to which rules certain automotive systems in hazardous driving situations are
prioritized. In addition, the option to remotely control driving commands as required for
a group behavior can be considered as a critical system vulnerability for hacker attacks.
Moreover, it can be assumed that the specification of a group behavior with more than
two vehicles is very complex and difficult to implement.

Considering the before mentioned, it can be summarized that the most important objec-
tive for a suitable solution approach is to introduce more flexible collaboration concepts
for frequently changing collaboration partners and scenarios. With the described in-
dividual safety assurance approach the allowed participants for a collaborative mode
specification doesn´t depend on a certain combination of systems and their combined
behavior, but on certain forwarded safety knowledge of systems. In this way, it becomes
possible, that systems involved in a collaborative mode share safety-related data with-
out knowing the effect on the respective collaboration partners. Such a decentralized
approach could foster the standardization of collaboration capabilities and service provi-
sion concepts for the different available system platforms in a specific domain. It could
thus become possible to specify new collaboration processes with a reduced engineering
effort due to a high reusability rate from other similar collaborative modes.

3.4 Ensuring Safety for a Modified Driving Behavior

By trying to utilize potential state-of-the-art approaches for safety assurance of the ad-
dressed collaboration processes, certain drawbacks became visible. A detailed summary
of these approaches can be looked up in the previous Chapter. A major difference from
today´s typical safety assurance domains to the addressed collaboration processes is that
safety has not only to be assured for a single system in a closed context. Instead, it has
to be assured for an integrated collaborative mode established by distributed systems
that interact with an open and unknown environment. A reasonable approach to tackle
the diverse collaborative situations would be to ensure safety by introducing a holistic
state-based model for collaboration processes. Each state could be individually assessed
with development time safety measures. Consequentially, the result would be a very
complex adaptation space and reaching a sufficient level of completeness would become
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a major challenge. In the conclusion of the state-of-the-art Chapter it was already out-
lined that the combination of an open context and the performed system interaction
processes leads to a high-degree of complexity.

Another crucial safety aspect, which was already outlined, is the dynamic application
context of the planned collaboration processes in the automotive domain. Emerging
hazards have to be tackled rapidly and in a manner that is appropriate for the specific
driving situation. In such an application context, if a safety assurance approach would
only rely on development time knowledge, substantial worst case assumption would have
to be taken into account. Ultimately, this could significantly reduce the overall perfor-
mance of collaboration processes due to many additional protective safety measures.
Moreover, occurring hazardous situations in a networked mode might not be tackled in
an optimal way.

In contrast to that, by shifting necessary parts of safety assurance means to runtime,
many of these problems could be solved. Dynamically changing safety parameters from
involved collaboration partners and environment could be assessed and facilitated for
safety certification issues. The decentralized safety knowledge within a collaboration
group could thus be merged and analyzed in a real time manner. With the objective
to determine safety for an active collaborative mode, the current state of an ongoing
system collaboration established by spatially distributed systems could be assessed in
this way. Basically, such an approach could help to reduce the adaptation space to
a manageable size and to introduce adequate countermeasures for detected threats in
the dynamic context. It has to be clarified, however, in which way safety-related data
from involved system can be aggregated in a uniform manner to ensure safety for the
overall integrated collaborative functionality. In addition, a runtime representation for
safety-related data has to be specified that supports safety engineering activities as well
as efficient runtime evaluation techniques.

A beneficial strategy to describe complex safety dependencies is modularization as it
was already outlined by Schneider [55]. In the safety community there is a general trend
towards modular safety engineering and certification as it is described in Chapter 2. In
fact, modular approaches for safety certification are already widely accepted and used
in safety-critical applications. Nevertheless, today´s state-of-the-practice modular safety
engineering and certification approaches does not inherit the required key characteristics.
These approaches typically focus only on development time safety certification activities.
Many of these techniques try to pre-certify separate submodules in order to reduce the
complexity for overall system certification. Ultimately, this should allow incremental
certification steps to facilitate the integration of new submodules.

For the planned solution approach, the advantages of using a modular approach for
safety engineering and certification are manifold. Next to reducing the complexity, safety
engineers can focus on specific aspects related to their expert knowledge and differentiate
it from other related domains. In this way a holistic safety assurance concept can be
developed step by step in a systematic way. For safety engineering, existing modularized
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knowledge from other collaborative modes can ideally be reused. As a precondition,
of course, the safety-related content has to be decomposable to the required level of
granularity. For automated runtime evaluation, the modularized safety content has to
be available in a formalized way to enable an adequate data exchange between the
different modules. Furthermore, the forwarding of services between modules has to be
done in a fast and reliable way to ensure an efficient runtime evaluation.

An efficient runtime evaluation technique in turn can be facilitated to specify a situation-
adapted virtual safety cage for networked driving. Although complex system function
might be performed during collaboration of systems, the allowed degrees of freedom could
be specified in a simplified way based on continuously evaluated threshold values. Such a
safety cage specification could be specially developed for a dedicated system involved in a
collaborative mode. Whether a situation assessment during operation of a collaborative
mode is evaluated to be safe or unsafe as well as the level of criticality, can be part of
the safety cage specification. Depending on the respective evaluation result, the allowed
functional scope could be reduced or enlarged and a suitable safe adaptation process
could be triggered. Accordingly, safety goals can be systematically derived for diverse
situations that could occur during operation of a collaborative mode. All necessary safety
engineering activities for the safety cage description can be performed at development
time. Hence, it can be facilitated as a key element of safety argumentation for the
certification of a collaborative mode description.

In case that a system is evaluated to be in an unsafe operation mode based on the
virtual safety cage description, it has to be transferred back to a safe mode as optimally
as possible. The addressed dynamic and open application context requires a timely and
situation adapted reaction behavior. Hence, the reaction behavior as part of the virtual
safety cage description is crucial for safety assurance and risk mitigation of a collaborative
mode description. Considering the illustrated Collaborative Mode Behavior Space in Fig.
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3.2, an optimal reaction behavior for all potential hazardous situations, which could
occur during operation of the collaborative mode, has to be specified. In this context
the term “optimal” means that the safety as well as the performance perspective should
be considered. However, it should also be noted that a reaction behavior in a dynamic
context can itself create a risk. For instance a breaking maneuver could cause a rear
end collision with a following vehicle during platooning. Hence, the correct initialization
of a certain behavior has to be guaranteed by safety means. As mentioned before,
this could be enabled with a formalized situation assessment based on a runtime safety
evaluation. In this way, a specification of a safe reaction behavior for a collaborative
mode would become possible. This would enable to clearly specify and justify with a
valid safety argumentation the execution of a certain reaction behavior with respect to
the available runtime safety evidences. This, however, requires that the effect of each
forwarded safety-related service with degraded or even contradictory safety evidences on
the respective collaborative mode is part of the collaborative mode safety specification.

The following key features, which have been identified, can thus be summarized as
follows:

1. Runtime Evaluation Mechanism: Considering rapid changes of service availability
as well as environmental changes, an adequate representation for dynamic variabil-
ity is needed, which evaluates the impact on the overall system safety at runtime.
For an efficient runtime composition mechanism of the spatially distributed safety
knowledge a lightweight runtime check has to be introduced. Finally, the sep-
aration between safety assurance measures at development time and at runtime
must be carried out in a way that the dynamic collaboration context is optimally
addressed.

2. Modularization of Networked Safety Features: For specifying the integration of
external services in a systematic way, a structured modeling approach has to be de-
fined. Partitioning complex safety dependencies into manageable safety arguments
such as a modularized demand-guarantee modeling can be part of the solution. A
modularized approach can associate different types of merged services with certain
system safety features.

3. Consistent Service Composition Concept: With respect to requirement 1 the eval-
uation concept must be implemented in a lightweight way to support continuous
and fast evaluation processes in the dynamic collaboration context. This requires a
standardized communication concept with a suitable formalization of safety-related
parameters. In addition, a representation for specifying the available safety depen-
dencies on a particular system platform has to be introduced. This is ideally done
in a compositional form based on demand-guarantee relationships.

4. Virtual Safety Cage for Modified System Behavior: For certifying safety for a net-
worked system application, the allowed degrees of freedom for the intended system
platform must be clearly specified for all potential driving situations during collab-
oration. Considering the before mentioned requirements, the situation assessment
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has to be implemented in a formalized way based on the modularized safety fea-
tures. Regarding certification aspects, it should be possible to completely specify
a resulting virtual safety cage description at development time based on safety
considerations.

5. Fast and Reliable Reconfiguration Mechanisms: If the current collaborative situa-
tion is evaluated to be unsafe based on the safety cage specification, the dynamic
context requires appropriate safe reaction behavior. A reaction behavior has to be
specified in a way that the involved system is transferred back to a safe mode as
optimally as possible. Also the start and the end of a regular optimized collabo-
rative mode behavior has to be specified with respect to the dynamic context. In
the vehicle platooning scenario, for instance, coupling and decoupling processes of
vehicles in a platoon have to be considered.

While the fundamental approach for research challenges 2, 3 and 4 as the main contri-
bution of this thesis are explained in Section 3.5, the research challenge 5 is explained
specifically with regard to its implementation in Section 4.5, but is also already outlined
throughout this Chapter. This is done since the resulting collaborative mode behavior
represents a straightforward implementation based on the DSCs approach to show its
feasibility. For research task 1, different solution concepts have been developed depend-
ing on the application context and are explained in Section 6.2.1.

3.5 A Modeling Approach for DSCs

If there are hazardous situations during collaboration of systems, maybe with a resulting
physical or material loss, responsibility and liability issues have to be clarified. Hence,
next to the derived research challenges, legal issues are an important aspect considering
the vehicle domain as the target application domain. This becomes particularly visible
for the described platooning of vehicles in public space, where potential collaboration
partners are previously unknown to each other. Although they establish a collaboration
group of systems, they still represent separate legal entities such as the various vehicles
with different owners. But also for other scenarios like master-slave driving, where
involved vehicles eventually belong to the same owner, the identification of error sources
with respect to the responsible system manufacturer is a necessary analytical capability.
Since the collaborative mode behavior, as shown in the platooning scenario in Fig. 3.1,
is established by several parties with spatially distributed systems, the system interfaces
are therefore particularly important for the integration of external services.

As it was outlined before, the DSCs approach aims at vehicle collaboration scenarios
where an individual system behavior is optimized with collaborative safety knowledge.
To ensure a safe collaboration of the various systems, it was outlined in Section 3.3
that an individual safety assurance approach for the involved participants is utilized
since it has various benefits in this application context. This requires that safety for
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the resulting optimized system behavior is guaranteed by each collaboration partner
individually. Hence, the impact of a varying service availability during collaboration of
systems on the individual system safety has to be clearly specified for a collaborative
mode description. Ideally, this has to be done in a quasi-contractual description model to
guarantee safe interaction processes and to trace back faulty signals to involved parties.
A service integration concept becomes necessary for each system platform that enables
the reliable integration of external data for safety assurance and certification means. To
emphasize this commitment for the joint safety responsibility of various legal parties for
a limited period of time, the solution approach is called “Dynamic Safety Contracts”
(DSCs).

In Fig. 3.3 the fundamental approach of a service composition with DSCs is shown. It
should illustrate that for the DSCs approach internal and external safety-related sensor
data can be jointly considered in a formalized way for a single system safety specification.
The lower gray bar Open and Dynamically Changing Context illustrates the application
context in which a collaboration process of spatially distributed systems is performed.
With respect to the presented platooning use case in Fig. 3.1, this could represent the
public road traffic environment in which a vehicle platoon is driving. The module Internal
System Services, shown on the lower left side in Fig. 3.3, is linked to the illustrated
environmental context bar via the Internal Sensors and is associated to a dedicated
system. The sensors, which are attached to a single system platform, generate internal
safety-related runtime guarantees from monitoring the unknown environment. This is
done by transforming the continuously monitored safety-related environmental data to
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formalized internal system guarantees based on the assigned Adaptive Output Spectrum
specification. The illustrated adaptive output spectrum thus depicts an abstraction level
of measured sensor data for further internal evaluation processes. It represents a typical
step for measurement value processing. For a single non-networked vehicle, the possible
spectrum of sensor values can be facilitated to develop an overall safety concept for
autonomous driving based on the available formalized safety guarantees at runtime.
This is done by assigning permitted degrees of freedom like a virtual safety cage to
certain measured operating states.

Since the generated internal system guarantees are only valid for a short period of time
and are part of the runtime safety assurance concept, they are referred to in this thesis as
“Runtime Evidences” (RtEs). RtEs are generated by surrounding systems as well. The
RtE generation from external sources is summarized in the External Shared Services
module on the lower right side in Fig. 3.3. The external RtE generation takes place in
parallel. By also introducing this external safety knowledge to a particular system, the
individual system capabilities, as already outlined, can be optimized from safety as well
as performance perspective. This, however, requires a sound integration concept of the
distributed safety knowledge on a dedicated system platform for a collaborative mode
specification.

Exactly this is done in the higher-level module in Fig. 3.3 shown as DSC-Modules:
Composed Services. The higher-level module summarizes a holistic service composition
concept for internal and external system guarantees. It represents a set of linked DSC-
Modules as shown in Fig. 3.4. With a runtime evaluation of the illustrated linked
DSC-Modules the allowed degrees of freedom as well as the resulting collaborative mode
behavior can be determined for a specific system in a collaboration scenario.

Generally, the specification of DSC-Modules becomes possible since the collaborative
mode is specified for a dedicated system platform and collaboration scenario. Hence,
the available shared safety guarantees from the involved systems, as illustrated in Fig.
3.3, are completely known before operation. For the DSCs approach, internal services, as
shown in Fig. 3.3, are considered by analyzing the predefined adaptive output spectrum
of each source that generates internal RtE guarantees. Sources from external systems
are treated in the same way as it is outlined in Fig. 3.3. Basically, the subordinate
sensor concept as the origin of the generated service guarantees has no influence on
the modeling approach, since the RtEs can be defined very specifically according to
the concrete system configuration. The guarantee services could be generated either
by an individual sensor or a holistic sensor fusion network. Further details about the
specification of an adaptive output spectrum and its working principle will be provided
later in this thesis, in Section 4.3.

In this way, the impact of the various different services with missing or degraded RtEs
on a dedicated system safety can already be defined at development time. To ensure
a safe operation in the diverse situations, which could occur during collaboration, the
permitted degrees of freedom for a system can be specified with an adaptation concept
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Figure 3.4: Hierarchical Arrangement of DSC-Modules

based on the available composed guarantees. For the DSCs approach this is done by
specifying a virtual safety cage description based on contract-based service composition
concept. In order to address the dynamic application context in the vehicle domain, a
safe reaction behavior is part of the safety cage description. In the described platooning
scenario in Fig. 3.1, for instance, the virtual safety cage is represented by the illustrated
collaborative mode behavior space. At runtime, it is then checked based on the pre-
defined service composition concept which services are available in order to derive the
currently permitted scope of functionality.

In accordance to the derived key features in Section 3.4 it is possible to completely specify
the service composition concept with DSC-Modules at development time. As it was
outlined for the derivation of requirement 2, applying a modularized service composition
concept simplifies necessary safety engineering activities. The safety engineers can thus
focus on specific aspects of safety assurance. This enables a reduced adaptation space
for safety assessment and thus more efficient modeling processes. Typically, several
DSC-Modules are rigidly interconnected in a predefined way at development time as
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shown in Fig. 3.4. Based on the hierarchical composition model of DSC-Modules, the
top-level system safety features for a collaboration process can be continuously evaluated
at runtime.

Each DSC-Module typically focuses on a particular safety feature, which is relevant for
the safe operation of a collaborative mode. To facilitate this, a DSC-Module specifies
possible degradation steps for a certain safety feature based on a pre-configured variabil-
ity of safety contracts. Due to the modularized approach for DSCs, the contract logic is
implemented as a prioritized sequence of demand-guarantee relationships. At runtime
it is then checked which safety contract configuration is active based on the available
safety-related output guarantees. Hence, Dynamic Safety Contracts specify the correct
merging of internal and shared (external) safety related runtime data for a dedicated
system safety in a certain collaborative mode. An evaluated output of a safety contract
module represents a valid runtime safety guarantee based on collaborative knowledge. It
is part of the decision whether the current operational situation of a collaborative mode
is safe or not.

From performance perspective ideally a fine-grained degradation concept is specified to
ensure that slightly degradations of safety properties does not restrict the collaboration
capabilities too much. To enable a service composition concept as complete as possi-
ble, the monitored safety features, specified for a collaborative mode, have to address
different hierarchical integration levels of composed services. For example, there can
be safety-related features on a lower level, such as a basic collaborative perception ca-
pability. In addition, there can be superordinate safety features, such as the abstract
capability of being part of a vehicle platoon based on several underlying subdecisions.
Consequently, the DSC-Modules are intended to be arranged in a hierarchical way as
shown in Fig. 3.4. This requires that next to the integration of basic services, also
higher-level composed services could be considered as input demands on the various hi-
erarchical levels. Independently of the hierarchical level, the illustrated DSC-Modules
can be specified individually. Naturally, the evaluation concept with interlinked DSC-
Modules requires a suitable granularity of service types. The granularity level of the
virtual safety cage description, for instance, is limited by the available top-level guar-
antee services. This is the case, since the addressed virtual safety cage representation
is evaluated based on the top-level DSC safety features. It specifies a safe collaborative
mode behavior considering all possible degradation scenarios of composed services in the
dynamic context.

In Fig. 3.5 a virtual safety cage specification based on the DSC service composition is
shown. In a typical networking situation the Optimized Collaborative Mode Behavior
can be derived. In this mode, based on the DSC service composition, the networked
application can be continuously adapted to minor changes in service availability. Thus,
the system behavior can adapt itself in a smooth way to certain changes in the dynamic
collaboration context before a hazardous or a warning state situation occurs. In this
context, the warning state is considered to be a still safe situation in which a future
hazardous situation can be predicted, although it has not yet occurred at that point in
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Figure 3.5: Virtual Safety Cage Specification for a Collaborative Mode

time. The hazardous situation describes a situation in which the system itself can no
longer avoid an accident, but can only try to leave this state. Basically, the described
normal behavior should be implemented in a smooth way, since an abrupt behavior
change, as already outlined, could itself lead to a hazardous situation. In the automotive
domain, for example, this can be the risk of collision with the following vehicle due to
unexpectedly strong braking maneuvers.

If the system is already in a warning state, a Safe Reaction Behavior has to be triggered
based on the situation assessment of the composed services in order to avoid a hazardous
state. However, it is also possible that the networked system is already accidentally in a
hazardous state. While the regular networked behavior (Optimized Collaborative Mode
Behavior) is defined for a specific, rather ideal system state, the safe reaction behavior
has to be defined for various warning and hazardous states.

Fig. 3.5 also outlines the Individual Mode Behavior which specifies the dissolution of the
collaborative mode behavior to the non-networked individual behavior in the dynamic
context. This is done by introducing a dedicated service guarantee that indicates the
agreement of others to participate in a collaboration mode. If there is no agreement to be
part of a collaboration network, the collaboration mode behavior is resolved smoothly. It
can thus be avoided that suddenly missing external services in a collaboration situation
are interpreted as a hazardous situation.
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With respect to the modeling process of a networked DSC mode based on linked DSC-
Modules, Chapter 5 presents a systematic engineering strategy for this approach. Similar
to conventional safety engineering approaches, most safety assurance and certification
activities can already be conducted at development time to limit the runtime parts to
a minimum. Based on a hazard analysis of the collaboration situations that may occur
in the intended collaboration scenarios, the potentially hazardous situations have to be
identified. They form the basis for deriving the safe operating conditions which are
monitored at runtime based on a set of linked DSC-Modules.

Generally, for the specification of DSC-based collaboration scenarios, it has to be clari-
fied whether openness for previously unknown collaboration partners is required or not.
For the master-slave driving domain this is typically not the case. In other scenarios
like the presented platooning scenario in public road traffic this is a necessary require-
ment. In order to make this possible, the following Section presents a solution concept
for identifying optimal DSC-based networking modes for new emerging collaboration
partners.

3.6 Establishing Collaboration Processes with DSCs

For collaboration scenarios such as the already introduced use case for master-slave driv-
ing, a suitable collaborative mode description can already be defined at development
time due to the predefined collaboration partners. This is possible since the involved
systems as well as the intended application context are completely known at development
time. On this basis, a concept for the available system services as well as the dedicated
application context can be completely evolved during the development phase of a col-
laborative mode for an optimal trade off between safety and performance. Hence, the
question whether other collaborative modes are more suitable with respect to a certain
application context doesn´t has to be clarified at runtime. Furthermore, the restricted
number of collaboration partner in such a collaboration scenario helps to reduce the risk
of security threats such as hacker attacks on vulnerable systems.

In contrast to the aforementioned, however, in collaboration scenarios such as the public
road traffic, openness for collaboration networks with previously unknown collabora-
tion partner can be considered as as an essential feature. Nevertheless, for systems,
which should generally be open for collaborations processes with other systems, various
drawbacks can arise. For example, unified collaboration capabilities with an imprecise
application task can probably lead to inflexible and inefficient development processes for
safety assurance concepts. The various manufacturers from all possibly involved systems
would have to be considered for such a unified collaboration approach. Furthermore, by
considering that the applied safety engineering strategies of manufacturers are sometimes
not compatible, this could even be impossible.

Another possibility to enable openness would be that a certain group of potential col-
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Figure 3.6: Considering External Services to Optimize Individual Behavior

laboration partners negotiates a suitable collaborative mode at runtime. This can be
facilitated based on harmonized description of individual system capabilities. A key ad-
vantage is that collaborative modes can be specified with respect to individual system
capabilities. In this way, the addressed adaptation space for required safety engineering
activities can be reduced to a manageable size. In addition, by assessing the individual
system capabilities at runtime, establishing collaboration processes could become more
flexible, since slightly modified system functions could possibly still be considered for
degraded collaboration modes.

In the following, the fundamental procedure of establishing a collaboration of systems for
the DSCs approach is explained in an illustrative way. The system platform in Fig. 3.6
on the left side represents a system, which tries to collaborate with an arbitrary number
of surrounding systems. In the presented platooning scenario, the system platform would
represent the following vehicle while the surrounding systems would represent the front
vehicle and the communication infrastructure. The overall objective of this collaboration
group is to make shared safety-related sensor data available for the system behavior gen-
eration of the following vehicle. This means, as already outlined for the DSCs approach
in Section 3.3, that the considered system platform only collects data from surrounding
systems. It does not execute tightly integrated functionalities, in the sense of mutual in-
fluences on driving behavior. No system actively influences other systems like a remote
controller or has the role of a system integrator. As already outlined, in such a case
the resulting system complexity for safety assurance as well as liability issues regarding
responsibility for physical or material damage would be much more difficult to assess.
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For establishing a DSCs collaboration process a two-step approach is facilitated. The
first step determines an optimal collaborative mode in a reliable way before operation
as shown in Fig. 3.7. In this thesis this is considered as “integration time”. The second
step ensures safety during operation of a collaborative mode as shown in Fig. 3.8. This
is referred to as “runtime” in this thesis. While the first step is not time-critical, the
second step has to be executed close to real-time. This holds true since the dynamic
application context of the vehicle domain requires a timely determination of an adequate
system behavior based on the DSCs virtual safety cage description. If the collaboration
situation during operation of the collaborative mode is evaluated to be unsafe, a suitable
reaction behavior has to be initiated immediately.

The first step for initializing a collaboration process is to identify an optimal collabo-
rative mode for the integration of external data from currently available collaboration
partner. Naturally, this has to be done in accordance to the safety regulations in a
safety-critical domain. In Fig. 3.7 a set of potential collaborative modes is shown as
Certified Collaborative Mode. For the safe determination of an optimal collaboration
mode (Fig. 3.7) a negotiation process is applied. For this purpose, the system capabil-
ities such as safety classifications of sensors are introduced to the negotiation process
as static hardware guarantees. The implementation of a concrete negotiation process is
provided in Section 6.2.2.

When a certified collaboration mode is identified, the second step of ongoing collabo-
ration is initialized (Fig. 3.8). This is the active integration of external sensor data,
which is continuously forwarded from surrounding systems according to the demands of
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the collaboration mode. Internal and external services are continuously composed based
on the DSC evaluation and the individual system behavior is optimized accordingly.
A detailed description of the process of identifying a suitable collaborative mode, its
initialization and the on-going operation is provided in Section 6.2.

3.7 Operationalization of DSCs

To close the gap between a theoretical approach to practical use, the different facets
of operationalization of the DSCs approach will be outlined in the following. It should
be noted, however, that the selected operationalization approach strongly depends on
design decisions and should not be understood as mandatory. Also other modeling
approaches are basically conceivable, but they have to be in accordance to the identified
requirements in Section 3.4.

For the introduction of formalized description models for networked applications, a suit-
able definition of potential service types is needed that can be applied for a modular
demand-guarantee representations. In Section 4.2 and 4.3 the concept of qualitative
and quantitative RtE services is provided. However, suitability of service types strongly
depends on the respective application context.

For system collaboration processes in a dynamic environment such as the provided ve-
hicle platooning scenario, for instance, it became apparent that especially quantitative
parameters like speed and distance are relevant for safety assurance. To take this into
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account, also DSC-Modules with quantitative guarantees were introduced, next to mod-
ules with qualitative guarantees, as described in Section 4.4. For the mapping of fulfilled
demand ports to guarantee ports of DSC-Modules, a merging logic is provided in Sec-
tion 4.4.2. Depending on the implementation scenario, it may be useful to introduce
additional merging elements. To enable a safe and efficient modeling of DSC-Modules,
a dedicated MagicDraw Plug-In was developed as described in Section 4.4.4. A suitable
linking concept for hierarchical evaluation processes of DSCs, as shown in Fig. 3.4, is
described in Section 4.4.5.

In order to evaluate available RtEs for a networked DSC mode at runtime, DSCs have
to be available in a computable representation. The evaluation of DSC-Modules has to
be performed in a fast and reliable manner to achieve an optimal reaction behavior to
changing safety features. To make this possible, the MagicDraw Plug-In also provides
automated code generation from the graphical DSC-Module representation. Moreover,
Chapter 6 compares different evaluation approaches for their runtime feasibility.

For highly dynamic collaboration processes such as the platooning scenario, a suitable
approach for dynamic behavior adaptation is needed. For a networked system in a
DSC mode, an optimal transition to a safe state has to be ensured in case of degraded
safety features. For the platooning use case, a dedicated DSC-Module was introduced
to specify an adequate dynamic adaptation behavior as explained in Chapter 4.5. The
feasibility of the proposed overall adaption concept as well as the concrete dynamic adap-
tation behavior was validated with a comprehensive simulation environment as described
in Chapter 6.2.3 as a proof of concept.

Furthermore, many potential DSC application scenarios require openness to previously
unknown systems for efficient collaboration processes. In other scenarios, however, col-
laboration partners can already be predefined at development time such as the presented
use case for master-slave platooning. The implementation of negotiation processes for
identifying the best possible networked DSC applications is described in Section 6.2.2.

In addition, further aspects such as security concerns or legal aspects are relevant for
practical use. These issues are specifically addressed in Section 7.2 as part of the future
research agenda for practical implementation.

3.8 Safety Engineering Backbone for Contract-based

Safety Certification

Since today’s state-of-the-art safety assurance and certification techniques doesn’t con-
sider runtime evaluations, new safety engineering strategies have to be established.
Thereby the derived safety engineering activities should be as close as possible to the
state-of-the-practice methodologies to built upon existing experience of safety engineers.
For the presented DSC approach, a Safety Domain Model (SDM) was derived which
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subdivides the safety engineering activities into domain-level and system-level engineer-
ing. This seems particularly useful due to the many possible, only slightly different
networked DSC applications in a certain domain. The corresponding reuse strategy of
parts of existing DSC collaboration modes is explained in more detail in Chapter 5.

In Section 5.1, the overall engineering methodology on the domain-level is explained.
Here, the considered collaboration scenarios of systems have to be analyzed for potential
hazardous situations that may occur during operation. The necessary operating condi-
tions to ensure safe collaboration processes must then be derived from these findings. In
Section 5.2, the system-level engineering for the realization of concrete networked DSC
applications is summarized. Based on the derived safe collaboration conditions from
the domain-level, dedicated RtEs and DSC-Modules can be specified for the continuous
monitoring of the relevant safety features. The ultimate goal on the system-level is the
safety certification of the networked DSC mode by the certificate issuer on the target
platform. As part of a holistic safety concept, it should thus become possible to certify
networked DSC applications using development time and runtime means. In Section 5.3
it is also shown in which way parts of already specified collaboration processes can be
systematically reused.

Before a certain networked mode is tested in practice, it is possible to systematically
optimize the entire safety concept based on findings from simulations. In particular, the
SDM model supports iterative optimization on the basis of the experience gained. To
demonstrate that a particular DSC mode meets the necessary safety and performance
criteria, simulations can be performed based on clearly defined test cases. The simula-
tion activities as part of the validation for the networked DSC modes are described in
Section 6.2.3.
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of DSCs

This Chapter deals with the operationalization of the DSCs solution approach based
on the underlying concepts as described in Chapter 3.5. For this purpose, the various
constituents of the DSCs approach are explained based on a dedicated DSC engineering
framework in combination with mathematical representations. In order to provide a
comprehensive insight into this approach, an use case for vehicle platooning is derived
in parallel to the various specification steps. Starting from the description of the ap-
plication scenario, a suitable service provision concept for the DSC-based networking
of systems is identified. In the following, for monitoring relevant safety features in net-
worked DSC applications, an evaluation logic with so-called DSC-Modules is introduced.
Moreover, a straightforward adaptation behavior is defined on the basis of the scenario
specification. Together with Chapters 3 and 5, this Chapter therefore forms the main
contribution for the operationalization of the DSCs approach. Chapter 3 focuses on the
fundamentals of establishing networked DSC applications. Chapter 5 presents a suitable
DSC engineering strategy for the domain-level as well as for the system-level to support
a systematic development of DSC networking modes. In addition, Chapter 5 explains
the DSC concept for reusing parts of already specified networking modes. Basically,
many of the specific DSC characteristics described here have already been presented in
various publications [80] [81] [82] [83] [84].

4.1 Running Example: Platooning

As already introduced in the previous Chapters, the focus for the DSCs approach in
this thesis is on the automotive domain, but is not limited to it. In this context, the
presented “Platooning” use case aims at networked vehicle fleets which are driving in
a so-called platoon. In a networked platooning driving mode, the driving behavior of
vehicles can be optimized with respect to performance parameters such as speed and
driving distance. The use of the DSCs solution approach in such scenarios should enable
safety assurance and certification for the modified driving behavior of the individual
vehicles involved.

Such platooning applications can be used not only in typical road traffic environments,
but also in the off-road domain with specific vehicle fleet configurations such as “Master-
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Slave” driving. For the DSCs approach, both scenario variants were considered. In the
considered off-road scenario it is planned to enable unmanned slave vehicles to support
the master vehicle. For this purpose, all possible driving maneuvers of the slave vehicle
must be specified in such a way that they are dependent on the authorization of the
master vehicle.

In order to ensure safety for the platooning driving mode, safety-relevant data has to
be shared between the involved vehicles using wireless communication. To access the
current operational situation of a following vehicle in a networked platoon, the internal
operating status of the following vehicle as well as the external status of the front vehicles
and maybe other external sources has to be merged in a reliable way. As will be explained
in more detail in the following Chapter, this especially requires an adequate runtime
representation of the networked safety features as well as a suitable runtime evaluation
mechanism. For this purpose, this Chapter especially addresses the necessary service
provision concept for establishing networked driving modes based on decentralized safety
knowledge.

The basic operating principle for deriving an adapted driving behavior in a networked
driving mode can be looked up in Section 3.2. The derivation of particular safety goals
and the overall safety concept for a collaboration scenario is described in Chapter 5.2.
The concrete implementation as well as the conducted simulation activities for the pla-
tooning use case can be looked up in Chapter 6. In principle, the addressed vehicles can
be equipped with different types of sensors and sensor fusion concepts as long as these
are suitable for achieving the defined safety goals.

4.2 Generation of Safety Evidences at Runtime

In order to reliably integrate shared safety-relevant data on certain system platforms
as an additional assurance means for safety, adequate service provision concepts need
to be defined. In particular, the contained safety information has to be formalized in
such a way that it can be interpreted on other system platforms in an unambiguous and
lightweight way. In order to achieve this, the concept of “Runtime Evidences” (RtEs)
is utilized for the DSCs approach. A RtE represents an abstract safety evidence for
a specific dynamically variable and safety-relevant aspect of a collaboration scenario.
Depending on the alteration speed of the monitored characteristics, RtEs are only valid
for a short period of time.

RtEs represent a rather generic concept and are not limited to specific types of safety-
related aspects that are to be monitored at runtime. Consequently, the checking criteria
for RtEs can be specified in manifold ways at development time. Safety classifications
schemes such as the Safety Integrity Level (SIL) [85], the Automotive Safety Integrity
Level (ASIL) [40], the Software Safety Classes for medical devices [86] and the Design
Assurance Level (DAL) [39] can provide guidance for the implementation of adequate
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RtE

Figure 4.1: Generation and Forwarding of a Single RtE

hardware/software solutions. In the next step, the reliability of the RtE generation must
be thoroughly tested. Here, the focus should be on the reliability of the RtE generation in
the concrete application scenario based on the scenario context and the platform-related
implementation approach.

Naturally, the focus for networking autonomous vehicles is on the recognition of complex
environmental issues. This can be, for example, the reliable detection of surrounding
vehicles in a challenging application context. If the requirements for the generation of a
single RtE are fulfilled at runtime, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, a RtE can be forwarded
to other networked system platforms as part of a set of requested RtEs. The proposed
solution approach based on DSCs focuses especially on the reliable integration of the
forwarded RtEs on other system platforms. Based on the available additional safety
knowledge on the networked system platforms, an adapted driving mode with an adapted
safety concept can be initialized.

Generally, a suitable standardization of RtEs and their checking criteria in the respective
domain is important. The contained safety knowledge in RtEs determines the overall
scope of possible networked applications. On the one hand, no raw measurement data
should be forwarded, as these are difficult to interpret by other networked systems. On
the other hand, the shared data should not be too abstract to allow a fundamental
analytical fault detection in a networked mode. Hence, an appropriate abstraction level
of safety-related knowledge is crucial for the efficient sharing of RtEs.

When specifying networked driving modes such as the platooning scenario presented
below, it became apparent that it is sensible to introduce two different RtE service types.
Ideally, RtEs that are closely related to each other can be grouped and mapped to a
particular scale type. By using standardized scale types, the merging logic can also be
harmonized later on. To enable this, a qualitative and a quantitative RtE representation
for safety-related data was utilized. Whereas qualitative RtEs are basically defined as
Boolean data types, different numerical data types can be used to define the value
ranges for quantitative RtEs. While each qualitative RtE describes compliance with the
requirements of one particular safety-relevant state, a quantitative RtE can cover several
different states. To achieve this, a set of qualitative RtEs is mapped to a dedicated scale,
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as illustrated in Figure 4.2. In this way, sender and receiver platform can exchange a
number of related RtEs without explicitly specifying several different qualitative RtE
service types for a networked mode. In addition, as will be explained later, it becomes
possible to directly address a whole set of RtEs with a single merging logic.
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Figure 4.2: Transformation Scale for Quantitative RtEs

In a typical engineering process of a networked DSC application, as described in Chapter 5,
the focus for specifying RtEs is on the concrete system platforms to be networked and
the identified safe operating conditions for the targeted collaboration scenario. In the
next step, appropriate RtEs have to be introduced on the basis of these identified safety
features. Subsequently, still at development time, a conditional behavior adaptation
concept can be defined for the networked system platforms on the basis of the RtE
specification and its validity at runtime.

Running Example: Determining an Appropriate Service Concept

To illustrate feasible RtE services and their usage, the RtEs used for the platooning
scenario are summarized in Table 4.1. The considered RtE services for communication
between vehicles and infrastructure are typically generated from on-board sensors of
the participating systems. They monitor internal system conditions or environmental
aspects. Ideally, the RtE services can be specified in such a way that the system hardware
doesn’t need to be modified or upgraded. The procedure for deriving suitable RtEs for
a networked DSC application is explained in Chapter 5.

As explained before, a fundamental distinction was made between qualitative and quanti-
tative RtEs. For the platooning application, for example, the reliable mutual recognition
was identified as an important precondition for ensuring a safe driving distance. This
could be enabled by using the available rear sensors of the front vehicle and the front
sensors of the following vehicle. Adequate RtE services were needed for this purpose.
Since for the reliable detection only an unambiguous safe detection is permitted, no
further intermediate states are required. The reliable detection can thus be sufficiently
represented by a single qualitative RtE. In other cases, such as the current speed limit,
it seems sensible to introduce a quantitative RtE with which different states can be
specified. Later on, these various considered states can be used for comparative runtime
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checks. The meaning of the illustrated RtE services and their concrete usage in the
platooning mode is explained in more detail in Chapter 4.4.4.

RtE Service Data Type Description Providers

Platooning OK Qualitative Front vehicle has detected no
threats for platooning.

Front Vehicle

Traction OK Qualitative Front vehicle has no traction dif-
ficulties.

Front Vehicle

Safe Detection of V1 Qualitative Front vehicle can reliably detect
the following vehicle with on-
board sensors.

Front Vehicle

Distance to V1 Quantitative Distance measurement of the
front vehicle to the following ve-
hicle.

Front Vehicle

Valid Speed Limit Qualitative Front vehicle or infrastructure
confirms the provision of a valid
speed limit.

Front Vehicle /
Infrastructure

Speed Limit Quantitative Front vehicle or infrastructure
provides a speed limit value.

Front Vehicle /
Infrastructure

Vehicle 1 OK Qualitative Front vehicle accepts the net-
worked driving mode.

Front Vehicle

Speed Quantitative Internal speed measurement of
the following vehicle.

Following Vehicle

Safe Detection of V2 Qualitative Following vehicle can reliably
detect the front vehicle with on-
board sensors.

Following Vehicle

Distance to V2 Quantitative Distance measurement of the
following vehicle to the front ve-
hicle.

Following Vehicle

Vehicle 2 OK Qualitative Following vehicle accepts the
networked driving mode.

Following Vehicle

Table 4.1: Specification of RtE Service Types

4.3 Dynamic Safety Guarantees, Demands and

Contracts

The dynamic integration of external safety-related data requires a concept in which the
observed characteristics can be formalized and assigned to each other. To identify the
relevant safety features of a networked mode that need to be assessed during opera-
tion, a comprehensive hazard analysis has to be performed for the planned collaboration
scenario, as described in Chapter 5. Based on the identified safety features, demand-
guarantee relationships of internal and external RtEs can be specified using a dedicated
DSC contract logic. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the relationship of shared RtE services in a net-
worked DSC mode with respect to the specified safety features using demand-guarantee
dependencies.
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By merging distributed RtEs, higher-level networked safety guarantees can be derived
for the networked DSC applications. The fundamental idea of DSC service composition
is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 in Section 3.5. Before operation, an optimal networked DSC
mode can be identified based on the general availability of certain RtE services. Dur-
ing operation, depending on the availability of specific internal and external RtEs on
the respective system platform, safety can be guaranteed for the networked adaptation
behavior.

Figure 4.3: Safety Modeling of a Networked DSC Mode

The possibility of specifying a suitable degradation architecture for an appropriate net-
worked adaptation behavior depends strongly on the granularity of the defined RtE
service concept. To enable this, the contract logic as well as the overall RtE composition
concept is ideally structured in such a way that an adequate networked system behav-
ior can be systematically derived from it. Moreover, it becomes apparent that a RtE
always refers to a specific application-related safety feature. Consequently, it appears
reasonable to merge them according to the networked safety features. To achieve this, a
modular integration approach with so-called DSC-Modules was utilized, as explained in
Section 4.4.

4.4 Definition of DSC-Modules

A modular approach is of great advantage for efficient development processes, as it en-
ables a traceable subdivision into affected features of a networked mode and provides a
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reusable description of the existing system interdependencies. Each DSC-Module rep-
resents a certain safety-relevant operating condition which is identified from a HARA
for a particular networked collaboration scenario. Further details regarding the deriva-
tion of DSC safety features as the basis for specifying DSC-Modules can be found in
Chapter 5. In order to associate these modularised safety features with each other, a
consistent safety property representation as well as a formal interface description has to
be specified.

4.4.1 Qualitative and quantitative degradation architectures

Taking into account constantly changing collaboration situations in a networked mode,
a contract-based safety modeling approach requires a suitable, fine-grained degradation
architecture for the identified safety features. As it was outlined in Section 4.2, RtEs
are available either in a qualitative or quantitative form. To prevent a loss of informa-
tion, it therefore seems reasonable to specify a uniform approach for contract modeling
that takes both types of RtEs into account. Thus, in addition to a qualitative RtE
safety contract modeling, an extended contract logic for the quantified description of
safety-relevant data is introduced. Moreover, due to the modular approach, the evalu-
ated output guarantees of safety contracts should be compatible with all other available
qualitative and quantitative RtEs as input for higher-level evaluations. Consequently,
also two slightly different types of DSC-Modules are introduced with the distinction of
either qualitative or quantitative output guarantees.

4.4.2 Definition of DSC-Modules based on mapping functions

The qualitative and quantitative RtEs are described first since they represent the basic
input guarantees for DSC-Modules. Generally, a valid RtE can be described with the
following elements:

RtE = (RtE TypeId,DataType, V alue)

The first element represents the identifier for the associated service type. It should be
defined based on the type system in the respective application domain. The second
element defines the RtE data type. As already mentioned, qualitative RtEs are basically
defined as Boolean data types, while different numeric data types can be used to define
the value ranges for quantitative RtEs. The last element specifies the current value based
on the data type. In principle, it is possible to convert qualitative and quantitative RTE
into their respective other form using the following equation:
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quant.RtE(Scale(0, ..., N)) =















qual.RtE0

(

ΣSR0 = true

)

...

qual.RtEN

(

ΣSRN = true

)

The criteria for fulfilling a particular safety requirement (SR) of a DSC-Module can be
summarized with the following equation. Here the “.” is used as an operator to refer to
elements of a set. For example, the g.Value denotes Value ∈ g.

sat SR(g, d) =



















true if







(g.RtE TypeId = d.RtE TypeId)

∧satDT (g.DT, d.DT )

∧satV alue(g.V alue, d.V alue)







false otherwise

Generally, DSC-Modules are specified based on RtE safety demands that are mapped
to associated RtE safety guarantees. This is done based on configurations as outlined in
the following equation:

ConfDSC = (RtEProv
Conf , RtE

Req
Conf ,ΛConf )

In a DSC-Module, a monitored safety feature is specified based on at least one provided
RtEPro

Confx. Each RtEPro
Confx is associated to at least one required RtE

Req
Confx. Thus, when

degraded states are considered for a monitored safety feature, a set of configurations
arises in a particular DSC-Module.

4.4.3 Graphical modeling elements for DSC-Modules

The dependencies in a DSC-Module are mapped by directed acyclic graphs of Boolean
functions as well as If and Transformation functions. The leaves represent the require-
ments of the associated mapping functions as a number of input ports. They specify the
necessary RtEs which have to be available at runtime. In the flow direction, the root
of the safety tree represents the output port, which determines potential higher-value
RTEs.

A DSC-Module can be defined as:

• A set of input variables representing demands on particular qualitative or quanti-
tative RtE types

• A set of Boolean gates, If gates and Transf. Fct. gates

• A number of directed edges connecting the elements
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• A set of output variables representing guarantees on particular qualitative or quan-
titative RtE types

Demand
(Qualitative)

Demand
(Quantitative)

Guarantee
(Qualitative)

Guarantee
(Quantitative)

Transformation 
Function

And Or IF-Condition

Figure 4.4: Graphical Elements for DSC Merging Logic

Propagation and fusion of boolean and numerical values

In the considered use cases, the four fusion gates illustrated in Fig. 4.4 were applied. In
the following the respective operations for boolean and numerical operators are summa-
rized. As described in the previous Sections, the numerical operators typically refer to
a particular scale.

The And and Or gates only consider boolean values as in- and output parameters.

AND −Gate = (y = (x1 ∗ x2 ∗ ... ∗ xn))

OR−Gate = (y = (x1 + x2 + ...+ xn))

The IF gate considers two numerical values as input parameters and a boolean value
as a output parameter. In addition to the operator greater than used in the equation
represented by >*, the following operators can also applied: <, =, ≥, ≤, ==, !=

If −Gate = (y = (x1 >
∗ x2))

The Transf. Function gate considers numerical values as in- and output parameters.
The following operators can be applied: -, +, *, /, ˆ

Transf.Function−Gate = (y = Function(x))
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4.4.4 Graphical specification of DSC-Modules

This Section deals with the graphical specification of DSC-Modules. The engineering
of DSC-Modules is done with a dedicated GUI, which is presented at the end of this
Section. In the following, first the qualitative and then the quantitative DSC-Module
specification is introduced.

Basic architecture for qualitative DSC-Modules

A qualitative DSC-Module for monitoring a certain safety feature consists at least out
of two qualitative outgoing ports as shown in Fig. 4.5 and an undefined number of
qualitative as well as quantitative demand input ports. In this way, a basic runtime
decision taking for the monitored safety feature based on at least two different states
becomes possible. These outgoing ports contain a state where no restrictions can be
identified based on the specified input demands as well as at least one degraded state.
As a modeling convention for DSC-Modules, these monitored states are arranged from
left to right according to the evaluation order and the decreasing output guarantees.

Figure 4.5: Simplified Qualitative DSC-Module

Basically, for the most degraded state no input demand needs to be specified as shown
in Fig. 4.5. It is then only a proof of the successful evaluation of the respective module.
This is due to the evaluation sequence of the output guarantees from left to right, where
if no higher level output guarantee is valid, automatically the remaining state is valid.
For the presented DSC-Modules, the design decision was made to explicitly model the
empty input demands. Thus it can always be ensured that one state of a DSC-Module is
valid. Moreover, by explicitly modeling the empty input demands, it can be recognized
from the external module perspective that no input guarantee is required to activate the
most degraded output guarantee.
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In the illustrated DSC-Module in Fig. 4.5, two qualitative input ports are specified,
which are directly connected to the output ports. For the qualitative input ports it
is checked whether the specified RtE demands are fulfilled based on a binary decision
taking. The evaluation result is then forwarded to the assigned output port.

Nevertheless, the applicability of such a module type without internal merging logic, as
shown in Fig. 4.5, is very limited. Hence, it should be considered rather as a simplified
special case for explanation. Generally, the specification of modularized DSC safety
monitors aims at supervising networked safety features that cannot be assessed by any
participating system alone. Typically, if a single involved system would have all the
required input data, the available RtE could be linked to a higher level DSC-Module
with a customized demand port specification. Alternatively, a modified RtE definition
could be introduced to directly address a higher level networked feature. However,
in some cases it may be helpful to explicitly model the abstraction step from a more
specific to a more generic networked safety feature. In the following, DSC-Modules with
an internal merging logic are introduced, which were utilized for the running example.

Qualitative DSC-Module Platooning Mode Acceptance Check

The qualitative DSC-Module in Fig. 4.6 has two qualitative input ports from different
sources, which are connected with an And gate to the output port. Generally, if for
a qualitative DSC-Module only qualitative input ports are defined, only the boolean
merging logic based on And and Or gates can be applied.

Figure 4.6: Qualitative DSC-Module Platooning Mode Acceptance Check

Running Example: In the running example the Platooning Mode Acceptance Check
module monitors if both participating systems still agree to the networked mode. In the
absence of the approval of one or both involved systems, the internal approval for the
networked mode is lost. In the implementation scenario, the networked mode is then
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resolved in a predefined way. The utilization of an Or gate in this DSC-Module would
mean that one or the other system would suffice as an approval for the networked mode.

Qualitative DSC-Module Speed Check

The DSC-Module in Fig. 4.7 shows a DSC-Module with two qualitative and two quan-
titative input ports as well as three qualitative output ports. Due to the qualitative
output ports, it represents a qualitative DSC-Module. The dotted edges represent the
propagation of numerical values and the solid edges represent the propagation of boolean
values. To evaluate the forwarded numerical values at the quantitative input ports, a
binary decision taking with an adaptive threshold using the IF gate is conducted. This
is done using an associated scale as presented in Fig. 4.2. Generally, the consideration
of external quantitative RtEs such as the Speed Limit is only possible in combination
with an associated qualitative RtE, here the Valid Speed Limit. It is provided by the
evaluating system platform itself. With the additional qualitative RtE, the remaining
numeric value at the quantitative input port can be classified as valid or invalid. This
is particularly helpful if the quantitative RtE is no longer available. In this case, the
remaining value at the quantitative input port is no longer defined. The Speed value is
considered to be part of the evaluating system platform in this scenario and requires no
additional qual. RtE check.

Figure 4.7: Qualitative DSC-Module Speed Check

Running Example: In the implementation scenario, the Speed Check module com-
pares the internal current speed measurement with the external speed limit information.
The quantitative Speed Limit RtE is shared by the master vehicle in the platooning
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group. For platooning on public roads, it is provided by the infrastructure. The Speed
Limit value can vary over time, therefor the up-to-dateness of the received speed limit
value has to be guaranteed. In addition, the validity of the Speed Limit RtE must also
be checked with reference to the sender, as is the case with other RtEs. Based on the
availability of the qual. Valid Speed Limit RtE during operation and the accordance
of the current speed value with the speed limit the internal safety guarantee Speed OK
can be provided. If the qual. RtE for a valid speed limit is available, but the current
speed value is outside its specification, at least the internal safety guarantee Limit Speed
can be provided. The contained valuable information is that although the current speed
is outside its boundaries, the system is able to recover the system to the speed limit
specification due to braking in an automated way. A missing Valid Speed Limit RtE in
the vehicular infrastructure would activate the No Speed Check Possible output guar-
antee. It indicates that the evaluating system platform is not able to check this safety
relevant aspects on its own. In this case, a more safety-oriented reaction behavior can be
triggered. To identify a suitable reaction behavior, the No Speed Check Possible output
guarantee as a fault description can be valuable information.

Qualitative DSC-Module Detection Quality

The qualitative DSC-Module in Fig. 4.8 consists out of three qualitative and two quan-
titative input ports as well as three qualitative output ports. To check whether the
forwarded numerical values at the two quantitative input ports correlate in a certain
value range, a binary decision taking based on the IF gate is conducted. In the Detec-
tion Quality module, two IF gates are used to check whether the two numerical values
correlate in two separate value ranges. For a valid output guarantee, two additional
qualitative input demands, which are linked with an And gate, need to be fulfilled for
both cases. In this way, the adequacy of the forwarded numerical value based on the
data type specification as well as the up-to-dateness of the value can be guaranteed.
If the two forwarded numerical values do not correlate within the two specified value
ranges or if the two associated RtE demands are not met, the most degraded output
guarantee is activated.

Running Example: In the platooning scenario, the Detection Quality module is ap-
plied to ensure that both vehicles have reliably detected each other with respect to their
relative position. Three evaluation results are considered based on a safe mutual detec-
tion in combination with a distance measurement based on the located position. The
output guarantee Safe Redundant Detection of V1 & V2 means that both vehicles con-
firm the mutual relative position to each other in a correct way. The evaluation result
Sensor Inconsistency is active, if both vehicles are confident that they safely detected
each other, but are mislocated. The output guarantee No Match for Detection Quality
represents the gray zone where doubts exist because the measurement inaccuracy hinders
a definitive statement.
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Figure 4.8: Qualitative DSC-Module Detection Quality

Basic architecture for quantitative DSC-Modules

A quantitative DSC-Module for monitoring a certain safety property consists out of
exactly one quantitative safety guarantee output port as shown in Fig. 4.9 and an
undefined number of qualitative as well as quantitative demand input ports. In contrast
to the qualitative DSC-Modules, where only a basic stepwise degradation concept can
be specified, the quantitative DSC-Modules can be used to define a rather continuous
degradation concept. Basically, this depends on the applied scale type and its increments.
Thus, a more fine-grained degradation concept can be achieved with the quantitative
DSC-Modules in order to obtain as much system performance as possible in a networked
mode. In contrast to qualitative DSC-Modules, however, the specified quantitative DSC-
Modules cannot provide different RtE output guarantees, but a single quantitative RtE
output guarantee. For specifying a fine-grained degradation architecture for the output
value, the Transformation Function gate can be utilized in combination with qualitative
and/or quantitative input demands.

Quantitative DSC-Module Platooning Driving Distance

The quantitative DSC-Module in Fig. 4.9 consists out of four qualitative and one quan-
titative input ports as well as one quantitative output port. For the quantitative output
port, three different degradation concepts are specified in the DSC-Module. Based on
the fulfilled RtE demands one of these degradation concepts is selected. The optimal
guarantee value is only forwarded to the output port if all specified input demands are
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fulfilled at runtime. If a particular qualitative input RtE is missing, another concept for
the output value generation is applied. If no RtE demand is fulfilled, the output value
is set to the maximum degraded value.

Figure 4.9: Quantitative DSC-Module Platooning Driving Distance

Running Example: The Platooning Driving Distance module evaluates the smallest
possible driving distance to the front vehicle in a platoon as a quantitative RtE output
guarantee. In the platooning use case, the still safe driving distance in a platoon depends
on the individual detection and reaction capability of a vehicle as well as the respective
capabilities of the front vehicle. In the Platooning Driving Distance module, the three
considered RtE demands are the external Platooning OK RtE, the internal Traction OK
RtE and the Red.Detection RtE, which is composed from in- and external data in the
Detection Quality module.

In case the three input RTE demands are met, a minimum possible driving distance in a
platoon can be guaranteed as safe regardless of the current speed. The internal Traction
OK RtE ensures that there are no traction problems on the considered vehicle platform.
In this way a sufficient reaction capability of the considered vehicle can be guaranteed.
The composed Safe Red. Det. of V1 & V2 RtE from the Detection Quality module
ensures that there are no difficulties with the mutual detection of vehicles in a platoon
and their relative position to each other. Thus the detection capability of vehicles in a
platoon is ensured. The external Platooning OK RtE is forwarded by the front vehicle
in a platoon. It guarantees that there are no hazards detected in the vehicle ahead and
confirms that warnings are directly propagated to the follower vehicle. These hazards
can be internal traction problems of the front vehicle as well as detected environmental
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threats of the front vehicle. With the help of timely warnings, the following vehicle
can react to detected hazards of the leading vehicle in a preventive manner. Thus,
in case of an emergency braking of the leading vehicle, the follower vehicle can brake
accordingly without substantial time delays. As a result, safety can be ensured for a
constant minimal driving distance for all possible driving situations in a platoon.

If the Platooning OK RtE is missing, there is no direct warning for the follower vehicle.
It was assumed in this case that an additional reaction time to detect sudden speed
changes of the front vehicle is required. Depending on the current speed, the traveled
distance varies until the emergency braking is triggered. Utilizing the current speed
as an input parameter, this allows to dynamically determine the minimum necessary
driving distance to the front vehicle based on the Transformation Function gate.

A missing Traction OK RtE or a missing Safe Red. Det. of V1 & V2 RtE leads always
to a maximum degradation of the output guarantee. As already described, the reasons
for this are serious, such as traction problems due to a lack of grip or environmental
perception problems. The DSC-Module can no longer guarantee driving distances which
are suitable for platooning. It can only guarantee very large driving distances to the
front vehicle where collision avoidance can still be guaranteed.

4.4.5 Composition of DSC-Modules and evaluation procedure

To ensure an efficient evaluation process of the individual DSC-Modules, the module
dependencies are specified with direct assignments of in- and output ports as shown in
Fig. 4.10. Thus, the qualitative and quantitative safety-relevant data can be forwarded
between the modules in a fast and reliable manner. In this modeling process, the DSC-
Modules have to be arranged hierarchically according to the required evaluation sequence
of RtEs for higher-level safety features. Therefore, already merged RtEs which are
derived from certain DSC-Modules can only be forwarded to higher-level DSC-Modules.
The available basic internal and external RtEs that have not been merged in a DSC-
Module can be integrated to all hierarchical evaluation levels of the composed DSC-
Modules. Based on the available top-level RtEs, a suitable adaptation behavior can be
specified for a networked mode. In Fig. 4.10 such an adaptation behavior is specified
in the Networked Platooning Driving Behavior module. A detailed description of the
behavior adaptation concept is provided in the following Section 4.5. Fig. 4.11 shows
another composition of DSC-Modules for the Networked IAP Mode Driving Behavior.
The IAP use case is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6 as part of the validation
activities.

A predictable reaction behavior to unsafe situations can only be guaranteed based on
continuously accessible safety features. This requires an ongoing check of the hierarchi-
cally integrated DSC-Modules to ensure that the current operational situation is still
safe. For the specification of a DSC networking concept without static module depen-
dencies, a negotiation process would be necessary to link the respective DSC-Module
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Figure 4.10: Hierarchical Integration of DSC-Modules

demands and available RtE guarantees. In the time-sensitive application context of
networked driving, however, a negotiation process would be disadvantageous since it
would require additional time for the cyclic evaluation mechanism. Moreover, the flexi-
ble propagation mechanism between DSC-Modules, would make the evaluation process
more complex and less predictable due to ongoing rearrangement processes. Ultimately,
evaluation errors or delays could trigger undesired system reactions in the networked
mode.

In contrast, direct assignments of DSC-Modules enable a much more traceable and pre-
dictable evaluation concept for safety considerations. In fact, here the evaluation step of
RtE allocation has already been done manually at development time. When specifying
DSC-based networking concepts, however, it should be noted that the advantages of
static dependency modeling are achieved with a reduction of openness and flexibility
during operation of a collaborative mode. At runtime, the evaluated DSC-Modules rep-
resent the currently valid networked safety features of a system in a networked mode.
Previously unknown runtime safety guarantees cannot be integrated into the ongoing
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evaluation process without further ado. To still maintain openness for static DSC de-
pendency modeling, Chapter 3.6 presents a two-step approach. This approach covers
the identification of optimal networking concepts at integration time and the subsequent
ongoing operation at runtime.

Figure 4.11: Composition of DSC-Modules for IAP Mode

4.5 Top-Level Safety Quality Attributes and

Dynamic Adaptation Behavior

To specify a dynamic reaction behavior for degraded safety features of a networked
mode at runtime, a qualitative DSC-Module based on qualitative and quantitative RtE
input demands as shown in Fig. 4.12 was utilized. The considered demand input ports
represent the most relevant safety features for deriving a suitable networked system
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behavior. The guarantee output ports represent different networked behavior that can
be triggered during operation of a networked mode.

The evaluation order for the validity of the networked adaptation behavior is from left
to right, the same as for the DSC-Modules described before. As a design decision, the
outputs for the networked adaptation behavior are always arranged in such a way that
particularly safety-critical networked situations are checked first according to their crit-
icality. Since the related adaption behavior are considered as safety-relevant emergency
behavior, they should be triggered very rarely in a regular networked mode. If this
is not the case, the safety concept must be revised. Typically, most of the time the
safety-certified approval for enhanced system functions should be active in a networked
mode. Here, the involved systems should be able to maintain the permitted degrees of
freedom without constant safety-related interventions. In order to leave the networked
system mode without safety-related interventions, the safe decoupling of systems is also
specified for networked modes. The resulting overall virtual safety cage for a networked
system is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 4.12: Qualitative DSC-Module Networked Platooning Mode Driving Behavior

Running Example: In the platooning scenario, the Networked Platooning Mode
Driving Behavior Module in Fig. 4.12 specifies how the system should react in the
various collaboration situations of a networked mode based on the available runtime
safety guarantees.

The most hazardous situation occurs when the networked system can no longer guarantee
safety for the networked autonomous driving behavior. This can be caused by a total
loss of the vehicles reaction capability due to traction problems. In such a situation it
is not possible to guarantee a safe driving distance anymore. Alternatively this can be
caused by a total loss of the vehicles environmental perception capability due to sensor
problems where the vehicle is not able to detect the front vehicle anymore. In this case
the Warn Driver and Stop Driving output behavior is activated. In such a networked
driving situation, the human driver should be warned and asked to take over control. In
parallel, preventive safety measures such as emergency braking should be initialized.
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In case the following vehicle is not complying with the evaluated safe driving distance to
the front vehicle, the networked system behavior initializes a brake command until a safe
operational state is recovered. The reason for this is not necessarily an inappropriate
driving style of the following vehicle. The safe driving distance can also be changed by
the front vehicle if it suddenly stops providing the Platooning OK RtE. The reason for
the missing forwarding of the RtE can be a detected hazard for the front vehicle such as
traction problems.

In case the driving distance to the front vehicle is sufficient, but the vehicle is driving
too fast, another brake command with a smaller deceleration force is triggered. At that
moment when the vehicle has sufficiently reduced the speed considering the speed limit,
the Speed Check module switches from Limit Speed to Speed OK. This means that the
Limit Speed RtE is no longer available and the validity of the next possible adaptation
behavior can be checked.

Considering a too short driving distance and a too high speed at the same time, a
prioritized reaction behavior for recovering the safe driving distance is performed. This
order was chosen because it was assumed that a too short driving distance to the front
vehicle is probably more hazardous than exceeding the speed limit.

In case the Speed OK RtE is available and the current driving distance to the front vehi-
cle is larger or equal to the evaluated minimum safe driving distance, the Set Optimized
Platooning Mode Driving Parameters can be provided in principle. However, in addi-
tion a Platooning Mode Approved RtE as an input demand was introduced to enable
the networked system mode to be deactivated without triggering a safety-related emer-
gency behavior. This would otherwise be the case if the shared RtEs would suddenly no
longer be available. As a result, if neither hazardous situations can be detected nor the
extended networked mode is valid, the individual mode Set Individual Non-Networked
Driving Parameters is automatically activated. Specific states of DSC-Modules that are
not explicitly modeled, such as No Speed Check Possible or Platooning Mode Rejected,
automatically lead to the dissolution of the networked mode.

4.6 GUI-based Engineering and Transformation into

a Computable Representation

For the specification of DSC-based networking modes a dedicated GUI was developed
by Niklas Klipphahn. This was done based on a MagicDraw plug-in [87] as shown in
Fig. 4.13. The different gate types can be inserted into the DSC-Modules via drag and
drop. The correct interconnection of ports and gates is ensured by smart manipulators.
The solid arrows indicate the forwarding of qualitative data and the dotted arrows in-
dicate quantitative data. DSC-Modules and RtEs can be imported and composed in a
comprehensive way as shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11. Based on the GUI model a
automated code generation was implemented.
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Figure 4.13: MagicDraw GUI for DSC Specification

Basically, the overall computation time of networked DSC-Modules is time-critical. It
can affect the performance of networked systems in many of the potential DSC appli-
cation domains. In particular, the worst case evaluation time is important as it sets
the minimum possible time delay of the networked mode reaction behavior in critical
situations. For the networked DSC-Modules as shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 various
evaluation methods were analyzed. Generally, the most appropriate way to reduce eval-
uation times is to convert the existing fault tree structures from DSCs into BDDs. Yi
et al. [88] showed that fault tree structures can be systematically converted into BDDs.
To enable this, they have to be available in a structured data format such as XML.
These aspects can be looked up in Section 6.2.1 as part of the validation activities. In
particular, it became apparent that, depending on the concrete networked mode, differ-
ent types of evaluations such as module-oriented or behavior-oriented evaluations can
be advantageous.
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Modes

This Chapter provides guidance for the systematic derivation of networked DSC applica-
tions. A suitable basic structure for DSC-Modules as well as a transformation strategy
into appropriate runtime representations was already introduced in the previous Chap-
ter. The focus here is therefore on establishing adequate safety engineering activities.
These activities should be carried out completely at development time with the ultimate
goal of enabling safety certification by authorities for a particular networked DSC mode.

It should be noted, however, that it cannot be the intention of this Chapter to provide a
full-fledged solution concept for each concrete use case. The DSC approach is, due to its
generic specification concept, basically applicable in a broad range of possible application
domains and scenarios. The necessary safety engineering steps, however, depend strongly
on the specific system configuration and the respective application context. Moreover,
the development of a holistic safety concept for practical application is often rather
unsystematic. It relies heavily on domain specific expert knowledge and the experience
of safety engineers. For this reason, this Chapter focuses on the overall DSC safety
engineering strategy for networking systems to support engineering processes in the
respective application domains and scenarios.

Basically, for the specification of networked DSC applications, it seems to be particularly
useful to differentiate between the necessary engineering activities on the domain-level
as well as on the system-level. The subdivision into domain-level and system-level helps
engineers to focus either on common scenario-related aspects or on specific implemen-
tation considerations. Moreover, certain identified scenario-related issues of networked
DSC applications can be relevant for a variety of concrete implementations in the re-
spective context. Hence, after their identification, they should be taken into account
in all related DSC applications of that domain in order to continuously improve the
system-level engineering based on it. The domain-level engineering can thus support
the systematic capturing of all relevant DSC networking features and the derivation of
a conclusive safety argumentation in the respective domain.

Naturally, an important prerequisite for this is a suitable framework for the management
of the gathered knowledge. It should help to associate the relevant findings in a domain
with each other and to make it accessible for the system-level engineering. The concept
of a Safety Domain Model (SDM) [55], as illustrated in Figure 5.2, seems to be particular
useful for this purpose. Based on the domain-level engineering, the utilization of a SDM
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can support the efficient derivation of concrete safety goals as well as a holistic safety
concept on the system-level for the realization of concrete application scenarios. Beyond
that, utilizing a SDM for the DSCs approach can foster the systematic reuse of parts of
already specified DSC modes for other networked applications. To this end, Section 5.3
proposes a strategy to link the already specified DSC-Modules on the system-level with
the related SDM findings according to their networking objectives.

In the following, Section 5.1 describes the objectives and procedures for safety analysis
and engineering of networked DSC applications on the domain-level. Subsequently, Sec-
tion 5.2 explains the corresponding system-level parts to derive concrete DSC networking
modes. Finally, Section 5.3 shows how parts of already specified DSC networking modes
can be systematically reused in other similar applications.

5.1 Domain-Level Safety Analysis and Engineering

The overall objective of safety analysis and engineering on the domain-level is to identify
potential networked applications and their associated hazards in a given context. In
addition, as will be explained later, it is necessary to derive suitable conditions for
ensuring the safe operation of particular networked applications already in this phase.
The corresponding findings can then be aggregated in the SDM as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
Subsequently, on the system-level, concrete application scenarios can then be developed
based on these findings. The use of a SDM is, however, not mandatory since it only
provides additional support for the systematic domain-level engineering.

As a first step on the domain level, potential collaboration scenarios of the addressed
system platforms in a specific context have to be identified. For the participating system
platforms, this requires the analysis of the respective system characteristics as well as
the available service types in order to derive possible networked applications from it. In
the automotive domain, for example, the driving dynamics of particular vehicles as well
as their on-board sensors and communication technology are crucial. In the next step,
the possible networked situations that need to be addressed for a particular application
scenario have to be specified. For the presented platooning use case, for example, this
can refer solely to off-road applications or also to specific highway settings. Accordingly,
different environmental perception concepts and driving maneuvers have to be considered
for different networked driving situations.

Once the overall operating conditions for a collaboration scenario are clarified, a compre-
hensive safety analysis can be started to identify potential hazards. In the automotive
sector, for example, the ISO 26262 standard is typically used for hazard and risk analysis
(HARA) of the resulting system configuration. Here, the focus is on faults in the service
provision concept, which can ultimately lead to a hazard. This can be, for instance, the
unintended omission or commission of specific service types. In principle, it could be
tried to carry out such a HARA also for collaboration scenarios based on the resulting
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combination of the analyzed systems, the application scenarios and the possible situ-
ations in the planned networked mode. Later on, at the system level, concrete safety
measures have to be taken to prevent or mitigate these identified hazardous states in
practical applications.
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Figure 5.1: HARA for Individual and Networked Autonomous Driving Modes

However, when trying to transfer such conventional HARAs to networked driving appli-
cations such as platooning, it becomes apparent that this approach is not suitable for
identifying hazardous states in collaboration scenarios. In the following, this is explained
using Fig. 5.1. Here, the relevant factors that can lead to an accident for individual
as well as networked autonomous driving are illustrated. The Networked Autonomous
Driving Mode extends and modifies the existing Individual Autonomous Driving Mode
of vehicles according to the respective networking characteristics. In this context, the
Networked Mode Situation represents new driving situations. For the presented pla-
tooning use case this can be, for example, shorter driving distances to the front vehicle.
Here, the conventional HARA aims at faults in the service provision concept for the
intended behavior. Part of the intended behavior in a platoon can be, for example,
braking or evasive maneuvers. When analyzing the omission of an associated trigger
signal of the networked follower vehicle in a platoon, however, it becomes apparent that
it does not necessarily lead to a collision with the front vehicle. This can be the case
when the front vehicle accelerates or changes lanes at the same time. Hence, it can be
concluded that focusing on faulty services is not suitable for reliably identifying hazards
for collaboration scenarios.

In consequence, other safety engineering strategies have to be utilized to ensure safety for
collaboration scenarios such as the networked driving modes in the automotive domain.
A possible solution is to concentrate on the safe operating conditions that must be
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met in order to exclude the occurrence of the potential hazards during operation. For
the derivation of safe collaboration conditions, however, no straightforward assessment
approach is available. One option can be to decompose the functional dependencies of a
networked application. Nevertheless, the addressed collaboration scenarios are strongly
dependent on the environmental application context and are therefore difficult to analyze
in a unified holistic model. As a result, the existing dependencies of networked systems
and their application environment in a collaboration scenario can be difficult to assess.

To some extent, this issue can be solved by defining a SDM in which once identified safe
collaboration conditions can be stored in a structured way and reused whenever required.
In this way, it is also possible to conduct additional iteration routines later on to modify
or integrate new safe collaboration conditions. Also the outlined simulation activities
in this thesis can support the derivation of hazardous situations and the related safe
operating conditions. In a very mature state of the collaboration scenario, it also seems
reasonable to consider newly identified hazardous states from real world test applications
for the optimization of the SDM.

For the presented platooning use case, especially the driving distance for the networked
follower vehicle to the front vehicle was identified as a safety-critical condition. De-
pending on the current driving speed and further runtime parameters, the required safe
driving distance fluctuates and was therefore specified in a variable way for the platoon-
ing mode. As long as the necessary driving distance can be maintained in the networked
platooning mode, the risk of a collision is sufficiently low.

In addition to the necessary safe driving distance, also other factors were identified to
be relevant for safety in a platooning mode. Especially the actual perception capability
of networked systems to localize each other, as a precondition for a reliable situation
assessment, was considered to be crucial. Another important factor that was identified
are the internal system conditions of the networked vehicles in a platoon. They can
also be safety-critical for the surrounding vehicles. Other external aspects that can be
relevant for safe platooning, such as the current speed limit, were also taken into account.

5.2 System-Level Safety Analysis and Engineering

For implementing the proposed DSC approach in real applications, the main objective
on the system-level is the concrete specification of RtEs, DSC-Modules and the overall
networked DSC mode according to the specific application environment of the collab-
oration scenario. The ultimate goal is to establish a conclusive safety concept for the
real application that enables safety certification by the certificate issuer. To support this
process, this Section particularly highlights differences to conventional safety engineering
concepts and describes corresponding safety engineering strategies.

On the basis of the domain-level engineering for the applications considered in the SDM,
it becomes possible to identify networked applications that appear particularly promising
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for the system-level engineering. In a first step on the system-level, as illustrated in Fig.
5.2, a collaboration scenario as well as the addressed system platforms have to be selected
from the SDM. In the next step, suitable safety goals and a holistic safety concept for
the concrete implementation have to be derived for the selected scenario. This is done
on the one hand by conventional internal safety measures of the involved systems and
on the other hand on the basis of the derived safe collaboration conditions.

For internal safety measures of involved systems in collaboration scenarios, today’s state-
of-the-practice safety assurance techniques can be applied. Possible causes for the viola-
tion of intended functions in scenario applications have to be analyzed for their proba-
bility of failure and the consequential severity of harm. Broadly applied safety analysis
techniques, such as FTA or FMEA, are well suited to assess these malfunctions in par-
ticular system configurations. The addressed systems can thus be checked for safety
weaknesses to ensure that they meet the defined safety goals.
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Figure 5.2: Safety Engineering Strategy and the SDM

In order to guarantee safety for the specified collaboration scenarios based on the iden-
tified Safe Collaboration Conditions, the decentralized safety knowledge of the involved
systems has to be merged and evaluated in a predefined way. Then, on this basis, appro-
priate adaptations of the system behavior on the target platform have to be carried out
in the dynamic collaboration context. For this purpose, suitable DSC-Modules repre-
senting the Safe Collaboration Conditions have to be defined for the DSC approach. For
the presented platooning use case, for example, the reliable mutual detection of vehicles
in a platoon was identified to be a crucial condition for safe platooning. Since environ-
mental factors such as fog can influence this safe collaboration condition, it has to be
continuously monitored during operation. If this condition is degraded while driving in a
networked vehicle group, appropriate emergency maneuvers have to be initiated. For the
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specification of DSC-Modules with respect to the derived safe collaboration conditions,
it has to be clarified whether a qualitative or quantitative module representation is more
appropriate. In general, the quantitative description form is more suitable for networked
modes for performance reasons, but its use depends on the availability of suitable input
values.

In addition, the concrete RtEs representing the formalized input data for DSC-Modules
need to be defined. If basic RtEs for DSC-Modules are specified this has to be made
in accordance to the SDM dependencies and to the already established DSC-Modules.
For the definition of basic RtEs also the potential utilization in other collaboration
scenarios has to be considered. Defining a new RtE is also a question of the availability
of the underlying service types on the addressed system platforms. In addition, higher
level RtEs based on established DSCs have to be analyzed for a correct integration of
subordinated guarantees. Because of the modular concept, however, safety engineers
only have to focus on a particular demand-guarantee relationship of DSCs.

Basically, safety for a networked DSC mode is thus checked based on the availability
of particular RtEs in a specific networked situation of a collaboration scenario. In the
platooning use case, for example, the safe detection of the front vehicle represents such
a RtE. Consequently, the focus on the system-level should be on the reliable generation
of the RtEs based on the actual system configuration in a realistic collaboration scenario
environment. As a prerequisite for this, the implemented sensor concept needs a suitable
safety classification such as the SIL or ASIL classification as an internal safety measure.
It should correspond to the high endangerment for collaboration scenarios such as in the
automotive domain for networked driving.

In the presented platooning use case, a modified driving behavior for a networked vehicle
is derived from the DSC evaluation. The modified behavior is specified based on the
degraded DSC safety features on the target system platform caused by missing RtEs as
input demands. In a networked DSC mode, degraded safety features force a reaction
of the system to return to a safe state. Since the DSC evaluation based on BDDs is
very lightweight, the achievable reaction time to changing DSC safety features in the
networked system behavior depends primarily on the concrete implementation. When
the networked DSC mode is specified, extensive integration tests have to be conducted
on the target application platform as a proof for sufficiently short response times. Hence,
safety certification for a networked DSC application is only possible with respect to the
concrete system setting. If either the computing capacity, the communication technology
or other platform-related aspects are modified, new integration tests for the specified
DSC mode are required.

In principle, a certificate can only be issued if the intended modified DSC behavior for all
conceivable situations of a collaboration scenario can be demonstrated by practical tests.
Therefore, more complex collaboration concepts tend to require a much higher effort for
testing in order to check all possible scenario situations. Nevertheless, it can be observed
today in the certification of autonomous driving functions that this generally poses a
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significant challenge due to the open application context and regulatory issues. Due to
the modular approach, it can be tried to reuse already certified parts of a collaboration
scenario such as the use of certain DSC-Modules and RtEs on specific target platforms.
In this way, the scope of the necessary certification activities could be reduced, at least
for the platform integration of the DSC evaluation.

5.3 Systematic Reuse of DSC-Modules

This Section focuses on the systematic reuse of parts of already specified DSC networking
modes for other networked applications. A particular DSC mode, as shown in Fig. 4.10,
consists of several DSC-Modules that are directly connected to each other to enable a
fast and reliable DSC evaluation on the respective system platforms. Basically, however,
each collaboration scenario requires an individual DSC networking mode. This is because
it consists either of different collaboration partners with other system characteristics
and available service types, or of different collaboration goals with different identified
conditions for a safe collaboration. As a result, as outlined in the previous Section,
also a new conclusive safety concept for safety certification is required for each new
DSC networking mode. Due to the complex decision-making process, this cannot be
automated in an arbitrary manner. For the proposed DSC approach, however, it is
possible to significantly reduce the development effort by standardizing shared RtEs and
systematically reusing DSC-Modules or individual DSCs.
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Figure 5.3: Systematic Reuse of DSCs and DSC-Modules

In the following, the intended reuse strategy for the DSC approach as shown in Fig. 5.3
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is explained based on a successive development process of several networked DSC appli-
cations. In the initial phase, for example, the presented platooning use case should be
developed with two vehicles of type A without already having previous knowledge from
similar applications. This requires the specification of the utilized DSC-Modules and the
shared RtEs. The utilized DSC-Modules are, for example, the already described DSC
Perception Module for mutual detection as well as the DSC-Module for deriving the safe
driving distance. Subsequently, the platooning use case should be extended to another
following vehicle type B equipped with the same on-board sensors. Such situations may
typically occur with different vehicles from the same manufacturer. Here, the already
specified RtEs as well as the overall Perception Module can be reused. Only the Driving
Distance Module has to be adapted to the different driving dynamics of the new follow-
ing vehicle. In the next step in the successive development of networked applications,
the IAP scenario as a new scenario for networked driving should be specified for vehi-
cles A and B. For the first vehicle under consideration, a new environmental perception
concept based on a new Perception Module for the parking garage and vehicle A needs
to be defined. From the platooning use case, however, the already specified RtEs for
reliable vehicle recognition can possibly be reused. Also the existing Driving Distance
Module based on the vehicle A driving dynamics can be partially reused. Afterwards,
for integrating vehicle B into the IAP scenario, the Perception Module from vehicle A
in the IAP scenario can be completely reused. For the necessary Driving Distance Mod-
ule for vehicle B, the scenario-related DSC-Module specification from vehicle A and the
platform-related knowledge from the platooning use case for vehicle B can be reused.

With a larger number of collaboration scenarios under consideration, the advantages
of domain-level engineering in combination with the SDM for standardization also be-
come more apparent. Already well-developed collaboration scenarios can be extended
to other systems with regard to the considered situations and the identified safe collab-
oration conditions. In addition, for new collaboration scenarios, similar conditions for
safe collaborations can be derived from existing ones. It can be assumed, therefore, that
the application of a SDM is particularly useful for systems that are generally open to
collaboration processes as required in public road traffic. Besides that, the utilization
of a SDM can also be beneficial for standardization of shared RtEs according to most
common safe collaboration conditions.
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In this Chapter, the validation activities of the presented DSCs approach as the core
solution concept are summarized. They were carried out in parallel with the evolving
approach. The conducted validation activities can be divided into the applicability of
the development time parts of the approach as provided in Chapter 4 and 5 as well as
the operationalization of the runtime parts of the approach as given in Chapter 4.

The validation of the development time parts in Section 6.1 focuses on the suitability
of the conceptual modeling framework as well as the design guidelines to systemati-
cally derive networked applications using DSCs. The experience gained from several
applications in the automotive domain was utilized for this purpose.

Section 6.2 deals with the validation of the technical feasibility of the required runtime
mechanisms. First, the findings regarding feasibility and adequacy of various DSC run-
time representations with respect to their computation times are presented. Then, the
focus is on the feasibility of the planned negotiation mechanism for the flexible initializa-
tion of DSC networks. This is clarified based on the experience gained with a dedicated
simulation framework. Lastly, the validation activities regarding robustness and cor-
rectness of the specified dynamic adaptation behavior are explained. For this purpose, a
comprehensive 3D simulation environment was set up in the context of networked vehicle
fleets. It is designed in such a way that it depicts complex application environments as
realistically as possible.

6.1 Applicability of the Core Concepts and the

Methodology

For the development time parts of the approach, the focus is on validating the conceptual
framework of DSCs as well as the derived engineering steps. For this purpose, insights
are given into the experience gained with the provided engineering backbone in several
use cases. As described in Chapter 5, for the specification of networked applications
using DSCs, the engineering process is subdivided into the domain-level and system-
level engineering. The findings from the domain-level are stored in the Safety Domain
Model (SDM), which forms the basis for the definition of RtEs, DSC-Modules and the
entire dynamic adaptation behavior at system-level. Especially the reusability of parts
of the DSC specification is an important feature to support efficient development and
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certification processes. Specified overall DSC-Modules as well as individual DSCs as part
of the DSC-Module description for monitoring networked safety features can be stored
in the SDM to make them reusable for other similar applications. In the following, these
synergy effects are also addressed by the selection of two applications from the same
domain, here the automotive sector.

To validate the specified development time engineering activities for the DSCs approach,
the platooning scenario presented in Section 3.2 was selected as a standard test scenario.
The platooning scenario is particularly beneficial as it could be applied with relatively
small modifications to a wide range of similar applications of networked vehicle fleets
as presented in Chapter 4.1. Moreover, this scenario allows to demonstrate the correct
functioning and the resulting benefits of networked vehicle fleets using DSCs in a com-
prehensible manner. Besides the platooning scenario, an industry use case for Intelligent
Automated Parking (IAP) was developed based on the presented solution approach.
It represents a highly customized DSC networking mode in accordance to the detailed
specification for networked driving in an parking garage. Here, a suitable networking
concept had to be systematically derived from a multitude of requirements. The IAP
scenario also demonstrates the reusability of already specified individual DSCs as well
as complete DSC-Modules. Networked safety features that have already been specified
in the platooning scenario were utilized for this purpose.

6.1.1 Use Case: Safe platooning in networked vehicle fleets

The considered platooning use case as shown in Fig. 6.1 was part of a research project
for the safe cooperation and navigation of networked vehicle fleets in the commercial
vehicle domain. To obtain a realistic prototype application for the networking of vehicle
fleets, so-called Gator vehicles from the Robot Research Lab at TU Kaiserslautern were
utilized as a demonstrator platform. They are specially designed for networked driving
applications, but due to legal reasons they were not ready for practical use at the time of
validation. However, since the sensor hardware was already integrated into the vehicle
platform and a sensor fusion concept was specified, suitable service types for establishing
networked driving modes could be identified.

As a first step in the SDM engineering, the possible beneficial networked driving scenarios
in combination with their associated driving situations that could occur during operation
were derived and added to the SDM. In the next step, for the further engineering of
the SDM, a HAZOP analysis was performed to identify the relevant networked safety
features for a networked driving mode as outlined in Fig. 5.2. The necessary safety-
relevant services from the involved systems could be derived in this way. Based on this,
the relevant service types for establishing master-slave configurations for platooning
could be identified at the system-level. When the SDM engineering was considered to be
complete with the derived safety features, the system-level engineering was initialized for
specifying suitable RtE services, DSC-Modules and their evaluation concept. In Table
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Figure 6.1: Simulated Gator Platoon in a Master-Slave Vehicle Configuration [84]

4.1 in Chapter 4 the derived RtE services are shown. The specified DSC-Modules as well
as the overall adaptation concept for this scenario are described in Section 4.4 and 4.5.
For the specification of the DSC networking concept, a dedicated GUI, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.13, was utilized.

As it became apparent, specifying and interpreting the individual safety contracts as well
as the entire DSC-Modules is still intuitive for developers. This is particularly important
for the division of work according to expert knowledge in the development of safety-
critical applications. Project members who were not familiar with the DSC modeling
approach were able to understand the included content without misunderstandings. Also
the defined interface semantic for the conceptual modeling framework seems to be well
suited. In particular, the quantitative interface semantic, besides the qualitative ones,
could be applied beneficially for the definition of a graceful degradation concept in a
traceable manner. Thus a gradual and not abrupt degradation of networked system
features could be defined.

Moreover, it became evident that the modularized specification approach helps to divide
complex safety dependencies into manageable parts. Thus, project members were able
to optimize individual DSC-Modules, such as the presented module for enhanced spatial
perception, without having the entire evaluation model in mind. It could thus help safety
engineers to collaborate by providing fine-grained task description for involved expert
groups. Vehicle manufacturers, for example, have detailed knowledge regarding the
driving dynamics of their vehicle platforms. However, since they typically use third-party
sensors for environmental perception, they are not necessarily specialists in this field.
The division of work for modeling the networked platooning mode from Chapter 4 could
look like this. The DSC-Module for an enhanced environmental perception of networked
vehicles could be developed and supplied by experts from the sensor manufacturer. The
vehicle manufacturer who implements the physical sensors only has to integrate this
module into the DSC networking concept. In this way, vehicle manufacturers can focus
on their expertise for driving dynamics in order to specify adapted, networked driving
behavior.
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Next to the correct specification of individual DSC-Modules, the feasibility of a proper
linking of modules to specify a suitable dynamic adaptation behavior is essential. For the
platooning scenario, an overall reaction behavior has been successfully developed based
on the introduced DSC-Modules as described in Section 4.5. The derived contract-based
reaction behavior in the platooning scenario is, however, only one way for a possible
implementation. The advantage here is that a lightweight pre-configured variability can
be determined in a reliable manner only on the basis of the DSCs evaluation mechanism.
This is particularly helpful for understanding the DSC operating mechanism, since the
adaptation behavior is specified in an explicit manner. Due to the very systematic adap-
tation concept, it may also be possible to reuse parts of it. However, corresponding
interfaces that influence the regular control must be specified in parallel. The imple-
mentation for the platooning scenario is explained in more detail in Section 6.2.

Another feasible solution approach is to forward the evaluation results of the individ-
ual DSC-Modules to the regular control in order to trigger behavior adaptations there.
As additional input data for the individual behavior generation, this could enable more
sophisticated autonomous driving behavior on the one hand. On the other hand, the
reliability of the resulting control layer could be decreased due to more complex run-
time safety considerations. The main difference would be that the separation of the
DSC adaptation level to the regular control level would be dissolved. The changes in
the safety concept as well as the driving behavior derivation would thus become more
complex, since the DSC evaluation originally relies on the targeted adaptation of certain
driving parameters in a networked mode and not on complete driving behavior. Only
for emergency driving maneuvers, if required, the original DSCs networking approach
considers significant changes in the existing driving behavior. Beyond that, while the
standardized definition of modules could be maintained for the DSC engineering process,
the unified DSC behavior adaptation level would no longer be applicable. As a result,
more customized solution concepts for the behavior generation of individual networked
systems would be required, which was not in the focus of this thesis. However, the
modular DSC evaluation approach without the DSC adaptation level could be part of
the future research.

6.1.2 Use Case: Intelligent automated parking

By specifying the networked driving mode for the IAP use case based on DSCs, the
suitability of the conceptual modeling framework as well as the design guidelines could
be demonstrated. While the DSC modeling conventions were defined in parallel to the
evolving platooning use case, they were applied in this use case for the first time without
further adjustments. Starting from the overall safety goal to avoid collision in a parking
garage, the relevant networked safety features could be derived in a systematic manner.
The networked driving functionality in the parking garage could thus be improved based
on the presented solution approach according to safety and performance criteria.
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In this scenario, it was also possible to show the reusability of parts of the DSC spec-
ification for other system platforms and scenarios. Due to the modular specification,
certain DSC-Modules, such as the Speed Check module from the platooning use case,
could be reused. One of the outcomes for reusing parts of the DSC specification is that
it makes sense to differentiate DSC-Modules for the engineering process into those that
are specifically tailored for a certain system platform or an application scenario and
those that are rather generic. The Speed Check module, for example, will probably
use a similar service concept on the various system platforms and is suitable for many
networked driving applications. It can thus be reused in many ways for different sys-
tem platforms and scenarios. In contrast, the DSC-Module for the remaining permitted
driving distance in a parking garage, for example, is highly customized for the IAP use
case. Basically, it can be reused to consider other automotive system platforms for the
IAP use case, but not for other application scenarios. Other DSC-Modules, such as the
module for networked environmental perception or the top-level module for triggering
specific driving maneuvers, depend strongly on the individual capabilities of the respec-
tive system platforms. They can potentially be reused for the same type of automotive
system platforms in other networked applications, but not for other system platforms
in the same application scenario. In principle, reusability is not limited to the module
level, but can also take place on a subordinate level of the individual DSCs as well as
on a superordinate level with several interconnected DSC-Modules. A vivid example for
this are the specified DSCs for counterwise vehicle detection in the presented platooning
use case and the joint obstacle detection in the IAP use case. While the overall DSC-
Modules differ, some central DSC runtime proofs are identical. Here the modularization
helps to identify the relevant DSCs from the overall context. As presented in Chapter
5, for a suitable reuse of parts of the DSC specification in other networked applications,
the DSC-Modules have to be categorized accordingly.

6.2 Technical Feasibility of the Runtime

Mechanisms

In this Section, the validation activities and their outcomes for the specified DSC run-
time mechanisms from Chapter 3 and 4 are presented. The corresponding validation
activities are subdivided into three main sections. In a first step, the findings from the
analysis of the various DSC evaluation strategies for a cyclic overall safety assessment
are explained. This is done with respect to their processing times and evaluation effi-
ciency. Then, the operationalization of the DSC negotiation mechanism for identifying
suitable networked modes is clarified based on a prototype implementation. Finally, the
extensive simulations to ensure the adequacy of the networked system behavior using
the DSC approach are described and the gained experiences are summarized.
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6.2.1 Adequate DSC runtime evaluation mechanisms

The feasibility of the runtime mechanisms of the DSC networking technique is a key
prerequisite for the implementation of the proposed solution approach. The reliability
of the DSC runtime evaluation should be ensured by the choice of a simple and robust
decision-making mechanism as outlined in Section 2.2.1. Furthermore, a special focus
is on the total computation time of the interconnected DSC-Modules that limits the
number of possible runtime checks in a specific time interval. It can thus influence the
minimum possible reaction time to emerging hazards. Consequently, for the technical
feasibility of the DSC approach, it is particularly important that the cyclic DSC evalua-
tion times to interpret the available RtEs input parameters are sufficiently low. Basically,
this also requires a high sampling rate to update the availability of RtEs at runtime.
However, the generation times of RTEs cannot be influenced at this point, since they
depend primarily on the implementation.

The specified DSC evaluation model from the GUI in Fig. 4.13 in Chapter 4 can be
transformed into a computable representation in an automated manner. Basically, the
DSC-Modules can be transferred into different computable representations such as the
Boolean or the BDD logic. In a comparative analysis for the ConSerts approach [55], in
which a similar qualitative specification for a module evaluation is used, it was shown that
the BDD analysis can be calculated more efficiently. The reason for this is that BDDs
represent a compressed representation of Boolean functions. The quantitative parts of
the DSC specification such as adaptive thresholds or correlations for analysis can also be
transformed into simple and robust boolean threshold checks as described in Section 4.4.
If decisions are to be combined across several modules, however, the quantitative module
interfaces must be considered differently. The specified quantitative DSC-Modules are
designed to forward numerical values at their outgoing ports. In consequence, it is
not possible to transform the overall DSC evaluation model into a compressed BDD
representations. Only decisions up to quantitative value propagation interfaces (the
outputs of quantitative DSC-Modules) can be aggregated. The reason for this is that
these relevant parameters can only be evaluated in a hierarchical manner at runtime and
can vary continuously during operation.

It becomes apparent that the modular character of the DSCs approach can be resolved
for some types of runtime evaluations. Hence, the main focus, in addition to introducing
a fundamental runtime representation of the modular DSCs, is on the overall evaluation
strategy for the interconnected DSC-Modules with respect to the behavior adaptation
mechanisms. For the overall DSC networking approach, two main evaluation strategies
were identified. This is the module-oriented bottom-up DSC evaluation and the adap-
tation behavior-oriented DSC evaluation. While the module-oriented evaluation focuses
on the consistent hierarchical propagation of safety quality attributes among networked
safety features, the behavior-oriented evaluation concentrates on the validity of output
behavior and removes the module orientation. Both evaluation methods have advantages
and disadvantages, which are discussed in the following.
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For the module-oriented evaluation approach, generally all DSC-Modules have to be
evaluated before an adaptation behavior is triggered. However, especially for triggering
a particularly time-sensitive adaptation behavior, it is sometimes not necessary to take
all accessible information into account and to evaluate all DSC-Modules. Particularly
critical and targeted adaptation behavior are typically focused on a specific unsafe driv-
ing state and the corresponding safety-critical features. By evaluating the additional
DSC-Modules that are not required in this context, valuable time can pass before the
intended adaptation behavior is triggered.

By applying the adaptation behavior-oriented DSC evaluation, this time delay can be
prevented for the respective time-sensitive adaptation behavior. After the DSC net-
working mode is specified at development time, the respective conditions for triggering
a particular adaptation behavior are traced back and then aggregated for a targeted
runtime check. In this way, only the relevant DSC decisions are considered for a prior-
itized evaluation of a certain adaptation behavior. Applying this evaluation approach,
the modular orientation is only available for development time engineering activities
and is resolved for the runtime evaluation. The resulting drawback is that the average
evaluation time for the whole set of specified adaptation behavior is higher. The reason
for this is that certain input conditions, due to the missing module orientation, have to
evaluated repeatedly. This is the case when specific input demands are important for
several different adaptation behavior at runtime. Here, in contrast, the module-oriented
evaluation has the advantage that no conditions have to be checked repeatedly. The top-
level DSC guarantees are evaluated uniformly once and can be accessed several times in
a single evaluation cycle. In particular, if many adaptation behaviors are specified, the
avoidance of repeated evaluations can significantly reduce the average evaluation times.

It becomes apparent that in some scenarios a hybrid evaluation approach might be
beneficial. Particularly time-sensitive adaptation behavior can be evaluated with the
targeted adaptation behavior-oriented DSC evaluation, while the remaining ones can be
evaluated with the more efficient and systematic module-oriented DSC evaluation. The
described effects were analyzed with a simplified simulation environment as part of a
student research project. However, since the differences in the overall evaluation times
are very small and also depend heavily on the structure of the specified DSC networks, it
does not seem sensible at this point to provide analysis results in the form of statistical
measurement data. To further validate the described runtime mechanisms in future,
standardized DSC evaluation networks have to be simulated on real ECUs.

6.2.2 DSC negotiation mechanism for networking systems at

integration time

Whenever systems come within the communication range of each other, they should
establish flexible networks for collaboration. To enable this, the respective systems must
be open to previously unknown systems, as outlined in Section 3.6. For this purpose,
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Figure 6.2: Platooning Simulation Framework

a negotiation process seems appropriate to mediate between the respective system ca-
pabilities. It could determine an optimal networking of the involved systems and their
functionalities. As outlined in Section 3.6, the negotiation process is performed at in-
tegration time of systems. When a networked system mode is identified and activated,
the actual operating time begins. Only when the active networked system mode is de-
activated, which is only possible in a safe operating state, a new integration time for the
networking of systems can be started. Since the required mechanism at integration time
of systems is not time-sensitive, the focus for the validation was on the feasibility of the
negotiation mechanism in the DSCs application context.

Based on the Jade simulation framework, an illustrative negotiation process was im-
plemented by Daniel Hillen for the platooning use case. In this platooning simulation,
the initialization as well as the operation of the networked driving behavior is analyzed
for the following vehicle according to the platooning use case description. For the ap-
plication scenario it was assumed that two previously unknown vehicles on a highway
get in contact to each other and establish a wireless communication network. For this
purpose, vehicles with different networking capabilities can be flexibly added to the road
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simulation enviroment via drag and drop. In addition, the infrastructure can be added
as a third networking partner that can impose a variable speed limit.

As soon as two vehicles are inserted to the road simulation environment, the described
negotiation process starts. In a first step, based on the respective networking capabilities
of the involved systems, an optimally integrated networked driving mode is evaluated.
During this integration phase, the two vehicles are still in an individual driving mode.
When an optimal networking mode has been identified, it can be activated then. During
operation of a networked driving mode, it is possible to selectively manipulate specific
driving or environmental parameters and to observe the correctness of the resulting net-
worked driving behavior. The respective output guarantees of the DSC-Module ports
are made visible with animated graphics. The adequacy of the resulting networked driv-
ing behavior can thus be checked in a qualitative manner. Moreover, this simulation
framework makes it possible to graphically display the communication between the par-
ticipants during the negotiation process at integration time as well as at operation time
as shown in Fig. 6.3. To validate the negotiation mechanism, various vehicle combina-
tions with divers networking capabilities were simulated. The feasibility of the planned
communication concept in the integration phase of systems could thus be demonstrated.
Hence, openness for networked DSC applications can basically be achieved wherever
required.

Figure 6.3: Graphical Visualization of Networked DSC Mode Communication
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6.2.3 Dynamic adaptation behavior during operation of a

networked DSC mode

While the previous Section showed the feasibility of openness to previously unknown
systems for the DSCs approach, this Section focuses on the resulting networked driving
behavior during operation of a networked DSC mode. In order to validate the feasibility
and adequacy of the specified dynamic adaptation behavior based on DSCs, a compre-
hensive virtual simulation framework was established. This test environment makes it
possible to simulate the driving behavior of networked vehicles in a very realistic manner.

To set up a suitable test bed, Patrick Wolf from the RRLAB at TU Kaiserslautern im-
plemented a detailed physical model of so-called Gator test vehicles, including realistic
driving dynamics, first in the V-REP (Virtual Robot Experimentation Platform) simu-
lation environment and later in the Unreal Engine simulation environment as shown in
Fig. 6.1. Since more realistic environmental scenarios could be created with the Unreal
Engine and thus more meaningful results could be achieved, the later validation activi-
ties were only carried out with the Unreal Engine. In parallel, the vehicle control for the
regular autonomous driving behavior as well as the networked DSC driving behavior was
implemented with the real-time robot control framework Finroc. This framework was
developed at the RRLAB and supports the handling of large control networks. Finroc
can be connected to the simulation environment via predefined in- and output ports. In
this way, by combining the simulation environment and the robot control framework, a
closed loop control for real-time sensor/actor data processing could be realized.

For the simulation of the specified networked driving behavior using the DSCs approach,
a master-slave vehicle platoon based on two Gator vehicles was implemented in this
test bed. The basic working principle of the networked driving mode in the platooning
scenario can be looked up in Fig. 3.1 of Section 3.2. In contrast to the platooning scenario
for public road traffic presented there, however, the simulated master-slave platooning
basically aims at a closer system coupling. This is particularly useful for networking
fleets in the off-road sector, where the focus is on common goals for coordinated driving
processes. Here, an additional safety layer can be defined, such as driving authorizations
for the slave vehicles that are dependent on the master vehicle. Thus, autonomously
driving slave vehicles can be guided and supervised by a master vehicle with a human
driver.

In the simulated scenario, the master vehicle is controlled with a virtual control panel.
A single slave vehicle follows the master vehicle in an autonomous way based on the
so-called iB2C (integrated behavior based control) control logic in a highly unstruc-
tured environment. In this way, it was possible to systematically cause critical driving
situations for the networked DSC driving mode and to observe the resulting reaction
behavior.

In the networked driving mode, the iB2C and the DSC control logic are evaluated in
parallel for the slave vehicle as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. While the iB2C control provides
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the regular robust autonomous driving behavior, the DSC control logic ensures the ad-
herence of the currently permitted degrees of freedom in the networked driving mode
and triggers adaptation behavior if necessary. The DSCs are evaluated inside the Finroc
framework based on the available RtEs. The availability of certain networked safety
features based on the DSC-Modules can then be checked with a runtime visualization.
The DSC adaptation behavior are connected to the iB2C control logic in the Finroc
control framework as shown in Fig. 6.5. The correctness of the specified networked
driving behavior can then be analyzed based on the simulated driving sequences in the
test framework and based on the signal processing in the Finroc control framework.

Figure 6.4: Service Types for Gator Cooperation [84]

In order to validate the feasibility and adequacy of the DSCs solution approach, a central
objective was to simulate the identified hazardous situations that are stored in the SDM
for the networked driving mode. These hazardous networked driving situations should
be prevented by the specified DSC adaptation behavior. In the test environment, the
correct handling of this driving situations in accordance to the specified dynamic DSC
adaptation behavior could be shown. Also the DSC compatibility with a real-time
control framework could be demonstrated in this way. Due to the many variants of
possible driving states for a hazardous situation, however, the focus was preferably on the
threshold conditions for triggering a certain adaptation behavior. To assess even more
driving states for checking the reliability of the networked driving behavior, automated
tests based on randomly generated driving sequences can also be performed in future.

Naturally, it should be noted that the simulation environment only depicts a simpli-
fied model of the real world and thus does not fully reflect the real driving behavior.
To ensure safety for networked DSC driving processes, the reliability of the specified
networked driving behavior also has to be validated with real world applications. A
vivid example for this is the tire grip and its influence on the deceleration capabilities,
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Figure 6.5: Integrating the DSC Adaptation Behavior to the iB2C Control [84]

which cannot be simulated in accordance to the real driving dynamics. However, with
the simulation framework the correct relative interaction between the simulated vehicles
according to the specified networking mode could be demonstrated. In principle, there
are no restrictions for the DSCs approach to take more complex environmental factors
into account.

Beyond that, the presented simulation framework also provides a good basis for the
optimization of already specified DSC applications according to safety and performance
criteria. The modularized DSCs specification is particularly well suited for iterative
optimization. Identified hazardous situations in the simulation of the specified networked
DSC driving mode can be considered in the SDM and the DSC specification can be
optimized accordingly. Chapter 5 provides guidance for this purpose. In this way, the
DSC specification can be better prepared for the subsequent step of real world testing.

6.3 Validation Summary

In summary, it can be concluded that the validation activities in this Chapter did not
encounter any difficulties that could prevent a practical application, neither for the re-
quired development time parts nor for the runtime parts of the DSCs approach. With the
help of the IAP use case it could be shown that the original driving functionality based
on a simple “Go” signal could be systematically extended in a variety of beneficial ways.
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Accordingly, the conceptual framework of the DSCs approach as well as the derived
engineering steps seem to be well suited for the specification of the dynamic adaptation
behavior of embedded systems in networked applications. The main focus of the valida-
tion activities for the DSC runtime parts was on demonstrating practical solutions to the
existing challenges, such as the networking of a variety of heterogeneous systems in the
Platooning and in the IAP use case. In addition, using simulation environments that are
as realistic as possible, such as in the platooning scenario based on the Unreal Engine
and Finroc, should provide close-to-reality findings for the feasibility of the networked
driving behavior. The generation of RtEs based on environmental information and the
initiation of targeted behavior adaptations could be thoroughly observed and validated.

In the next step, the practical implementation on a real ECU basis should be a priority
for the further elaboration of this approach. In addition, the implementation within a
wireless network with a low latency such as the new 5G standard should be investigated.
Ultimately, the effective worst case execution time for a DSC evaluation cycle can be
determined in this way. It determines the minimal possible reaction time to emerging
hazards for the DSCs approach and thus the achievable dynamics for networked behavior
adaptations. In addition, since the presented validation activities are limited to the
vehicle domain, the applicability in other feasible domains should be analyzed as well.
As described in the introductory Chapter, this can be Industry 4.0 applications such
as networked co-working robot arms or modular networked manufacturing systems with
decentralized sensors. In principle, it also seems promising, although this is not part of
the target application domain, to validate the applicability for future data processing
systems with cloud or multicore based solutions using concurrent task processing in
safety-critical applications.
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7 Conclusions and Future Research

Agenda

In this Chapter, first the contributions of the proposed DSC approach to safety assurance
and certification are summarized. For this purpose, the fulfilled research goals that
were derived in the introductory Chapter are explained and limitations are pointed
out. Afterwards, Section 7.2 highlights future research topics for the presented solution
approach and Section 7.3 gives an outlook for its practical application.

7.1 Scientific Contributions and Limitations

DSCs constitute a new approach for merging decentralized safety-related runtime knowl-
edge in order to derive safety-certified networked system behavior from it. It is expected
that future embedded systems are capable of establishing emergent collaboration pro-
cesses in flexible SoS configurations. As outlined in Chapter 2, there are at the moment
from best of our knowledge no comparable approaches available that tackle the spe-
cific demands of runtime safety certification for the dynamic adaptation behavior of
networked embedded systems.

As it became apparent in this thesis, a paradigm change is necessary in the safety
community to enable such promising applications. Today’s state-of-the-practice safety
assurance and certification techniques are limited to development time safety means.
Instead, it was stated in Chapter 2 that suitable runtime safety means are required for
this purpose. With the ConSerts approach, Schneider recently presented a promising
strategy for introducing runtime certification means aimed at more flexible systems con-
figurations. Here, the runtime safety responsibility of systems is kept at a minimum
by shifting only the necessary parts of the assurance means to runtime. In this way, a
sufficient adaptability of systems during their integration could be enabled to establish
safety-certified configurations. In comparison, the proposed DSC approach aims pri-
marily at dynamic changes in the application context when the system configurations
are already established. Based on fine-grained runtime checks, DSCs provide adequate
means for enabling targeted dynamic adaptation processes in safety-critical application
environments. The DSC approach thus represents a further step in the development of
the state-of-the-art in this research area.

For the evolving DSC approach, the research challenges identified in the introductory
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Chapter were all taken into account accordingly. The key driver for the presented so-
lution approach was to optimize system behavior in safety-critical applications by inte-
grating external, shared services. Here, the focus was on networked driving processes in
the automotive domain. But, as described throughout this thesis, other domains such
as the industrial CPS domain seem promising as well.

For practical implementation, it was pointed out that safety certifiability is the most
important prerequisite to provide a sufficient runtime variability of systems during op-
eration. Hence, safety and certification issues were decisive for the definition of the
proposed approach. It was tried to keep most of the required safety assurance and
certifications means at development time. Consequently, DSCs focus on lightweight
run-time checks to reliably assess the validity of a precertified system behavior in a net-
worked mode. The actual safety certification of the entire networked system behavior
for the DSC approach can already take place at development time. This can be done
conditionally with respect to the available runtime safety guarantees during operation.
In this way, DSCs could provide adequate means for runtime safety certification of the
networked system behavior.

Naturally, it is difficult to estimate the future acceptance of the proposed runtime certi-
fication approach by the safety community and certification authorities. Besides specific
implementation issues that are addressed in Chapter 7.3, it also depends on many other
technical and social trends. For instance, it can be assumed that the trend towards
autonomous driving, as described in Chapter 2.1.1, has an important influence on the
proposed approach. Here, the safety certification of complex autonomous driving func-
tions is carried out on the basis of environmental recognition algorithms. On the one
hand, this would provide the foundation for introducing networked driving processes
based on fully autonomous vehicles. And, on the other hand, it would also contribute to
the described paradigm shift in the safety community towards more runtime variability of
systems in open and safety-critical application environments. Such a development trend
could thus pave the way for the envisaged networked driving processes of autonomous
vehicles. As in the DSCs approach, it appears feasible to implement this on the basis of
a rigorous monitoring of networked safety features.

Another central research issue was the provision of a systematic integration concept for
shared services on a particular system platform according to safety and performance
criteria. This thesis provides a holistic modeling framework for specifying the networked
system behavior based on preconfigured variability. As already described, the DSC
approach focuses on the influence of specific external services on a particular system
platform rather than on the networked system group as a whole. It enables the modular
specification of networked safety features in a systematic way based on available safety-
related services. Here, modularization enables to divide complex safety dependencies into
manageable ones. Utilizing a demand-guarantee dependency modeling it was possible to
specify a reliable runtime merging concept for the shared services on a particular system
platform.
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In addition, it was concluded in the introductory Chapter that a specification concept
for networked system modes requires suitable degradation steps in order to achieve the
best possible system limitations according to safety and performance criteria. To make
this possible, a major distinction for modeling networked safety features was done into
a qualitative and quantitative degradation concepts. For this purpose different merging
logics as well as different module and port types were specified. In this way, a more
fine-grained downgrading of specific behavioral aspects of the networked systems could
be achieved.

Beyond that, it was recognized that the specified dynamic behavior in a networked
system mode requires appropriate reaction behavior in the event of sudden hazards.
In networked driving processes of vehicles, for instance, adequate emergency driving
maneuvers are required. Here, the more fine-grained monitoring of networked features
using qualitative as well as quantitative representations also enables a more precise
situation assessment of networked systems at runtime. This in turn was utilized for
the DSC approach to provide a more targeted triggering of reaction behavior such as
emergency driving maneuvers.

In addition to these requirements, a further aspect was the reusability of parts of the
existing specifications for other networked applications as well as the standardization
of shared services among networked systems. Applying the modular DSC specification,
the reusability of specified networked safety features could be demonstrated in several
use cases. The modular DSCs can be categorized, stored and reused according to their
specified safety features as well target application scenarios. In order to support effi-
cient engineering processes of networked applications, extensive databases with already
specified modular DSCs could be set up for this purpose. In addition, it could be shown
that the contract-based safety modeling based on consistent service types also supports
the harmonization of service provision concepts.

To show the feasibility of deriving networked system behavior with the DSCs approach,
this thesis also presents a dedicated DSC-Module for specifying the resulting system
behavior based on the available runtime guarantees. Nevertheless, the core concept of
the DSC approach is limited to merging decentralized safety knowledge of networked
applications in the modularized DSC safety features. Using a straightforward reaction-
behavior like the presented one with a dominant influence to the regular control is a good
starting point for observing the correct operation of the DSC evaluation mechanism
and the reaction behavior in practical tests. Moreover, it enables the definition of a
traceable preconfigured variability and is thus particularly suitable for certifying safety
of networked system behavior.

At the same time, however, in addition to safety, also performance criteria are central
to achieve an optimal integration of the adapted DSC behavior into the regular non-
networked system behavior. Depending on the application, a closer integration of the
networked DSC system behavior into the regular can be beneficial from a performance
point of view. Generally, however, the autonomous system must be able to properly
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associate the specified networked safety features with other individual environmental
factors for behavior generation. Here, the focus would no longer be on the individual
RtE for adapting the networked system behavior, but on the resulting overall configura-
tion. The impact of individual RTE’s on the system behavior would then become more
difficult to track in the various application scenarios. Ultimately, this would also make
certification activities more complex and thus more difficult to achieve.

A major limitation of the DSC approach, as has become apparent in this thesis, is that
the benefits of DSC networks up to this state of research are limited to single systems.
Individual systems gain advantages through networked DSC applications with other
surrounding systems to solve upcoming tasks more effectively. Here the monitored DSC
safety features are utilized to optimize safety and performance of networked systems
without restricting the individual autonomous driving features too much. Optimization
of the overall group behavior of networked systems can thus only be achieved indirectly.
For example, the entire road traffic can benefit from improved driving maneuvers of the
individual vehicles. However, it is not possible to control the vehicles in a centralized
manner with precise group driving maneuvers. Considering larger groups of networked
systems, a direct coordination of the networked applications from a superordinate con-
trol level can be beneficial. In such cases the monitored networked safety features could
be the basis for deriving the overall coordination of the networked group of systems. It
has to be clarified then which system platform evaluates the networked safety features,
how the evaluation results are interpreted and shared among the involved systems, and
who is responsible in case of damages. However, the definition of a group behavior of
networked systems would also require more customized solutions for specifying the in-
teraction processes of involved systems in specific application scenarios. It was therefore
not in the scope of this thesis.

A rather general limitation for the definition of networked DSC modes is that it can be
difficult in the addressed open context to optimally specify DSCs only with design time
knowledge according to safety and performance criteria. The open application context
requires extensive testing in simulations as well as in real-world applications. With
increasing experience based on tests, different variants can then be examined and the
networked DSC application as well as the SDM model can be optimized accordingly.

7.2 Future Research Agenda

With the aim of putting the presented DSC approach into practice, important future
research topics are outlined in the following. A special emphasis is on the vehicle domain
as the target application domain. First, the focus for future research is on methodical as-
pects of the approach, then on specific implementation aspects and then on the resulting
practical tests of real networked applications.

Especially, the optimal integration of the networked DSC-based system behavior into
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the individual system platforms should be part of future research. This thesis presents a
solution concept to dominantly influence the non-networked control architecture. How-
ever, although this is specified with a clearly separable two-layer architecture, interfaces
for influencing the existing control architecture must still be defined in order to reliably
incorporate the DSC evaluation results. An alternative possibility, as already mentioned
in the previous Section, would be to forward only the merged DSC guarantees to the
behavior generation level. Here, they could be evaluated together with other individual
findings of environmental perception to derive an optimal autonomous driving behavior.
While the presented variant appears to be favorable for certification issues due to its
clear decision-making structures, the second variant can be better suited from a perfor-
mance point of view, but is more unsystematic in its specification. Ultimately, in both
variants the correct interpretation of DSC runtime guarantees in combination with other
individual environmental perception factors has to be validated in order to derive a safe
autonomous driving behavior. This requires extensive practical testing and should be
part of future research.

Similar to the design decision for the optimal integration of the DSC evaluation into the
existing control architecture, the question arises which granularity for the shared RTEs is
appropriate for networking systems based on DSCs. In the presented platooning scenario
and the IAP scenario, the vehicle communication is focused on RtEs using basic sensor
or sensor fusion data such as distance measurements and acknowledgments for sensor
recognition. In addition to these, however, also more complex RtEs such as Platooning
OK were utilized, which consist of several sub-decisions and were specially introduced
for this networked application. They are hardly applicable in other networked DSC
applications. Given an open application context such as public road transport, it seems
preferable to focus on less complex RtEs to ensure that this data can be interpreted by
other systems. Generally, thus more types of RtEs are available that can potentially
be shared and linked within DSC-Modules. In addition, forwarding RTEs at a lower
level would also allow a higher re-use rate of networked DSC-Modules for other similar
networked applications. On the other hand, it seems sensible to limit the DSC runtime
responsibility for merging RtEs and to condense the contained safety-relevant data of
RtEs as far as possible before forwarding them. Each additionally required RTE in a
particular networked mode can probably increase the risk of a forwarding or evaluation
error. This can ultimately cause additional hazards for the networked application in case
of its unavailability. It becomes apparent, that the optimal granularity of shared RtEs
depends on many aspects such as harmonization of service provision concepts as well as
safety consideration and should be part of future research.

Besides that, for networked DSC applications only a maximum of five interconnected
DSC-Modules were considered in this thesis. For the introduction of more complex
DSC evaluations with more DSC-Modules, additional research is required to analyze
the resulting modeling complexity and evaluation performance. However, since the DSC
evaluation is time-sensitive and varies depending on the number of DSC-Modules, it
becomes already visible that a holistic integration test on the running system platform
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is necessary.

In case several networked systems run DSC applications in parallel and influence each
other, it will be necessary to coordinate them appropriately. In the automotive domain,
this can be the case when a suitable group behavior of networked vehicles in a specific
driving context is required. Concrete examples are the presented Platooning use case or
the IAP use case when networked driving processes of several vehicles have to be coor-
dinated at once. Here, a more centralized coordination should be part of the individual
DSC networks that can centrally supervise and manage the networked systems by the
provision of dedicated RtEs. For this purpose appropriate means have to be introduced,
which enable an overall decision making for a group of networked systems, a coordina-
tion of feasible DSC networks in a particular context and a surveillance of the individual
networked systems for a correct group interaction.

For practical implementation, it also seems reasonable that the continuous runtime eval-
uation of DSCs is ensured by an additional monitoring functionality. In case of an
interrupted DSC evaluation, the system could thus automatically switch to a safe mode.
An appropriate solution would be to introduce an additional RtE which guarantees the
safe operation according to predefined timing constraints. It could monitor the correct
operation with a watch dog function and in case of an error suspend the current net-
worked mode in a predefined way. As part of integration tests on the respective system
platforms, the implementation of such monitoring functionalities should be part of fu-
ture research to ensure the reliability of the specified DSC evaluation mechanisms in real
applications.

In addition, the reliable generation of RtEs in the respective application domain is an
important future research topic as it is the groundwork for generating the networked
system behavior based on DSCs. Besides the generation of RtEs based on internal
system states, especially the RtE generation based on external environment data can
be error-prone. With DSCs themselves, it is only possible to compare similar RtEs for
logical conformance and thus achieve a redundant assessment for a higher level of safety
integrity. The validity of a single shared RtE based on its generation, however, cannot
be subsequently validated. Comparable to the environmental perception capabilities of
autonomous vehicles, similar evaluation criteria must be established for the generation
of RtEs. As part of the practical implementation, the reliable RtE generation should
also be part of the future research.

Furthermore, security issues are a crucial factor for the safe networking of systems in
safety-critical applications. For instance, hackers could try to manipulate the wireless
communication link between vehicles. Since security was not within the scope of this
thesis, it should be part of future research. Basically, however, the security concepts
available today, such as the protection of communication through encryption and the
authentication of communication partners, appear to be suitable for this purpose. A
key prerequisite is that the respective networked applications are thoroughly examined
for potential security weaknesses. This includes the generation of shared RtEs which
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could be manipulated as well as the overall trustworthiness of potential partners in the
surrounding environment. As a first solution idea, hacker attacks could be tackled with a
continuous system self-check on each platform. Thus, when forwarding RtEs, it could be
ensured that the networked systems are in a good working condition and have detected no
security threats. The trustworthiness of the surrounding systems could in turn be verified
by a cloud-based system rating derived from past experience in networked applications.

The adherence to time constraints is also crucial for the practical implementation of
networked DSC applications, as the focus is on highly dynamic tasks. Here, in such
safety-critical applications, especially the worst-case execution time is decisive. It spec-
ifies the time interval in a networked DSC application from a missing RtE to the re-
sponse of the system. As it became apparent in Chapter 6 the pure DSC evaluation
times are sufficiently low. Hence, it strongly depends on the concrete implementation.
It is mainly dependent on three factors, which are the update time of the RtEs, the
transmission time between the systems and the evaluation time using DSCs. Especially
with additional computing power, sensor measurements can be analyzed in shorter up-
date intervals and data can be sent and evaluated faster. Hence, these three factors
can be largely customized by selecting the appropriate computing power and wireless
communication technology for a specific system configuration. It can be assumed that
future autonomous vehicles will be sufficiently equipped to enable both. It is therefore
particularly important for future research that these factors are properly aligned in order
to enable a suitable real-time behavior for networked applications. Naturally, the refresh
rate of the RtEs should therefore be as short as possible for further evaluation. Moreover,
in practical tests the reliability of continuous data transfer has to be validated.

Beyond that, a central future research topic will be the implementation of the DSC
networking technique in real world applications. Generally, first practical tests should
be carried out with additional safety measures. The networked driving behavior could
be limited to a slow driving mode in the initial test phase and the potential cooperation
partners could be fixed at development time. The presented Master-Slave vehicle config-
uration seems to be especially suited for this purpose since additional safety constraints
can be introduced for the autonomously driving slave vehicle. As a test site, a restricted
area in the off-road area with a small number of exposed participants is suitable, e.g.
fields in the agricultural domain. Since modeling and simulation of the networked driv-
ing processes was mainly carried out with the physically available Gator vehicles at the
RRLAB, these vehicles would be perfectly suited for first practical tests. Nevertheless,
such practical tests of the networked DSC driving applications require adequate test
sites and the clarification of legal issues in advance.

Later on such test scenarios could be extended to practical application scenarios in the
off-road domain such as harvester scenarios or milling machines with less complex driving
tasks. For practical testing, road traffic applications are basically the last step in which
the overall safety concept of networked driving must already be very mature. Here, the
focus for networked autonomous driving will be on certification issues for compliance
with regulatory issues.
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7.3 Forward-looking Statement

In the following, an outlook is given on the practical application of the proposed DSC
approach using runtime certification means. For this purpose, the current development
trends in research and industry as well as specific implementation aspects were taken
into account. A special focus is again on the automotive domain as the target applica-
tion domain. Although it is difficult to provide any definitive statements for its future
application, research on this topic has shown that the demand for such flexible and at
the same time safety-certifiable networking options is constantly growing.

Especially, the increasing use of embedded computing devices, which have become in-
creasingly powerful and cost-efficient in recent years, will be an important catalyst for
the broad networking of previously separate system functions. Today, corresponding
research efforts are particularly visible in the industrial CPS domain with innovative
Industry 4.0 applications. Many of these networked applications will be performed in
a safety-critical context. Considering complex manufacturing steps such as human-
machine interaction processes, appropriate safety assurance and certification techniques
are required for this purpose. In principle, DSCs offer a suitable solution concept for this
by reliably accessing and interpreting safety-relevant data from the networked sensors
and production systems. However, concrete DSC use cases still have to be developed for
the industrial CPS domain.

In parallel, new communication standards such as 5G with low latency are evolving.
The related communication technologies are especially suitable for networking systems
in mobile applications such as in the automotive sector. Particularly in the automotive
sector, as described in the Chapter 2, there is a great potential to make road traffic more
safe and efficient by networking vehicles and infrastructure. It can be assumed that
the combination of future autonomous vehicles with powerful on-board ECUs and the
next-generation communication technology will enable data exchange according to the
necessary real-time requirements for DSC evaluation. Consequently, from a technical
point of view, the practical implementation of DSC-based networked driving processes
depends on the introduction of the aforementioned technologies.

Furthermore, the interoperability between all potential networking partners in the vari-
ous application domains will be a central concern to avoid a separation between different
technical platforms that will later become incompatible. Hence, the specification of suit-
able standardized service provision concept will be an essential preliminary step for the
broad networking of systems. In order to establish networked safety-critical applica-
tions, it will also be necessary to provide an appropriate formalization of the shared
safety-relevant data to make it accessible for other networked systems. This is particu-
larly relevant for safety-critical networked applications such as those in the automotive
sector. With an increasing number of spatially distributed systems that can flexibly
establish wireless networks, also the need for standardized concepts for sharing safety-
relevant date will get more attention by research and industry. The presented DSC
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7.3 Forward-looking Statement

approach provides a first solution concept for this purpose.

Besides technical implementation issues, it is difficult to predict the acceptance of the
presented networking approach by authorities in the various application domains. For
instance, in the automotive sector, the future regulations for autonomous driving are still
being developed. One reason for this is that today’s autonomous vehicles are not yet
mature enough for fully autonomous driving and the future capabilities of autonomous
vehicles are difficult to predict. Besides that also the existing national regulations for
using autopilot functions with a lower automation level are very different. While in some
countries such techniques are regulated in a very restrictive way, in others there are fewer
rules to encourage the development of such innovative techniques. In addition, ethical
questions as well as liability questions are not yet sufficiently addressed by society and
public authorities.

With regard to liability issues, it seems possible to treat DSC-based networked driving
processes in a similar way to today’s non-networked piloted driving functions. Here, the
respective vehicles using autopilot function are responsible for their individual driving
maneuvers [89]. Whether this responsibility is ultimately transferred to the driver or the
vehicle manufacturer is not considered here. Also the DSC approach is specified in such
a way that the respective networked vehicle remains responsible for the correct interpre-
tation and derivation of a safe driving behavior. A major difference to non-networked
autonomous driving is of course that also external data is considered. However, the other
networked systems are only responsible for the correctness of the shared safety-relevant
data. They are not responsible for the resulting driving behavior of other networked
vehicles. Here, the fine-grained DSC runtime proofs using RtEs also appear to be well
suited to clarify liability issues of the parties involved. In case of a damage, the contin-
uously merged safety-related data can be utilized for tracing a wrong decision-making
back to its source. For this purpose, the DSC-based decisions would have to be stored for
a certain period of time. It becomes apparent that the contract-based safety specification
is generally beneficial for the future implementation in this respect.

A typical challenge for the introduction of new technologies, such as the networking of
systems on a large scale, is that a lot of engineering effort is required without having a
tangible benefit right from the beginning. This can be the case for centralized network-
ing approaches of many heterogeneous systems. In the automotive domain, for example,
defining a group driving behavior for an intersection control scenario would require that
all approaching vehicles are capable of participating in this networked driving applica-
tion. Here, if only one participant could not be part of the networked group or would
not act according to the driving commands, the overall coordination of the networked
vehicle group would probably be terminated. A real benefit would thus only arise at a
later stage when this technology is supported by all systems. The introduction of such
promising technologies can be delayed as a result. For the proposed DSC approach,
this is not a major issue as it primarily focuses on decentralized and local networked
applications. Thus, not all surrounding system platforms or all capabilities of a partic-
ular platform, such as in the automotive sector for networked driving processes, need
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7 Conclusions and Future Research Agenda

to be part of a networked application. With regard to the aforementioned intersection
control scenario, driving processes of certain vehicles could be optimized and others not.
Ultimately, the proposed DSC networking approach seems to be well suited even in the
early deployment phase when only a few systems support such a networking technology.
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